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V/ILKIE COLLINS OK VICTORIAN ENGLAND.
A Study of Society in The Woman in White,
No Name, Armadale, and The Moonstone.

Abstract

The title chosen for this thesis is "Wilkie Collins on

Victorian England" - it is an attempt to describe
society as it appears in four selected novels. Characters
as well as themes are discussed. The first chapter deals
with people of the professions: some lawyers, doctors,
and a clergyman are chosen as representatives; and
Collins's attitudes to each of the three professions are

also treated. Then it is the turn of the servants who

appear in the novels; a famous Collins character such as

Gabriel Betteredge, the steward in The Moonstone, is
discussed at some length here, and so are various aspects
of servants' life. It is indicated that Collins's

attitude changed during the course of his career.

Propriety and respectability are important themes in
Victorian literature in general and in the fiction of
Wilkie Collins in particular; they are treated in a

separate chapter. "Domesticity and Danger" is the title
of the chapter which deals with the leisured classes and
people in trade in Britain as well as adventurers in
distant corners of the world. The last chapter treats the
related subject of borders: attitudes towards foreigners
and divisions within Britain itself. In this connection

Count Fosco (of The Woman in White) receives some treat¬

ment. Dialect and social conditions are two of the things
that divide people. In my conclusion some other aspects
of the novels of Wilkie Collins are briefly dealt with,
such as the importance of mysteries - many of Collins's
books are first of all thrillers and detective-stories.

The degree to which Collins shared the views on various

subjects with his contemporaries is discussed here; im¬
portant in this connection is Collins's private life,
which (with two mistresses and three illegitimate children)
was far from typical of its time. And Collins's friendship
with Dickens must not, of course, be forgotten. Finally,
the main characteristics of Collins's world are summed up;

these include a noticeable stress on technicalities and

often a somewhat indistinct border-line between morality
and immorality.
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V

INTRODUCTION.

This work is a study of the world presented in the major
novels of Wllkie Collins - partly through discussion
of some central characters, partly through treatment
of certain selected themes. The first chapter will
deal with Collins's descriptions and views of the
three professions: law, medicine, and the church.
The main stress will he on law because this is where

Collins's main interest was - he was, after all,
called to the Bar although he never practised as a

lawyer himself."^ Then comes a discussion of the
people in service - they include characters such as

Gabriel Betteredge, the well-known steward in The
Moonstone, and Mrs. Lecount in No Name. In that

chapter a general discussion of servants will also
appear. Next follows a chapter on the important
themes of propriety and respectability; Wilkie
Collins's position in relation to both will be
assessed. Again, certain characters will receive
special attention - an example is Miss Gwilt
(Armadale), one of the most significant characters
in Collins's novels. "Domesticity and Danger" is
the title of the next chapter. The first half
deals with the leisured classes at home in Britain,
and with people in trade. Related themes - rank
and money for instance - are also treated. The
second half is about the adventurers in the novels

of Collins. As I will show, Collins believes
adventures and dangers to be beneficial. Sincerity



and honesty are themes important in this chapter.
The final chapter before the Conclusion is simply
called "Borders". It deals not only with hationality
for instance the attitudes of the English towards

foreigners - but also with divisions within Britain
itself. In this connection, Collins's use of
dialect and his remarks on poverty will receive
attention. Count Fosco, probably Wilkie Collins's
most famous creation, will be discussed in that

chapter.
Why choose Wilkie Collins? The question is not

difficult to answer; the career of Collins started
at a time when the characteristics of the Victorian

Age really began to emerge (the early 1850s) and
ended when the impulses of an impending new

century began to make themselves felt (Collins
died in 1889). Furthermore, Collins is fairly
representative of his age - this argument will be
taken up again in the Conclusion of the present
work. An important factor in the life of Collins
was his friendship with Charles Dickens, un¬

doubtedly the greatest novelist of his own age and
one of the greatest writers of all ages. The work
and personality of Dickens had a tremendous in¬
fluence on all who knew him, including Wilkie
Collins, and for this reason Dickens is mentioned
often in the following pages. Other novelists too,
have been referred to when I have felt this to be

of any relevance. Thus George Eliot is occasionally
brought into the discussion together with some

works of Charles Kingsley, Elizabeth Gaskell, and
others. One can never hope to make a study like
this without comparing one's author with his
contemporaries and this has accordingly been
done.

Another question arises: why concentrate on only
four novels when Collins wrote more than twenty?
There are several reasons for this. A close study
of all the novels would not be possible in a



comparatively short work like this, and a cursory

treatment of all the books would not be profitable.
Besides, the four novels selected are the major
novels, those that made Collins known. The Woman
in White, No Name, Armadale, and The Moonstone
are undoubtedly the best novels that Collins wrote.

They are also less repetitive in the themes they
treat than the later novels and far better technically
than the early novels. Collins's connection with
Dickens has already been mentioned - this
connection lasted for approximately twenty years

and rougfity covered the fifties and the sixties.
Dickens died in 1870 and from that time onwards,.
Collins's closest fellow-novelist was probably
Charles Reade, a far less inspiring writer than
Dickens. I am not arguing that this is going to
be a study of Dickens rather than of Reade - the

subject is Collins and some of the books that he

wrote, but I am saying that a study of Collins's
novels at the time when he was likely to be in¬
fluenced by Dickens is more interesting than a

study of the later works.
Numerous books have been written about the

Victorian age; some of them are mentioned in my

bibliography. It is never easy to give a brief

summary of the main features of a whole age -

especially the Victorian Age. The following lines
will merely consist of a few remarks which I hope
will give an impression of the period of the four
novels. They were all published in the 1860s but
are set some years earlier than that; The Woman
in White contains a reference to the Great Ex¬

hibition of 1851, ,No Name is set in the mid-
18^-Os, the story in Armadale takes place in the

2 )
early fifties, and The Moonstone is late 18^-Os.
The forties in particular were very much a period
of transition as Kathleen Tiliotson has pointed
out: "In the forties the new was being roughly
superimposed on the old." The chief cause was



the railways, which completely transformed Britain
from "the stagecoach world" to "the railway age". The
railway mania of the mid-forties hits Captain
Wragge in No Name As Carlyle remarked, his age

"is the Age of Machinery":' "Men are grown

mechanical in head and heart, as well as in hand."
Dougald MacEachen writes about "the practical
results of science" in his dissertation "Wilkie

Collins: Victorian Crusader", meaning things such
as locomotives, gas lights, steamers, photography,
and telegraphy. Science was certainly important
in the last century, and a strong rival of religion -

the evangelical tract-distributor Miss Clack thinks
5)

th.e profession of Medicine "notoriously infidel".
The Victorians were energetic and extremely pro¬

ductive, in literature as well as in industry.
However, religion was still paramount although the
age was, perhaps, more secularized than earlier
ages. G.M. Young wrote that "The Evangelical
discipline, secularized as respectability, was the
strongest binding force in a nation which without it
might have broken up, as it had already broken
loose.Powerful too, were the bonds of the
Victorian family, a cursory glance at Samuel
Butler's novel The Way of All Flesh will show this

clearly. G.M. Young could think of only two
institutions in Victorian England which were

never at the time debated or assailed: Representative
Institutions and the Family. The nineteenth century
is in some ways the age of domesticity. But - and
this is a good indication that Victorianism is
full of contradictions, and how difficult it is
to characterize the ,-age - it was also the time

.when Britain sent explorers, adventurers, and con-

querers to the four corners of the earth like never

before. This was the heyday of the British Empire.
Already before Victoria ascended the throne,
Christopher North had written of "His Majesty's



7)
dominions, on which the sun never sets.'"7 Later in
the century the imperialist writer Rudyard Kipling
became famous.

Some of these features are seen in the four

major novels of Wilkie Collins. The Victorian

family does not really make its appearance in his

pages - Collins was not a family man, at least
not in the Victorian sense of the word/^ But in

most respects, Collins's presentation of Victorian

society is true to life, and in reading his novels
we can learn a great deal about life and people a

hundred years ago.

Notes.

1) See "o. 29 below.
2) AYR/ III, H7, ^-12. - NN: Wragge is hit by the

railway-mania, see below in this introduction. - C,
X, 6ifl (A). - M, e.g. AYR, XIX, 75, which gives 1^8
as the year when the diamond was lost.

3) Kathleen Tillotson, Novels of the Eighteen-
Forties, pp. 106-7- - AYR, VII, 265-

4) Quoted in The Pelican Guide to English Literature
(ed. Boris Ford), vol. 6, p. 19- - MacEachen, "Wilkie
Collins: Victorian Crusader", pp. 150-1.

5) See pp. 38 and 105 below.
6) See p. 1+2 below, and G.M. Young, Victorian

England. Portrait of an Age, p. 5-
7) Christopher North (John V/ilson), Noctes

Ambrosianae.
8) Robinson, Wilkie Collins (see p. 162 of this

thesis), p. 12§. - Wolzogen, who wrote his book on
Collins when the author was still alive (see Biblio¬
graphy), gives an interesting comment on Collins the
bachelor; he writes that "das Gliick der Ehe [ihm]
nicht zu theil ward" and talks about "einem warm-

fiihlenden Manner-herzen, dem Frauenliebe nicht
bliiht, die Freunschaft eine urn so festere Statte
haben wird." Such was the popular image of Collins
before the National Dictionary of Biography hinted
at "the intimacies". See also Robinson, Wilkie
Collins, p. 135.



CHAPTER I

WILKIE COLLINS ON VICTORIAN PROFESSIONS.

I.

RoLert Ashley has said that Wilkie Collins had a "much
more favourable impression of the law and its practitione
than, for instance, Dickens had" and he goes on to
state that the "trusted family lawyer is usually a

favoured character in a Collins novel.Dougald
MacEachen expressed similar thoughts in the first two
pages of his essay on "Wilkie Collins and British

2)
Law". ' Ashley and MacEachen are right up to a certain
point but their remarks indicate that Collins had only
good things to say about law and lawyers and this is a

misunderstanding. Most of his lav/yers are sympathetic
men but their profession is not always presented in
its favourable aspects; the "law" in Collins's novels
does not exactly call forth pleasant thoughts. I will
return to these general aspects after a discussion of
the prominent lawyers in the four major novels.

The first important solicitor is Mr. Gilmore in The
Woman in White. "Mr. Gilmore is the old and tried friend

of two generations of Fairlies; and we can trust him,
x)

as we could trust no one else", ' says Marian to Walter
Hartright. In many ways, Mr. Gilmore is the typical
Collins lawyer but, as I will show, he is also very

special among the law-practitioners in the four novels.
It will be best first to look at those features

which Gilmore shares with his colleagues. As Marian

points out (in the passage just quoted), Gilmore is an



old friend of the family, who has no doubt proved his
worth in the trying family-crises to which he refers
in his narrative.^ Elsewhere, Marian calls him a

5)
"true friend, and trustworthy adviser"-'' and Hartright
acknowledges that Gilmore is "in every way... much
fitter to advise and to act in the matter" regarding
A'nne Catherick's letter than Hartright himself.^

Mr. Gilmore is old-fashioned - Walter Hartright
7)

calls him "the old gentleman".'' At the beginning of
the novel Collins makes use of his favourite literary

O \

device, contrast, ' and lets Marian receive advice first
from the comparatively inexperienced and young Walter
Hartright and then from the older Mr. Gilmore - as the
latter says to Hartright, "I am an old man; and I take
the practical view. You are a young man; and you take
the romantic view".Gilmore's manners remind Hartright
of "the old school of politeness" and another of his
impressions of the lawyer is that of "a cheerful,
diligent, widely-respected old age".^"^ Gilmore, on
his side, comments in his narrative that Hartright
is "not free from the social failings incidental to
his age"; like other young men Hartright can't sit
over his wine, can't play at whist, and he can't
pay a lady a compliment.11^ Sir Percival Glyde
evidently knows how to behave in order to gain the
old gentleman's favour and Marian is later to discover
that Sir Percival has been acting; "His elaborate
delicacy; his ceremonious politeness", she says,

"harmonised so agreeably with Mr. Gilmore's old-
12)

fashioned notions". / Unlike Mr. Bruff in The Moonstone,
Gilmore is interested in politics ^and his political
views suit the rest of his character well; his blood
boils when Mr. Fairlie calls him a Radical: "A

Radical!!! I could put up with a good deal of
provocation, but, after holding the soundest Conservative
principles all my life, I could not put up with being
called a Radical. His views on ladies are not de¬

scribed as Bruff's are but Walter Hartright has the im¬
pression that the old lawyer believes in "a lady's in-



ability to play the losing game" when Marian suggests a

change in the card-table arrangements in order to separat
15)

the two despairing lovers Hartright and Laura. Of
course, Gilmore is to be counted among the respectable
solicitors of Victorian Britain ; and when he meets

the pale and haggard Walter Hartright in London he
remarks that Hartright's dress "was so slovenly, now,

that I should really have been ashamed of the appearance
17)

of it on one of my own clerks." f/
Finally, Gilmore is just as busy as any other

n ft)
solicitor in Collins. ' When his name is first

mentioned to us by Marian he is away in Glasgow on

business; however, he has managed to stop at Limmeridge
19)

House on his way back to London. After a few days
at Mr. Fairlie's in Cumberland, Gilmore receives a

letter from his partner which obliges him to return
to London immediately. "It was extremely probable that
I should find no second opportunity of presenting
myself at Limmeridge House during the remainder of

20)
the year", he adds. ' Gilmore is very diligent, and
suffers for it; while the battle about Laura's
marriage settlement is being fought he goes to
Cumberland again to try and reason with Mr. Fairlie -

Gilmore has latterly felt "a return of that fulness
and oppression of the head, against which my doctor
warned me so seriously more than two years since".

21)
and he decides to walk to the railway terminus. But
the fresh air does not do him good; a few months later
he has a fit. Marian writes in her diary
Early in the spring, we were alarmed by hearing that
he had been found insensible at his desk, and that
the seizure had been pronounced to be an apoplectic fit.
He had been long complaining of fulness and oppression
in the head; and his doctor had warned him of the
consequences that would follow his persistency in
continuing to work, early and late, as if he was still
a young man. The result now is that he has been
positively ordered to keep out of his office for a year
to come, at least, and to seek repose of body and
relief of mind by altogether changing his usual mode
of life. The business is left, accordingly, to be
carried on by his partner; and he is, himself, at this
moment, away in Germany, visiting some relations who
are settled there in mercantile pursuits. 22)



u

Gilmore, from then on, disappears from the novel. We
2 "5)

only hear about him a few times - his role as

Marian's adviser is taken over by his partner.
As I have pointed out, Gilmore is not altogether

typical, "In external appearance, Mr. Gilmore was

the exact opposite of the conventional idea of an

old lawyer," writes Hartright when he sees him for
pi \

the first time. Not all lawyers in Collins take
a personal interest in the affairs of their clients
but Gilmore certainly does. He once writes, "I could
not act with this business-like indifference towards

Miss Fairlie", after a conversation with Sir Percival's
solicitor. Gilmore has appealed in vain to Mr.
Fairlie as Laura's guardian in order to secure a decent

marriage settlement for her but he refuses to submit
to the circumstances. Considering how busy he is, it
must be a big sacrifice for him to "jolt" his "old

25)
bones down to Cumberland". y' His journey too, is in
vain and he has to draw up what he considers a miserable
deed for Laura: "No daughter of mine should have been
married to any man alive under such a settlement as I

pM
was compelled to make for Laura Fairlie." ' Here we

approach another aspect of Gilmore which distinguishes
him from his legal colleagues in the other novels.;
most of them are presented as very powerful men, whom

27)
it is best to obey ' - but Gilmore is totally
without power in this situation,* Sir Percival, Sir
Percival's solicitor, and Mr. Fairlie unite against
him: "I had no choice. Another lawyer would have
drawn up the deed if I had refused to undertake
it."28)

Indeed, Collins is more interested in Gilmore as a

private being than is the case with many of his other
lawyers. Like young Pedgift in Armadale Gilmore is the
man to save a disastrous party; Limmeridge House on

Hartright's last evening there is a gloomy place, to
say the least, but, as Hartright observes, "Mr. Gilmore
was a great assistance to us. He was in high good

humour, and he led the conversation with unflagging



5
29)

spirit." However, Gilmore's good-humour belongs
to his person rather than to his profession. Pedgift
saves a picnic in a similar way but he does this
only because "a client's a client and "Such a client
as the Master of Thorpe-Ambrose fell but seldom in
his father's way.^ It is a pity that Collins has

SI)not given us more of Gilmore's satire ' • there is
no real sense of humour in Gilmore's earnest narrative.

As I mentioned above, Gilmore is exchanged with his
partner, Kyrle, about halfway through the novel. Why
does Collins suddenly substitute one lawyer for the
other? There are several good reasons for such a

substitution; some of them are connected with the
difference between the two men. It also serves

Collins's sensational purposes better since the
disappearance of the trusted friend isolates the two
sisters and furthermore tends to make Hartright's
self-imposed task look even more hopeless. Gilmore
has obviously had presentiments that Laura and
Marian would face serious problems sooner or later
for Marian has his "own authority for placing im¬
plicit confidence in his partner's integrity,
discretion, and accurate knowledge of all her
affairs". When Hartright goes to see Kyrle, the
lawyer says that his time is at Miss Halcombe's

disposal, and adds,
Where any interests of hers are concerned, I
represent my partner personally as well as pro¬
fessionally. It was his request that I should do
so, when he ceased to take an active part in
business. 33)

Kyrle is a very cautious man and altogether a much
more conventional solicitor than Gilmore - the two

are, in fact, contrasts. Although Kyrle has been
requested to take his partner's place personally,
It is evident (and inevitable) that he is not

particularly interested in this case. One short
sentence - of the kind which speaks volumes -

emphasizes this. Marian, after her serious illness,
goes to Mr. Kyrle for help against Fosco and Sir



b

Percivalj the lawyer carries out a brief and perfunctory
investigation which, of course, does not help Marian at
all. The paragraph describing this concludes, "Thus the
investigation by Mr. Gilmore's partner began and
ended"-^" - what a difference from Gilmore's many

scruples about Laura's situation in the early part of
the book. The contrast between the two partners is
clearest when Hartright's first meetings with each are

compared. Kyrle is a lawyer to the very marrow of his
35)

bones ^ whereas Gilmore's appearance strikes Hartright
as being the exact opposite of that of a conventional
lawyer (see the quotation above). Gilmore has a florid
complexion, Kyrle is a pale man. Gilmore is cheerful,

36)
probably often in high good humour ^ , Kyrle is quiet
and self-possessed. Gilmore's manners are marked by the
formal grace and refinement of the old school of

politeness, Kyrle has "a very undemonstrative manner".
Gilmore is sanguine, Kyrle is not (judges Hartright)
"ready with his sympathy, where strangers were con¬

cerned." Gilmore is not always able to control his

temper Kyrle has a low voice and is ever cautious.
Kyrle is, from a professional point of view, a good

lawyer but, as I have indicated, he does not succeed in

representing Gilmore personally because his own nature
stops him from doing so. The conversation between

39)
Kyrle and Hartright is interesting - here we are

shown the young man's indignation against Sir Percival
and Fosco on the one side, and the solicitor's calm
self-possession on the other. It becomes clear how
close Kyrle is to the totally impersonal solicitor:
he disregards all human aspects and is at once able to
analyze Hartright's case, as today, a computer is able
to emit a result. When Hartright finally manages to
force a confession out of Fosco and in this way prove

Laura's identity, it is doubtful if Kyrle is personally
pleased but, being the lawyer he is, he "declared, as

the legal adviser of the family, that my [Hartright's]
case was proved by the plainest evidence he had ever

heard in his life."^^
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II.

In No Name, the most prominent lawyer is Mr. Pendril,
... a spare, quiet, grey-haired man, whose personal
appearance was totally devoid of marked character of
any kind; whose inexpressive face and conventionally-
quiet manner presented nothing that attracted approval,
and nothing that inspired dislike. This was Mr.
Pendril - this was the man on whose lips hung the
future of the orphans at Combe-Raven. if1)
A very awe-inspiring man, apparently with no feelings.

As will be shown, however, the "inexpressive face"
belongs to a man not devoid of the ordinary amount of
human emotions. Unlike Mr. Kyrle, Pendril takes much
trouble in his work for his clients. Years before the

death of Andrew Vanstone and his wife (when she was

still, strictly speaking, Miss Blake) it was Pendril
who had to deal with her bothersome relatives in his

i p \
client's interest. When Norah and Magdalen are left
without a legacy, Pendril makes a great effort to
contact the heir, Michael Vanstone, a rude, elderly
man,* and his son, the weakly Noel. First, Pendril
writes to Michael and receives only a short reply
referring him to a letter written to his lawyer in
which the old man condemns his brother Andrew's

"discreditable" conduct and offers his nieces a sum of

one hundred pounds each. Pendril "declined, on becoming
acquainted with them, to receive the writer's decision
as final." He then tries to see Noel, and to write a

second time. The lawyer's eagerness to help the Vanstone
sisters makes the suspicious Michael write (also in
the first letter) that Pendril "has no doubt interested

reasons of his own for making application to me."^'
Later, he is willing to go to Aldborough to identify
Magdalen, and sends a "trustworthy person" - probably
one of his employees - to Allonby to look for Magdalen
and Noel.^^ All these services would not be extraordinary
if Norah and Miss Garth were as wealthy as, for instance,
Allan Armadale, but considering their comparative
poverty, his activities show that he is very helpful
towards people he likes, whether they have enough

AG)
money to pay him or not.H>'



Pendril too, is a respectable solicitor - or perhap
even a "Crusty One", as Allan Armadale's butler would
have put it.^^ Chiefly because he is so respectable
in everything he does and says, it is much on his
mind to defend Mrs. Vanstone for living with Andrew
so many years without being married - when he explains
the truth to the governess he stresses the good things
she effected by living with Andrew in order to
extenuate the embarrassing fact.^^ The reader also
realizes that Pendril is an extremely conventional
figure,- this is perhaps best seen by the fact that
he is on very good terms with the family's respectable
and somewhat squeamish governess, Miss Garth.^®^ The
family misfortune brings the two eminent Victorians
together - characteristically "They bowed to each

LQ )
other with a formal politeness". y Later, the
correspondence between Mr. Pendril and Miss Garth is
very extensive and they join forces to track down
Magdalen.Pendril's judgement on Magdalen is,
indeed, very severe

I believe Mrs. Noel Vanstone to be one of the most
reckless, desperate, and perverted women living; ana
any circumstances that estrange her from her sister,
are circumstances which I welcome, for her sister's
sake. 51)
Captain Wragge is also a contemptible figure in
Pendril's eyes - and Wragge is clearly intended as

an unconventional character. In the last scene his

distaste for both Wragge and Magdalen is evident when
Mr. Merrick, the doctor who has been attending Magdale
during her serious illness, wants to contact her
relatives. Wragge refers him to Pendril, who is very

52)
reluctant to help the doctor. Earlier, when de¬
scribing Miss Blake's family, Pendril says that the
"only survivor... is a scoundrel calling himself

Captain Wragge", who "privately extorted the price
of his silence from Mrs. Vanstone, to the last";
Pendril then gives an indication of how disgraceful

55)
the conduct of that family, including Wragge, was. v
When Magdalen is with Wragge in York, the latter



writes to Pendril and receives an extremely surly
5A)

reply , although the letter is anonymous, the
writer is obviously of Wragge's cast of mind and
for that reason despised by the respectable lawyer.
The reply makes Wragge think of Pendril as a "sour

55 )
man" and he comments on the lawyer's temper. v

As I have already indicated, Pendril has more

than one facet - although respectable himself, he does
not like to use the word "respectable" as if he does
not pay attention to respectability.^^ It does seem

somewhat inappropriate that Collins uses Pendril as

his mouth-piece in his condemnation of the law of
57)

illegitimacy but Pendril is not, of course, a man

who is too inhuman to have sympathy with those who
suffer innocently - and he is touched by Magdalen
and Norah's misfortune

... the sight of those poor girls at the time when
I felt my hard duty towards them most painfully -
shook me, as a man of my years and my way of life,
is not often shaken by any distress in the present,
or any suspense in the future. I have not recovered
it this morning: I hardly feel sure of myself yet. 58)

Pendril's importance is great (he is almost
indispensable) and he is intimately involved in his
clients' affairs (at least if we are to judge from
his involvement in the Vanstones' affairs

Occasionally, Pendril is even used as a kind of Post
Office. Mrs. Lecount, not knowing Norah's address,

60)
sends her letter to Pendril, who is to forward it. '
Likewise, Wragge and Mr. Merrick are able to

61)
contact Magdalen's family through Pendril. 1 It is
also noteworthy that Norah and Magdalen are "dis¬
inherited" because Pendril did not reach Combe-Paven

in time to draw a new will before Andrew Vanstone

died.

As Gilmore, Pendril is an old and trusted friend
of the family - Norah calls him "my father's trusted
adviser and oldest friend".62) Pendril was the solicito
of Andrew Vanstone's father - as he says when he begins
to explain to Miss Garth the family background:-
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My father was then on the point of retiring from the
active pursuit of his profession; and, in succeeding
to his business, I also succeeded to his connexion
with the Vanstones, as the family solicitor. 63)
Pendril says at least twice that he knew Andrew

6h)
Vanstone when Andrew was "a lad of nineteen".

Pendril is also, of course, as busy as his colleagues.
65)

He is not always in his office to receive callers ,

and when Andrew finally got married to Miss Blake,
Pendril was not in England to advise his client: he
had to go to Jamaica, "a very serious business
necessity, in connexion with some West Indian property
possessed by an old client and friend of mine", Pendril
comments.^ ^

Pendril is, personally, less sympathetic than
Gilmore and it is not difficult to see why. Pendril
has no unflagging spirits but a somewhat sour temper,
as Wragge comments. Another reason is that Gilmore is
never really put to the test, as it were. He becomes
ill before Marian needs a lawyer at Blackwater Park
and is conveniently exchanged with Kyrle (who is not
very interested in her case anyway). Pendril, however,
remains in good health all through No Name and assists
Norah and Miss Garth during their troubles. He comes

to disapprove strongly of Magdalen, who is the heroine
of the novel.

Even less sympathetic is Mr. Loscombe, Magdalen's
lawyer. Loscombe was Noel's solicitor and obviously

67)
in his confidence he is the only thing Magdalen
inherits from her husband. Loscombe never actually

appears in the novel except through his correspondence
with Magdalen. He is, at least for a time, on her
side in her fight for her father's legacy, personifying
the Law for her: "Even the lav/, which is the friend
of all you respectable people, has recognised my

existence, and has become my friend too!"^®^ Loscombe
goes to Scotland where Noel has died at Dumfries
partly to perform, as he says, "whatever duties I may

v/ith propriety undertake, as solicitor to the deceased
gentleman", but also to obtain information in order to



69)
help Magdalen. In his letters to her, he explains
various technicalities - passages which, I can

70)
imagine, Collins must have enjoyed writing.

Although we know little about Loscombe personally,
there is reason to suppose that he too, is rather
surly and crusty; the parenthesis in the letter where
he suspects Noel's Secret Trust indicates this.
Loscombe refers to a specific sentence in the will
and comments that these words represent a "cunning
which (as constantly happens when uninstructed

71 )
persons meddle with law) has overreached itself".- '
Besides being a minor lawyer in a novel (compared
with Pendril), Loscombe also shares with Kyrle his
caution and his passiveness. Magdalen is at a dead
end after receiving the letter from her lawyer
from which I just quoted,
Mr. Loscombe was too cautious to commit himself to
an active course of any kind: he passively maintained
his opinion, and left the rest to his client - he
desired to know nothing, until the Trust was placed
in his hands. 72)
In the end, Loscombe cuts Magdalen. It is obvious at
this stage that Magdalen has no money to pay him,
and in those circumstances he withdraws his services

7 5)
as quickly as possible. Like Kyrle, Loscombe has
no real personal interest in his clients' cases; he
does say to Magdalen when he withdraws from the case

that both his personal and his professional interest
with the matter must cease, but replying to a letter
written by Magdalen's landlady while she lies ill and

solitary, he states that "My only connexion with Mrs.
7/ \

Noel Vanstone was a professional one". ' This is
certainly evidence that, to Collins, old and trusted
lawyers are to be preferred.

III.

Armadale, Collins's next novel, has only a few minor

lawyers from London; the two (or rather three)
important law-practitioners in this novel have their
offices in a small town in Norfolk. The lawyers are



Mr. Darch, Mr. Pedgift Senior, and the latter's son.

The two full-fledged solicitors in the town of Thorpe-
Ambrose have some features in common, as we shall
see.

Mr. Darch is a long-established lawyer in Thorpe-
75)

Ambrose, mixing freely with the best society.
Allan Armadale's butler describes him as "a Crusty

One", Miss Gwilt refers to him as the "crabbed old
lawyer", and his younger colleague Mr. Pedgift Senior
writes to his son about "our stiff-necked brother

practitioner".''7 ' We do not get a very pleasant
picture of the old lawyer through descriptions by
others and through his own letters,- Darch is never

"introduced" in person as the Pedgifts are but is
as distant a figure as, for instance, Loscombe in
Mo Name. Thus the surly characteristics in him are

perhaps exaggerated and he becomes an entirely un¬

attractive person. Allan thinks of him as "a rheumatic
77)

brown object in gaiters and a wig".'' When Darch
wants to rent Allan's cottage he says that he is
"a bachelor, of studious habits" who wants a se¬

cluded cottage to which he can retire dT.ter business

hours, and Darch assures Allan that he can "count
on securing an unobtrusive neighbour, and on putting
the cottage into responsible and careful hands."
He is obviously a very respected solicitor. Being the
Blanchards' old family lawyer, he is the first to
write to Allan when the latter succeeds to the estate

no)

of Thorpe-Ambrose. Darch has served this family
79)

for two generations tyj and he remains faithful to
Miss Blanchard, representing her interests when Allan
is supposed dead and she is heiress to the estate.

Mr. Darch is a very proud man and a bitter enemy,
O -j

as Allan experiences. His sense of his own

importance is evident in his curt reply to Allan's
request that Darch become his solicitor. Allan also
invites him to dinner. Darch declines the first offer

with thanks and goes on to say that it is impossible
for him "(in.justice to myself) to accept your in-
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vitation." Darch is offended "because Allan chose to

let the cottage to one Major Milroy, a perfect
stranger, instead of letting it to the old fami iy

op \
lawyer. Midwinter is right in saying that Darch
has some cause for complaint - the lawyer's indignation
is justified. But when he publishes Allan's rash re-

Q"Z

joinder -' he is revealed as being different from
Gilmore and Penaril - both men of integrity. It seems

that Darch pays more attention to public opinion than
to justice.

Darch's local influence is great; as mentioned above,
he mixes freely with the best society. He is also
universally looked-up-to, and he does the business of
the highest people in the neighbourhood.He would,
of course, like to maintain this influence and wants
to continue as the solicitor of the Thorpe-Ambrose
estate but his pride forbids him to accept Allan's
proposal; besides, he has already seen that he has
not much influence with Allan anyway.It is likely
to assume that Darch had rather more influence with

the former owners of Thorpe-Ambrose (the Blanchards).
In the absence of Allan, Miss Blanchard succeeds to
the estate; she is virtually incapable (as most ladies
in Collins's. novels ® of deciding anything connected
with legal matters and obviously leaves everything to
Darch. Miss Gwilt, posing as Allan's widow, tries to
obtain money from the estate and she finds out that
it is now in Miss Blanchard's possession. She con¬

tinues her diary:-
One result of this course of proceeding will be

(as Bashwood thinks) to put Mr. Darch in the position
of the person who really decides on my claim to the
widow's place and the widow's money. The income being
charged on the estate, it must come out of Miss
Blanchard's pocket; and the question of paying it
would appear therefore to be a question for Miss
Blanchard's lawyer. 87)
Later, Miss Gwilt says she is afraid of Darch although
she writes that she merely says it to please Dr.
Downward.^^

Darch is, to sum up, one of the more conventional



lawyers in Collins. He is respectable, faithful to
old clients, and powerful. He is also emotional, like
Pendril.

Darch's fellow-practitioner in Thorpe-Ambrose is Mr.
Pedgift Senior, whose son, Pedgift Junior, helps him
in the office. The two Pedgifts are probably the most
interesting lawyers in the four novels; both are de¬
scribed with great gusto (especially Junior). In
Pedgift Senior more than in other lawyers the
distinction or division between professional and

personal is prominent. To some degree it is possible
to divide Pedgift into professional and personal;
Pedgift himself makes such a division. Bashwood wants
revenge over Gwilt and asks his employer,
"If you would only give me the great advantage of
yoir opinion ana advice—- ?-"""

"Wait a bit, Bashwood. We will separate those
two things if you please. A lawyer may offer an
opinion like any other man; but when a lawyer
gives his advice - by the Lord Harry, sir, it's
Professional! You're welcome to my opinion in this
matter; I have disguised it from nobody. ... As to
the mode of proceeding by which the blots on this
woman's character (Miss Gwiltj might or might not
be brought to light in time... that is a branch of
the question on which I positively decline to enter.
It implies speaking in my character as a lawyer, and
giving you, what I decline positively to give you,
my professional advice." 89)
Pedgift cannot comprehend that Bashwood is in love
with Gwilt because the clerk comes to him in business

hours.

Needless to say, Pedgift Senior is an industrious
lawyer. He is much too busy to join picnics "on the
score of business engagements"^ ^ and only reluctantly
does he condescend to waste time on a clerk like

Bashwood; when the latter goes to see him he is totally
immersed in Law, looking "up from his papers with

9?)
an air of annoyance". w Pedgift is very persistent and

ox)
very firm in his handling of Allan - a very good
and persevering lawyer he is. Pedgift is also quite
self-satisfied, like Darch, and withdraws his services
when Allan does not take his advice:-



After what I have already said and done in this very
serious case,[he says to Allan] I can't consent to go
on with it with both my hands tied; and I can't drop
it with credit to myself, while I remain publicly
known as your solicitor, You leave me no alternative,
sir, but to resign the honour of acting as your legal
adviser. 9^)
Pedgift rightly believes that Miss Gwilt is not as

innocent as she appears, and he is firm as a rock in
this belief. When his son tries to bring about a

reconciliation between his father and Allan, the
latter declares himself willing provided Pedgift

05)
Senior promises not to refer to Miss Gwilt. y' The
lawyer refuses to do this even though Allan is a

good client. His professional pride is more important
than money - and Pedgift resembles his "stiff-necked"

colleague, Darch, in that respect. The two law-
practitioners, however, differ in another respect.
Darch is a sour-tempered man whereas Pedgift
Senior is extremely self-possessed. This is best seen

97)
in his long conversation with Allan. ''

He is very sure of himself and he has much experience
to support him. His early career was apparently some¬

what rough. Junior's great-uncle, the young man de¬
clares, was a publican, so Pedgift's way to legal

Q O \
practice may have been long and weary. ' "'When I was

in the criminal branch of practice," he says to Allan,
"it fell to my lot to take instructions for the defence
of women committed for trial, from the women's own

99)
lips."y> It is with such a background that Pedgift
Senior condemns Miss Gwilt and he turns out to be

absolutely right.100) warns Allan against her several
. , . . 101)times, but m vain.

Although Pedgift is not as universally respected and
as well, connected as Darch he seems to be doing quite
well in Thorpe-Ambrose - he has a few clerks, his son,

~i n ^
and Bashwood, whose assistance is sometimes necessary.

It is probably with a view to achieving greater importance
and admiration that he subscribes to new Infant School

buildings in the county.^ Naturally, he is very eager

to get the law-business of the new squire in the town.



When Allan arrives in Norfolk there is already a letter
from the lawyer waiting for him in which Pedgift Senior
offers "to take charge of your [Allan's] interests.
From the v/ay Pedgift's letter is phrased with regard to
Darch, it is likely to assume that his legal colleague
has made public his dissatisfaction with the new squire
already at this stage. Midwinter is not quite pleased
with Pedgift»s eagerness to become Allan's lawyer - he
says that Pedgift "has not introduced himself to your

notice in a very delicate way ". The Pedgifts make
a good impression on Allan when he goes to see them,*
they give him wine and offer to spare one of their

106 )
clerks (Bashwood) to help him with the tenants' rent. '
As I mentioned above, he is very firm with Allan and
is a very good lawyer for him. He and his son zealously
serve him, each in his own way. Pedgift Senior serves

Allan personally as well as professionally; he and his
son still show great interest in Allan after he has

changed to another lawyer in Norwich -^7)^ an(j pedgift
Senior once says, "I'm sorry for him. I can honestly
say that, though he has set my advice at defiance.^

Pedgift Senior's treatment of Bashwood, the down¬
trodden clerk, throws another light on the solicitor.
Bashwood himself says that he is very much indebted
to Pedgift Senior, and his behaviour towards his em¬

ployer is very servile.But Bashwood appears to
me to be a tormented underdog to the rough Pedgift,
who is_ evidently unable to understand Bashwood and to
sympathize with him. Collins writes that Pedgift speaks
"not at all unkindly" to the clerk -^O). however, I
cannot see much kindness. Bashwood says that he would
have gone to the workhouse if Pedgift had not employed
him _ "but I doubt whether the lawyer's motives
were philanthropic: he did, after all, get a good and
very obedient clerk. Pedgift rarely condescends to
speak with Bashwood and when he does speak with him
he does not forget to remind the clerk that his time

112)
is money. ' It is no wonder that Bashwood is servile
and that he nervously says to Midwinter, "Mr. Pedgift's
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time is too vs.luable, sir, to be wasted on me."^-^
The conclusion is not very complimentary to Pedgift;
he does not perform charity - subscribe to a school
or rescue Bashwood from the workhouse - for charity's
sake but for his own. He is still very eager to improve
his position in the small town.

Finally, the book contains a few indications of
how Pedgift Senior is when he discards the professional
man and becomes a private person. He is not without

1H)
a certain sarcastic humour and he sympathizes more
with young people than, for instance, Gilmore - as

he writes to his son, who is enjoying himself in
Paris, "I made the most of my youth, when I was

your age; and, wonderful to relate, I haven't
US')

forgotten it yet!" Although he remembers his
youth, he regards himself as -an experienced old
man."^^ Senior seems to be able to enjoy himself
provided he can get away from his business - his

father, himself, and his son have a favourite hotel
in London, and they all take a great interest in the
members of the hotel staf f. ^ Pedgift Senior has
a wife and family (apart from his son, it consists
of two daughters), but these are referred to so

rarely as to make the reader forget their existence.
If it had not been for Pedgift Junior, one would

-1 n O "S

think that Senior was a bachelor. " '
Collins writes of the two Pedgifts that, "Allowing

for the difference in their ages, the son was, in
this instance, so accurately the reflection of the
father, that an acquaintance with either of the
two Pedgifts was almost equivalent to an acquaintance

HQ )
with both." 7/ No doubt there are some similarities

between the two but these must be in appearance

rather than in character. Furthermore, it is first of
all the personal side of Pedgift Junior which is
described here. He is not universally popular - Miss
Milroy thinks he is a "vulgar little wretch".120^
Bashwood is probably not too fond of him either,
since Junior is in the habit of joining the office



clerks when they ridicule him,- not exactly the
behaviour of what one might term a prospective
Collins lawyer.

Earlier, however, Pedgift Junior has charmed
everybody including Allan and the reader. Of the
characters in the book, the young lawyer seems to
have been the most popular with contemporary reviewer
since some very severe commentators could not find

121)
much wrong with that particular character.
Junior's sense of humour resembles his father's in

being caustic but (and this is clearly where Collins
means to show the difference in age) he is much more

sprightly and lively. He feels much better in big
cities like London and Paris than in a sme.ll town-

like Thorpe-Ambrose: "the very air of the metropolis
122)

intoxicates me", he says to Allan. ' Young Pedgift
seems to know everything about places of amusement in

123)
London and acts like a kind of cicerone to Allan. ^

In Paris he is apparently in his element making the
most of his youth "with a vengeance". Here Collins
may well have been thinking of his own trips to
Paris as a young man. ' ; Pedgift Junior also likes
to air himself among the aristocracy, "and when he's

125)
in Hyde Park he's quite in his native element."'
Pedgift Junior has many other irons in the fire; he
dabbles "a little in Latin after business hours"

and he plays the concertina - Collins once calls
126)

him "the minstrel solicitor".

The young Pedgift is apparently apprenticed to
127)

his father - one might say that he has been
trained for a solicitor's job from the day he was

born. When he advises Allan on how he should have

enquired after Mrs. Mandeville, Allan helplessly
exclaims that ""... I'm not used to this sort of

thing"". - ""I've been used to it myself from my
pO \

childhood upwards, sir," remarked Pedgift." In
many ways he appears to be almost precocious. He is
wary and, as the solicitor he is, not to be over¬

whelmed by Miss Milroy's overwhelming lock. ^9)



is much more observant than most other vivacious young

men in novels; note, for instance, when he warns
Allan against the Milroys: "Take my word for it, sir,
there's something wrong upstairs in that pretty
cottage of yoursAnd Pedgift Junior's "ex¬

quisite fertilities of resource" are mentioned and
131)

demonstrated often.'^

Junior is just as eager to serve Allan as his
father but (as I have mentioned) in his own way. He
helps Allan with his enquiries in London offering his

132 ^
services already before they leave Thorpe-Ambrose. '
Pedgift Junior is, I have indicated, an extraordinary
combination of opposites - in contrast to his father
he seems to embrace business and pleasure at once;

he is enjoying himself in the office and when he is

away from the office he never stops thinking about
business. We get a glimpse of young Pedgift at work
in the chapter where he and his father exchange jokes
and Pedgift Junior and the clerks expose Bashwood to

133)
their raillery. Pedgift enjoys himself at the
picnic but,
This highly-cultivated young man possessed in an
eminent degree an accomplishment more or less peculiar
to all the young men of the age we live in - he was
perfectly capable of taking his pleasure without
forgetting his business. Such a client as the Master
of Thorpe-Ambrose fell but seldom in his father's
way, and to pay special but unobtrusive attention
to Allan all through the day, was the business of.
which young Pedgift, while proving himself to be
the life and soul of the picnic, never once lost
sight from the beginning of the merrymaking to the
end. 13*f)
Pedgift, however, also comes to like Allan personally
and occasionally forgets his business-interests in

133)
his dealings with him , after Allan has broken off
relations with his father, Pedgift Junior tries to
bring about a reconciliation. The friendship is
mutual, for Allan likes young Pedgift and thinks of
going to him for advice when Blackstone confuses

Father and son complement each other marvellously,
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as we see in their treatment of Allan. Senior is able

to advise Allan in his position as an elderly and
respectable solicitor while Junior takes care of their
client in his spare time by saving his picnic and
helping him in London. They are so very interesting
because of the great vivacity and good humour with
which they are described. Junior is particularly
interesting because Collins has, for once, chosen
also to describe in detail a solicitor at the

beginning of his career instead, of the usual old
friend and solicitor of the family. Junior shares
many characteristics with the rest of the irresponsible
young men in Collins but he is, unmistakably, a

lawyer.

IV.

Collins's most popular novel today is The Moonstone,
which is about the search for a stolen diamond first

brought to England by the "wicked Colonel", Herncastle.
137)

and by him bequeathed to his niece Rachel Verinder.
Several persons are involved in the events connected
with the Moonstone but especially the family lawyer,
Mr. Bruff

... no living person (in England, at any rate) can
claim to have had such an intimate connexion with the
romance of the Indian Diamond as mine has been.... [he
says(] If any one can claim a prescriptive right of
interest in the Moonstone, and in everything connected
with it, I think it is hardly to be denied that I am
the man. 138)
Bruff does not exaggerate - his involvement throughout
the book is indeed very great. Although he does not

139 )
appear until halfway through the novel he is
mentioned often and influences the whole story.-^^)
He is the lawyer, not only of the Verinders, but also
of the Blakes, and, as Bruff himself says, he drew
Colonel Herncastle's will.^"^ Bruff is involved in

the story from the start - almost from its conception,
since Franklin Blake has discussed the idea of

collecting the narratives in the interests of truth
with him.1^2) p^g lawyer says to Franklin Blake



that he may as well take the diamond to Yorkshire, and
he thinks Rachel ought to accept it.~^'1 Later, when
Lady Verinder is dead, he helps and advises Rachel;
the reason why she breaks off her engagement to

Godfrey Ablewhite is because Bruff reveals his
mercenary motives.When Godfrey's irate father
(her guardian) quarrels with her, Bruff is ready
with his assistance and an offer to let her stay with
his family. ^5) Clack, Rachel's evangelical
relative, attempts to convert Rachel and finds
Bruff's interference annoying and officious; she
calls him "the Serpent" (in Paradise) and "the
chosen prophet of Law and Mammon"

It will perhaps have appeared by now that Bruff's
prestige is something almost tremendous, at least
from Betteredge's point of view; he once calls him
"the Great Mr. Bruff!) The lawyer is, of course,

an old friend of the family and "The trust of
the family in this man was something wonderful to
see."^^ Bruff enjoys a high position in the legal
profession. The proctor at Doctor's Commons has no

hesitation in telling Bruff that it was Skipp and
Smalley who examined Lady Verinder's will."^
Skipp and Smalley is a small firm which takes the
unimportant cases with which the Great Bruff cannot
be bothered. The small firm could not get enough
work without Bruff's patronage - there is a "sort of
indirect connexion" between them because Bruff's

151)
common-lav; clerk is a brother of Mr. Smalley's. ^ '

But Skipp and Smalley are no more than a name in
The Moonstone; Bruff is the only noticeable lawyer
and more attention is devoted to him than to the

other lawyers I have been discussing. The reason

may be, that of all Collins's novels - many of
them carefully constructed - The Moonstone has the

tightest construction and is perhaps the most
economical in respect of characters. Thus, the number
of lawyers is reduced. Bruff is not exchanged, and
(except once) does not disappear for more than a
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152 )
few pages at a time. ' Bruff is not fundamentally
different from the lawyers I have already discussed.
He, too, is a lawyer whose time is very valuable,
who has (he says) hundreds of wills to think of,

155)
and who is often very busy. As I have said,
Bruff is also an old friend of the family and he
is a respectable solicitor.^ The difference is
that Bruff is described in greater detail and much
more carefully. Like The Woman in White, The Moon¬
stone consists of narratives contributed by various
characters but in the latter book Collins makes

better use of each narrator's personal idiosyncrasies
so that Bruff (more than Gilmore) is described from

different angles. To Betteredge he is an awe-inspiring
figure, to Miss Clack a heathenish and profane man,

to Franklin Blake a trustworthy friend, and to Ezra
Jennings a respectable and unimaginative lawyer. There

is, of course, also Bruff's own narrative.
The personal as well as the professional aspects

of Bruff appear; the difference between Bruff and
Pedgift Senior is that in Bruff the two merge almost
imperceptibly. Only a few times do. we catch the
person without the professional element. We know, for
instance, that contrary to most Victorian gentlemen,
"political talk appears to me [BruffJ to be of all

155)
talk the most dreary and the most profitless".
Another un-professional detail is the brief
description of Bruff dozing alone with his dog and a

bottle of wine."^k) pis implicit belief in Rachel is,
I think, the only thing which makes him disregard
his legal experience - if all evidence were against

157)
her, he would believe Rachel before the evidence. '
But elsewhere, personal and professional are mixed.
He privately acquits Franklin Blake of stealing the
Moonstone, from personal reasons (because Blake is a

prime favourite of his) and from professional reasons

(because he knows that Blake's financial situation

gives him no motive for stealing the diamond). ^
His connexion with the Verinders is personal, as well



as professional. The late Sir John Verinder was

Bruff's "excellent client and friend".^^9) pruff

also knows Lady Verinder and her daughter Rachel
intimately - he even enlightens Franklin, the
fiance of Rachel, on her character.-^0)

Bruff is a very conscientious man and something
of a perfectionist. He seems to have encouraged
Franklin to collect the narratives because (as the

latter says to Betteredge), "the whole story ought,
in the interests of truth, to be placed on record
in writing - and the sooner the better." Although
Collins lets Franklin share the honour of inventing
the narrative method it is more likely that the
orderly Bruff is the originator.^ That Bruff is
extremely orderly is evident; the introduction to

~i AP ^
his narrative makes it even plainer. ' The point
can be further emphasized by a reference to Bruff's

request for a second will for Lady Verinder instead
of merely adding some codicils - the confusions and

repetitions, he says, "grated sadly on my professional
sense of the fitness of things". ^ ^ ^ Vsfhen Bruff is
attacked by gout he is very anxious to provide
Franklin with advice, and orders his chief clerk to
replace him."'" ^ Earlier, Bruff agrees to arrange a

meeting between Rachel and Franklin without her

knowledge; he comes to Franklin's lodgings with the
key of a back-entrance so that Franklin can sneak
into Bruff's house and surprise Rachel alone in the
music-room. Bruff feels ashamed of himself ^5) _

normally, he would never do anything underhand: he
is too much of the conscientious lawyer, and too
respectable.

Signs of Bruff's respectability are seen frequently.
He disparages Franklin from going to Yorkshire as an

amateur detective - "The worthy old gentleman
lbfi")

attempted to remonstrate". The obscure doctor,
Ezra Jennings, with his "gipsy complexion""''^''7 ^ is
a character against which Bruff is prejudiced. Jennings
suggests that Franklin took the diamond under the



influence of opium, and in the end he proves his
point but when Bruff hears about this idea he ex¬

presses strong disapproval of the impending experiment
and Jennings suspects that "distrust of me was at the
bottom of all this". Bruff consults an eminent

physician in London, who shakes his head when he
hears about Jennings's theory."'" Rachel is to go

to Yorkshire to attend the experiment, and although
her new guardian, Mrs. Merridew, is to accompany her
Bruff thinks it "clearly necessary that a gentleman

possessed of the average allowance of common sense"
such as himself should escort Rachel too. Jennings

comments, "It is a relief to think that the opinion
of the world must surely be satisfied with this!""1"^)
When Bruff meets with Jennings in Yorkshire he does

nothing to hide his distrust. (It must be added,
however, that Bruff apologizes to Jennings when the
latter's theory turns out to be correct) The

usurer, Mr. Septimus Luker, arouses the disgust of
the respectable solicitor. The two meet after an

Indian has called on both to enquire about rules con¬

cerning repayment of debts - to check on the information
he has received from Luker the Indian goes to see Bruff

too; as Mr. Murthwaite later says to him, "your
respectable authority has satisfied them that Mr.

171 )
Luker has spoken the truth." '

Bruff's attitudes and views on women confirm our

impression of him as an old-fashioned and very

respectable man. Although he hates Miss Clack after
her attempts to snatch Rachel away from him, he has
enough inbred courtesy to write of her as "My fair

172)
friend". ' ' According to him, members of the fair
sex are not usually capable of properly administering
a trust and self-dependence is a serious drawback in
women, who normally talk about all their problems to
friends instead of thinking over them. Rachel and her

17^)
mother are exceptions to these general rules.

It cannot be denied that Bruff is rather sour-



tempered, as Pendril and Darch. During his meeting with
Luker, he has great difficulty in controlling his
temper and is glad to get rid of "the wretched
creature" .^4) When Franklin goes to see Bruff at his
office to ask him a few questions, the lawyer is busy

175)
and rather surly. iy' Towards Ezra Jennings Bruff is
insolent and he almost ignores the doctor while he

-1 rp r \
devotes himself to his papers. '

Bruff fits in well in The Moonstone. Basically he,
too, is a traditional Collins lawyer but he is described
with more care than his predecessors, partly because
this novel is one of Collins's "neatest" and because

Bruff is the only note-worthy lawyer in the book.

V.

Besides the lawyers I have already discussed in detail,
there is, in Collins's novels, a great number of what
we could call background lawyers. They are not important
characters and do not really reveal much more about
Collins's views on the legal profession than we can

deduce from the descriptions of the prominent lawyers.
Among these background figures are Mr. Merriman, a

good-humoured but sharp practitioner; Mr. Wansborough,
177)

who is more like a country squire than a lawyer ,

Allan Armadale's respectable London solicitors; Miss
1 no. \

Gwilt's cautious lawyer; and Mr. Smart from Norwich. ' J
The typical lawyers in Collins, then, are old and

trusted friends who assist their clients personally as

well as professionally. They are nearly always
respectable members of Victorian society, some are

even "crusty". His lawyers are also very powerful
men and are extremely busy. Some of them are sour-

tempered. Collins's lawyers are, I think, truer to
life than those described by Dickens. The characteristics
mentioned above were those of good and conscientious
Victorian lawyers. In 18^8 - about three years before
Collins himself was called to the Bar - Blackwood

published four lectures by Samuel Warren, a barrister
of the Inner Temple, on The Moral, Social, and Pro-
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fessional Duties of Attornies and Solicitors, When we

look at this book we see that Collins's lawyers follow
many of the rules laid down by Warren. He says, for
instance, to the law students that "Your clients are

entitled to your best personal exertions on their
behalf", something which most of Collins's lawyers
certainly live up to. Of course, lawyers have to be
respectable too:-
... you are looking forward to enjoying intercourse
with gentlemen, in the practice of your profession,-
with ladies and gentlemen, perhaps, of great refine¬
ment, and often of high rank and breeding, of
distinguished standing in society, and who may
suddenly contract towards you a disgust, from any
exhibition of coarseness, vulgarity, or undue forward¬
ness: which may disincline them to communicate with
you on their affairs...

Warren, in describing the duties towards clients, also
stressed the power of solicitors, "For, I repeat, that,
in almost all our affairs, and in entering into all
the various relations of life, we must consult
you."^9^ Trollope, too, commented on the relationship
between lawyers and clients,
What his ("i.e. "the ordinary English gentleman"! lawyer
tells him to do, he does. What his lawyer tells him to
sign, he signs. He buys and sells in obedience to the
same direction, and feels perfectly comfortable in the
possession of a guide who is responsible and all but
divine. 180)
A serious fault in some of Collins's lawyers is (or
would be in Warren's point of view) their irascible
temper; he does say that there is no other profession
than the legal which "draws such heavy drafts on the
temper" but "Keep a strong and constant watch upon

"J O *1 \
your tempers." '

Collins does not often provide his lawyers with
the excessive caution we see in Trollope's Mr.

1 P\P ^
Dove and, in particular, in some of Dickens's

18z)
lawyers; especially Mr. Jaggers in Great Expectations. y '
However, Kyrle almost personifies caution, Loscombe
is cautious, and outside the four major novels Mr.
Playmore in The Law and the Lady acknowledges his

"professional caution". Examples of dishonest



and money-grubbing lawyers are rare in Collins -

Loscombe, as I have shown, does not do anything for
his clients unless they have enough money to pay him
but he is hardly dishonest. In Collins's late novel,
The Legacy of Cain, a dishonest lawyer who embezzles

185)
the money of his clients is briefly mentioned.

Generally, however, Collins's lawyers are reliable
men. Not so in Dickens's novels. The supreme example
is Dodson and Fogg who do what they can to squeeze

every farthing out of their clients - Fogg comments
on a client, saying that "he's a steady man with a

large family, at a salary of five-and-twenty shillings
a week... so we may as well get all we can out of
him... it's a Christian act to do it. Nineteenth

century lawyers obviously laid themselves open to
criticism for pecuniary greed. Noting that one of
the British railway companies pays its lawyers
£30,000 a year, Punch in I860 comments that,
The Engineer finishes his line, and there to a great
extent his interest ends; but you have never
finished with your Lawyer. Once allow him to put
his iron fingers on your line, and with the well-known
tenacity that iron has for iron, he will not let go
his clutch in a hurry. 187)
In two satirical articles the year before, lawyers
are likened to cats and beasts of prey that lay
their claws on everything within their reach and
are "gifted with a remarkable tenacity of claw,
and keep firm hold of whatever may come within

"I OO \

their clutch." ' Collins had a much better opinion
of law-practitioners than that.

If we look at Collins's early work, Hide and Seek,
we can see a development from some of the lawyers
here, who call to mind Dodson and Fogg
reliable men of the major and the later novels. One
could say that Collins moves from Dickensian to
Collinsian lawyers. The development, however, is
not only personal but also general; Philip Collins
has said that "the trusty and devoted family solicitor'
has tended to replace earlier types of lawyers as, for



instance, the "musty crabbed half-wits" or the "un¬
scrupulous rogues". Dickens himself portrayed a more

Collinsian lawyer in Edwin Drood, his last novel. )
Unfortunately, Ashley's words about the "slipshod

scholarship" in connection with Collins -^l) is still
true to a large extent. The lawyers in the novel are

rarely commented upon, and random remarks about them
show that the critics have not always understood these
characters. MacEachen's brief description of the
typical Collins lawyer is not untrue but rather in¬
accurate. MacEachen writes of this law-practitioner
that "He is quiet, dignified, respectable, sensible

192)
and reliable." y I have shown above that many of
the lawyers are certainly not quiet and not always
dignified. In an article published in 1973 John Reed
implies that Collins views Bruff very unfavourably -

the lawyer is, he writes, surrounded by a "cloud of
imaginativeness".) While it is true that Bruff is
not the most imaginative of men it is certainly wrong

to imply that he is an unsympathetic character.
As I wrote at the beginning of this chapter, the

legal profession is not always presented in its
favourable aspects and Ashley makes a mistake when he
writes that Collins had a favourable impression of
the law as well as its practitioners.^ Collins's
views on the law were not as different from Dickens's

as Ashley indicates. This is not surprising since the
two authors had much the same experience with pirates
and the like,- Dickens's views were very severe - he
once wrote "that it is better to suffer a great wrong

than to have recourse to the much greater wrong of the
law". "*"95) Collins became quite shrewd in preventing
pirates (especially those who wrote unauthorized stage-
adaptations of his novels) from prospering. After
writing No Name, for instance, Collins arranged for a

dramatic version of the novel to be written with the

purpose of protecting his rights; in the last few weeks
of the novel's serialization in All the Year Round a
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footnote was added to the advertisement of the volume-

edition telling any pirate what he had done. ^6)
Collins did not seem to have much reverence or even

respect for the law - he himself was called to the
Bar in 1891 and usually mentions this occasion in a

somewhat flippant vein. ^"97) gut Collins did have great
respect for the kind of accuracy that law tends to
encourage and he was always anxious to get his
details - legal and otherwise - correct. In reply
to a reviewer's comment, Collins wrote in his Preface
to the second edition of The Woman in White that he

had been guided by an experienced solicitor "whenever
the course of the narrative led me into the labyrinth
of the Law.""*"98)

A theme which recurs in the major novels is the
theme of inheritance. Many critics have pointed this
out -*-99) an£ Reierstadt appropriately calls his
chapter on the major novels "The Sins of the Fathers".^®0''
But Collins does not only write about inheritance -

each of the four novels has its particular themes
within the field of subjects connected with the lav;.
In The Woman in White Collins is deploring the in¬
sufficiency of the law: he lets Fosco harangue about
the miserably ineffective machinery "set up for the
detection of crime" and the fact that honest people
are often worse off than thieves and villains.^1)
Later, the lav; is deceived by Fosco and refuses to

202)
acknowledge Laura Fairlie's existence. Another
theme in the novel is the connection between wealth

and the law,- usually, money provides the best legal
assistance - in the words of Walter Hartright, "But
the Law is still, in certain inevitable cases, the

pre-engaged servant of the long purse. Hartright
has to change his views and at the end of the novel
he realizes that law and money do not always bring
about the required results

The narrative method is important in this
connexion since "the story here presented will be
told by more than one pen, as the story of an offence



against the laws is told in Court by more than one

witness. j fj_ncj this narrative method success¬

ful - in this case the law has certainly been bene¬

ficial, although part of the success, of course,

springs from the fact that this method is rare. The
weakest part of the narrative is, I think, the
passage where Hartright abandons his principle and
gives a second-hand account of Marian's doings after
her illness.^6) Marian's diary is one of the
"witnesses" that savour most of a court of law -

Marian's precision and her referring back to earlier
entries remind us of a police-constable giving

207)
evidence. The Moonstone is, in many respects, an

emulation of The Woman in White as regards narrative
method. The principles guiding Bruff and Franklin
Blake in their collection of first-hand accounts are

pAO "N
the same as those guiding Hartright. But The Moon¬
stone has less to say on the subject of the law,
chiefly because Collins in this novel attaches more

POO ^
importance to characters than to circumstances. '

Some comment, however, is made on the relationship
between social station and the law. We see how

Rosanna Spearman has been treated by the lav/ and how
influential Lady Verinder is, for instance when the
Indians are put into gaol in Frizinghall .^0)

No Name is very severe on the lav/. Here, law is
opposed to sincerity. The petty technicalities of the
vile law drives Magdalen to extreme measures. The
letter of the law is a thing of evil; Andrew Vanstone's
first marriage v/as a "legal mockery" and Miss Blake

211)
is ""his wife in the sight of Heaven"". ' Laws and

legal "points" play a great and not very laudable
role. Furthermore, the lav/ is on the side of the

212)
villains, Noel and Mrs. Lecount. 7 A contrast to
this "vile lav/" is provided by Kirke, a sailor v/ho
has never breathed "the artificial social atmosphere"
and who is the real cause v/hy Magdalen decides to

215)
enter on the new and nobler life. Kirke is un-

contaminated by law - Magdalen is seriously contaminated.



At last, however, she destroys the letter which,
Siccording to the law, would give her part of her
father's money.

In Armadale Collins's views on lav/ are close to

Dickens's. This novel stresses the unreasonable com¬

plexity of the law as, for instance, when Allan and
Miss Milroy are bewildered by Blackstone and by words
like "meretricious"Bashwood the younger says

to his father that a lawyer's papers would be all
Greek and Hebrew to him and Miss Gwilt does not

know what to do about "The serious obstacle of the

signature on the marriage register" when she is to
215)

claim money from the late Allan's estate. ' y Dickens,
Humphry House writes, "was often more concerned to
simplify the procedure of the law" than to put forward
new legal principles, and Philip Collins states that
Dickens "shared the common layman's opinion .that legal
language was a mumbo-jumbo devised by lawyers to

Q "I f \

render themselves necessary and valuable." ; Wilkie

Collins, too, stresses the power of the experts,
whose object is to make a long bill, as Dr. Downward

217)
remarks. But the clients, Collins argues, have
to bear part of the responsibility - they must, for
instance, make a good and just will. And here we

come back to the theme of inheritance, because most
of the misfortunes in the four novels are caused by
heedless wills.

Collins continued to populate his novels with
lawyers. Man and Wife, which succeeded The Moonstone,
probably holds the record: I can count at least eight
lawyers • furthermore, a theme in the novel is
British marriage laws. But I think the four major
novels give us a good impression of Collins's attitudes
the later books merely repeat these and do not add
anything of importance. Collins was very critical of
the law and its letters (certainly not favourably in¬
clined towards them) but he was an optimist who
believed that he or other people could do away with,
the injustices; law-practitioners he regarded as



decent and reliable men and this too, is evidence of

optimism with, regard to the law.

VI.

From the study of law and lawyers we go on to deal
with Wilkie Collins's doctors, prefacing the discussion
with some words on the two doctors who appear in
The Moonstone.

The first of these is Mr. Candy, "a pleasant,
companionable little man" with a large practice,
possessing "a kind of instinct, and proving to be
generally right where more carefully conducted
doctors turned out to be wrong". Although he is a

good doctor, Candy is indiscreet and blundering in
society, invariably making mistakes. The always present
Betteredge tells the reader how the doctor unwittingly

219)
offends the worthy Mrs. Threadgal'l. y It is also
the doctor who, through lack of caution, causes the
Moonstone to be taken (thus he plays a very crucial
.role indeed in The Moonstone). His assistant, Jennings,
says to Franklin Blake, "Try, and forgive poor Mr.
Candy,... He has done dreadful mischief, I own; but
he has done it innocently." The mischief consists in
giving Franklin Blake a few drops of opium; opium which
makes Blake sleep much better but which also makes him
remove the diamond (unconsciously) with the intention
of taking it back to a bank. He soon falls asleep
again and the wide-awake Godfrey Ablewhite is given

220)
the opportunity to steal it. ' Candy is not only
careless in his actions but also with his clothes - he

has a "tendency to vulgar smartness in his dress".
Franklin Blake sees the little doctor after his illness

and observes that "his clothes and his jewellery...
221)

were as gay and as gaudy as ever". Candy is not
the only character in Collins's novels with this

particular feature; Mr. Bashwood in Armadale becomes
withered and wasted - in order to impress Miss Gwilt,
however, he has started wearing conspicuous clothes:



"His waistcoat was white; his trousers were of the
gayest summer pattern, in the largest check." In
these portraits of middle-aged men in bright and
shiny costumes there may be a touch of self-irony
on the part of Wilkie Collins; Robinson briefly
describes some of Collins's clothes, not exactly
gaudy, perhaps, but certainly colourful: "a light
camel-hair or tweed suit, worn with a shirt of broad
blue or pink stripes, and perhaps a bright red tie,
as in a dark suit or evening dress" - Collins would
appear in "a strange variety of costumes", remarks
Nathaniel Beard. Of course, there was always the
example of Dickens, whose clothes were often con-

222)
spicuous and gaudy indeed. '

In some respects, Mr. Candy is a traditional Collins
character. After Lady Verinder's dinner party he
drives home in the pouring rain and catches a malignant
fever. His assistant, Jennings, fights desperately
for his life and saves Candy himself but not his mind.
This enables Y/ilkie Collins to indulge in a detailed

description of the enfeebled and damaged brains of
Candy - "While he remembers, dimly, plans that he
formed... he is perfectly incapable of recalling what
the plans were, or.what the thing was that he had to
say or do." Collins was always interested in mentally
disturbed people; Anne Catherick and Rosanna Spearman
are also examples. Mr. Candy is especially tragic
because we see him before as well as after his

disease - at first Candy tries to hide his disease
from himself and others but gradually he comes to a

realization of the truth: "Perhaps I have never been

quite myself again since my illness", he writes in a

letter .to Franklin Blake written just after the death
of Ezra Jennings, who dies in the arms of the man he
saved.22^

Ezra Jennings is a character of great social im¬

portance in The Moonstone - he has already been re¬

ferred to above and he will return in later chapters.



Jennings is a social outcast, not quite respectable
chiefly because of his somewhat obscure ancestry. He
has lost a few places because slander found him out;
however, no one really knows anything about him and
very little is revealed to the reader.22Zf) Ezra

Jennings is made more repellent by his strange
personal appearance - he has piebald hair, his brown
eyes are "dreamy and mournful, and deeply sunk in
their orbits"; the fine shape and modelling of his
nose is that found so often "among the ancient people
of the East"; his complexion is of a gipsy darkness.
The doctor makes a bad impression on most people, and
a deep impression on Franklin Blake. Trying to write
a letter to Betteredge he remarks, "here was the
irrepressible Ezra Jennings getting in my "way

225)
again!" Jennings's addiction to opium is also
worthy of note because of the autobiographical
element (as is well-known, Collins himself became
an addict), Jennings tells Franklin Blake about his
disease:-

The one effectual palliative in my case, is - opium.
To that all-potent and all-merciful drug, I am in¬
debted for a respite of many years from my sentence
of death. But even the virtues of opium have their
limit. The progress of the disease has gradually
forced me from the use of opium, to the abuse of it.
I am feeling the penalty at last. My nervous system
is shattered; my nights are nights of horror. The end
is not far off now.

Jennings's abuse of opium has also made him an expert
on the subject; he finds out how laudanum was given
to Franklin Blake and he carries out the spectacular

pp/" v
experiment to prove his case. Jennings is a very

daring doctor; during Mr. Candy's severe illness he
defies the judgement of two experienced physicians and
treats the patient in his own way. Jennings gambles,
and wins - as in the case of the Moonstone. But

Jennings is well-read and bases his gambles on

scientifically proved facts.22^ This does not improve
Jennings's reputation among patients, which is very
low indeed - there is not much work in Candy's old



practice anymore, "except among the poor. They can't
help themselves, you know".As stated above in the
section on Cuff, Jennings is not a respectable
figure and this makes him an unreliable doctor in

ppO \
the eyes of his patients. ' Candy has taken a big
chance when he employed Jennings; something which
the latter appreciates: he admits that he is Candy's
debtor for life.^^)

The technical role of the character Jennings in
The Moonstone is very similar to that of Professor
Pesca in The Woman in White - he is a deus ex machina.

The amateur detective Franklin Blake is going round in
circles when he meets Jennings; the latter puts
forward his theory, things are soon moving and the
riddle is solved.^0)

MacEachen makes a few comments on Collins's

attitude to medicine: "like lav;, [itJ is a protected
profession in Collins, and is rarely subjected to
criticism, perhaps because Collins's poor health made

231)
him so dependent on doctors". ' These comments are

largely (not completely) true; compared to some other
novelists, however, Collins did not put on kid gloves
when dealing with the medical profession. The novels
do give sketches of sympathetic doctors; The Y/oman in
White mentions the helpful Mr. Goodricke, who attends
to the dying Anne Catherick and registers her death
(believing her to be Lady Glyde). Mr. Merrick (whose
name seems to indicate "merry") is the good-humoured
doctor who treats Magdalen Vanstone in No Name - he

232)
too, is a sympathetic character. v In Armadale rather
more ambiguous remarks on the subject of doctors and
the medical profession are made. Mr. Hawbury on the
Isle of Man soon gets on friendly terms with Allan
Armadale but is rather hostile to Ozias Midwinter.

Later in the same novel, Mr. Bashwood is taken to

hospital by his uncompassionate son. The latter is
clearly not liked by the hospital surgeon, who, never¬

theless, says in reply to the nurse that Bashwood Jr.
is a man, not a brute; this could indicate tolerance,



255)
or just medical pedantry. Outside the major novels
of Wilkie Collins, we have the nice and companionable
Mr. Orridge (The Dead Secret) and the utterly in¬

competent Mr. Null (Heart and Science) Two of the
best known Victorian novelists, Charles Dickens and
George Eliot, generally had a good opinion of the
medical profession. Dickens's novels present quite a
number of sympathetic doctors; one example is Mr.
Losberne in the early novel, Oliver Twist: Losberne
"had grown fat: more from good-humour than from

good living". Philip Collins has said that "Physicians
are the only "professional men Dickens is disposed to

255)
admire". George Eliot shows a great deal of
sympathy for and insight into the profession of
medicine when she portrays Lydgate in Middlemarch;
the young and enthusiastic student "carried to his
studies in London, Edinburgh, and Paris, the con¬

viction that the medical profession as it might be
was the finest in the world". Lydgate is really a

tragic figure: he is very successful as a doctor,
less fortunate in his social life and in middle age

he regards himself as a failure; Lydgate dies when
he is fifty.Wilkie Collins was slightly more

critical - a remark in Man and Wife hints at the

greed of doctors in a satirical vein similar to that
of articles in Punch. This periodical "reports" from
a medical meeting where one of the doctors "said,
that they should really cut matters short, for time
was fees in a time like this, and they must make
hay while the influenza shines upon them". After the

257)
meeting, all "rushed off to make pills". But
Collins does not go nearly as far in his criticism
of doctors as Charles Reade, who in Hard Cash gave

his readers a long satire on doctors and doctors'
p"ZO

jargon. ^ Wilkie Collins was in close contact with
doctors and probably was so familiar with such jargon
as to be unable to apply a satirical eye to it.^^)

The major novels also acquaint us with a few



quacks. Captain Y/ragge is an important character in
No Name; towards the end of the novel he turns pill-
producer on a large scale. Y/ragge tells Magdalen about
his remarkable product and the advertisements for it -

these seem unrealistic and exaggerated:-
There is not a single form of appeal in the whole
range of human advertisement, which I am not making
to the unfortunate public at this moment. Hire the
last new novel - there I am, inside the boards of
the book. Send for the last new Song - the instant
you open the leaves, I drop out of it. Take a cab -
I fly in at the window, in red. Buy a box of tooth-
powder at the chemist's - I wrap it up for you, in
blue. Show yourself at the theatre - I flutter down
on you, in yellow. 240)
This sounds unlikely in relation to the commercial
jargon of the twentieth century but advertisements in
the style of Y/ragge can actually be found quite
often in, for instance, nineteenth century books.
Exaggerated claims such as the following are found
at the end of an 18S7 Chatto and Windus edition of

Y/ilkie Collins's own Basil: ''For Females of all ages

these Pills [Seecham's Pills] are invaluable, as a

few doses of them carry off all humours, and bring
about all that is required." Armadale presents the
ladies' doctor, Dr. Downward, who later changes his
name to Le Doux and soarts a private Sanatorium in
a somewhat desolate neighbourhood near London. It is
in this sanatorium that the doctor allows Miss Gwilt

to attempt poisoning Allan Armadale
The genuine doctors are usually very authoritative.

Gcodricke (The V/oman in Y."hite)is a trusted authority
whose certificate of death is quoted in toto. There
are also the two physicians in No Name who attempt
to save Mrs. Vanstone's life - their authority is
trusted and Hiss Garth asks them about legal matters
too. But doctors are not infallible in Collins -

particularly not local surgeons as, for instance,
Mr. Dawson (The V/oman in 7/hite); Mr. Null (mentioned
above) also fits in here.^^ The reader of Collins's

novels are given an impression of the daily lives of



general practitioners - in their normal routine or in
busy periods; the young Mr. Orridge (The Dead Secret)
welcomes the arrival of Mrs. Frankland (who is giving
birth a month earlier than expected) because it pro¬

vides him with a break in his humdrum existence and a

chance to get some more experience. Heart and Science
has a doctor as its main character; he is Ovid Vere
and he has had to take a few months' rest because of

overwork.^1"-"

VII.

In some cases doctors have to compete with clergymen
(the next and final profession that we are to deal
with). Mrs. Michelson (The Woman in White) thinks that

when Sir Percival is "much depressed" he might get
better if some "clerical friend" was near him - Miss

Clack thinks that almost every complaint under the
sun can be solved by clergymen and that doctors should
not be called in; she calls the profession of Medicine
"notoriously infidel" and finds doctors (as well as the

lawyer, Bruff) intrusive
The most important clergyman in the four major

novels of Wilkie Collins is Decimus Brock in Armadale.

He is Mrs. Armadale's friend and adviser, Allan's
tutor, and friend and adviser to Ozias Midwinter too.
Many years before the story proper opens, the widowed
Mrs. Armadale arrives in Brock's parish in Somerset
and obtains Brock's services as tutor - Brock thinks

back on these events on a holiday on the Isle of Man.
Brock remains a faithful friend to the widow, also
through her last illness. However, he does not seem to
have done his job quite well enough: Allan as a young

man possesses good qualities, but he is born with
them, and he is restless and heedless .^^) when
Brock first meets Midwinter he thinks him bad company

for his pupil but Brock is open-minded and eventually
gets on friendly terms with Midwinter and becomes his

PI (~\ ^
adviser too. ^ Decimus Brock is a sympathetic



character; he seems to care for his parishioners
very conscientiously and his manners are obviously
those of a dignified minister. Like Bruff, however,
he tends to act out of character; he has a conversation
and something of a battle of wits with the unscrupulous
Mrs. Oldershaw. Not infrequently, he stoops to the
level of a private detective with his servant Robert
as assistant. Talking with Oldershaw he seems very

concerned about his own character, and later he
watches the woman he believes to be Miss Gwilt:-

All my feelings, as a gentleman and a clergyman,
revolt from such an occupation as I am now engaged
in; but there is no other choice. I must either do
this violence to my own self-respect, or I must
leave Allan, with his easy nature, and in his
assailable position, to defend himself against a
wretch [i.e. Miss GwiltJ who is prepared, I firmly
believe, to take the most unscrupulous advantage
of his weakness and his youth. His mother's dying
entreaty has never left my memory; and, God help
me, I am now degrading myself in my own eyes in con¬
sequence. 2^7)

Decimus Brock is indeed a significant character -

he is one of the few clergymen who play any role of
importance in a Collins novel. He is a traditional,
perhaps even old-fashioned man. After his death a

letter to Ozias Midwinter is found under his bed;
in this letter Brock expresses his Christian beliefs,
to which we will return below.

Finally in this chapter a general discussion of
Wilkie Collins's attitudes towards clergymen and
religion. The subject has been dealt with by other
critics and it will therefore receive only brief
attention here.^ One thing which is made clear

quite often is that the position of a clergyman is
a position of great prestige. Mrs. Michelson fre¬
quently reminds us that she is "the widow of a

clergyman of the Church of England (reduced by mis¬
fortune to the necessity of accepting a situation)";
also in The Woman in White appears Mrs. Catherick,
who regards a bow from the local vicar as a personal
triumph after having been ignored for years by



society in New Welmingham. Captain Wragge (No Name)
sometimes has a deceptive clerical appearance that
tends to make him look respectable .^9)

When Collins thought of clergymen, his motto seems

to have been, the younger the worse. Armadale includes
mention of the Reverend Samuel Pentecost, a young man

with green spectacles, a sickly smile, and a fragile
constitution. Pentecost is always accompanied by his
intolerable old mother, "whose one inexhaustible
subject of interest is the subject of her son". "Save
Me From My Friends" is an essay by Collins included
in My Miscellanies; here Collins attempts to write
but is being disturbed by people talking under the
window - one of the voices is instantly recognized

by Collins as that of a young clergyman: "All young

clergymen speak alike..."; Collins goes on to give us

the characteristics of young clergymen:-
no whiskers, apostolic hair, sickly smile, long frock
coat, a wisp of muslin round his neck, and a canonical
black waistcoat with no gap in it for the display of
profane linen. 250)
Collins is less severe when on the subject of older
members of the clerical profession; in one essay he
mentions a companionable clergyman of the dear old
purple-faced Port-wine school. There is also the
sympathetic Decimus Brock, who has been discussed
above. In The Dead Secret we meet the vicar Dr.

Chennery - a man who never likes to startle others
and who is "the most unclerical of clergymen"; Dr.
Chennery is very weak in his theology but this slight
drawback seems to be compensated in Collins's eyes by

251)
the vicar's helpfulness and friendliness. ^ In a

later novel, The New Magdalen, Collins presents Julian
Gray, whom Dougaid -Mac Each en has called "Collins's
ideal clergyman". As MacEachen also points out, Gray
is unclerical and he "does not seem to be overburdened

with theological doctrines". He is a fairly young man

and therefore an exception; it is worth noting, howeve
that he is distinguished by much the same qualities as

Dr. Chennery.^52)



Various problems were only briefly touched upon

by Collins. An important topic .such as the conflict
between religion and science gets some attention in
Heart and Science but is not really explored in any

253)
of Collins's books. The theme of Sabbatarianism

occasionally appears in the novels; conventional
Sundays are, Collins indicates, boring and useless.
In this matter Collins joined in chorus with Dickens,
who also protested against what House called the
oppression of the lower classes by the upper using
Sundays as a means.^^ Collins lets Miss Gwilt
remark that for some people, Christianity begins
and ends on Sundays; and it only consists in reading

prayer-books. Collins, however, did not consider
Christianity a thing of evil - he merely objected to
some people's ways of practising it - earlier in
Armadale he indicates that in a Christian land like

Britain it is only natural that Ozias Midwinter
5 )

should have been met with Christian kindness. In

many ways the contrast to British Christianity was

(indeed still is) Continental Popery; foreigners are,

writes Mrs. Michelson (The Woman in White), "for the
most part, brought up in the blind errors of popery".
Miss Clack lives in a small town in Brittany; the
town has a Protestant clergyman and is "a Patmos
amid the howling ocean of popery that surrounds us".
Because Collins himself was very Continental in his

tastes, The Black Robe (1881) comes as a surprise -

in this novel the atrocities of a Jesuit priest are

described at great length. Collins, however, could
easily have been affected by the general mood, which
was very much against Roman Catholicism. Punch often
had anti-Popery articles and Dickens was (says Humphry
House), "In nothing... so much of an elementary John

257)
Bull as in his hatred of Roman Catholicism". There

is certainly no real evidence showing that Collins was

an atheist, as Davis claims. On the contrary, it is
more likely that Wilkie Collins shared his Victorian

contemporaries' belief in God. There is every reason



to think that Brock's ideas expressed in his post¬
humous letter are also Collins's own: "Happen what
may, God is all-merciful, God is all-wise: natural
or supernatural, it happens through Him", etc. Again,
some of Collins's sarcastic remarks on that epitome
of science, Mrs. Gallilee (Heart and Science), could

p ir p V
hardly have come from a fellow atheist.^ ; It is
perhaps not strange that Collins should have been
given the label "atheist" by careless observers^ he
v/as not greatly interested in religion and, as

MacEachen points out, "A survey of Collins5s literary
output over a period of almost forty years reveals
little in the way of spiritual autobiography". His
novels are not nearly as crowded with clergymen as

with lawyers and doctors, and some of his "good"
clergymen such as Chennery and Julian Gray do not
pay any attention to matters of doctrine.2^9) jn ^pg
connection it must be remembered that the nineteenth

century was very much an age of securalization,* the
age when, as Matthew Arnold wrote, "the masses are

losing the Bible and its religion" .^0) powever?
compared with our own century, the Victorian Age
certainly does not seem to be secular,* religion still
had a very strong grip on people - G.M. Young tells
us about Evangelicalism and the hold it had on people.
Eleanor Staunton in Alton Locke by Charles Kingsley
finds that the clergy have a very important role to
play in modern society because they are "the only
bulwark against the modern tyranny of Mammon". One can

also get an impression of the power of religion in
Victorian Britain by glancing at some of the passages

of Eminent Victorians written by Lytton Strachey in the
*

pA*i \
early days of the twentieth century. ; Eminent
Victorians is admittedly a biassed account of nineteenth
century people: it is being rather unfair to its victims
but the book does help us to understand how natural it
was for a well-known writer to go with the stream.



CHAPTER II

V/ILK IE COLLINS ON VICTORIAN SERVANTS.

I.

The housekeeper at Blackwater Park, Mrs. Michelson,
who contributes one of the narratives in The Woman

in White is in some ways reminiscent of the eighteenth

century; as Betteredge (The Moonstone) frequently
refers to Robinson Crusoe, so Mrs. Michelson often

approaches the style of Defoe as, for instance, when
"it pleased a merciful Providence to relieve our

household from all further anxiety and alarm. Her
terminology is very religious; her favourite, Fosco,
has a "truly Christian meekness of temper" and he
turns the other cheek when he is reproached by the

2)
doctor, Mr. Dawson. ' All this is not surprising
since Mrs. Michelson's late husband was a clergyman -

he still continues to live in her memory: it occurs

to her at one time that Sir Percival needs a clerical

friend, as her "late excellent husband", and Marian's
illness reminds her of her affliction during her
husband's last days.-^

Mrs. Michelson has come down in the world; she is
the widow of a respectable clergyman and has been
"reduced by misfortune to the necessity of accepting a

situation" - thus her position is much the same as the
governesses presented in V/ilkie Collins's novels and
elsewhere. Fosco alone understands this - he treats

her "on the footing of a lady in distressed circum¬
stances".^ Mrs. Michelson is almost painfully aware



of her position as a servant however high-ranking;
she feels that she is merely a tool in the hands of
her employers - it is not for her, Sir Percival
Once says, to dispute, and when she reluctantly goes

to Torquay leaving only a stupid maid-servant at
Blackwater Park she says that "it was impossible for
me, in my dependent position, to act otherwise than

5)
I did."-^ As stated above, Fosco understands her and
once writes of her as "This ladylike person"; Mrs.
Michelson's manners make Marian think of her as

civil and she notes that Mrs. Michelson is "a person

of some education and intelligence".^ Mrs. Michelson
herself remarks that she possesses "the feelings, the

n *\

principles, and the bringirxg-up of a lady".'' Not
surprisingly, she has a very keen sense of her own

indispensability: writing of Mrs. Pubelle, Marian's
nurse, she says that "I could hardly have done much
better, by the bedside, myself". Sir Percival
deliberately hurts her vanity when he exclaims to her
that "there are plenty of housekeepers as good as you,

to be had for the asking." Rank is of supreme im¬
portance to her and she is a true believer in blue
blood. Chiefly because Fosco is a count she constantly
misinterprets his actions; when he enquires after
Fanny (whom Sir Percival has discharged) in order .

to further his own ends, she observes, "It is in
such little delicate attentions that the advantages

Q )
of aristocratic birth always show themselves. "7' It
is clear that she expects much more from her "betters"
than from her fellow-servants. She thinks that Lady
Glyde is narrow-minded on the subject of foreigners
and finds this especially lamentable in a woman of
Lady Glyde's rank. Sir Percival also astonishes her

by "a singular want of good breeding.Mrs. Michel¬
son has, in fact, acquired the views of a typical
servant in this respect and the same goes for her
views on foreigners. She attempts to emphasize that
she is not prejudiced against foreigners but is
rather unsuccessful.-*-"^



Mrs. Michelson's view of the world is narrow but

she is scrupulously honest; for her the end never

justifies the means and she hates any kind of
12)

deception. The reason why she agrees to write
her narrative is that it serves the interests of

truths and "I have been taught to place the claims
of truth above all other considerations. J She is

not concerned with truth in the abstract sense of the

word, however, but rather with facts - she is a

rational and altogether unromantic person,- witness
her admiration of Marian's common sense when the

latter expresses her disapproval of the old Elizabethan
parts of Blackwater Park.^ She is practical, and
probably a very good house-keeper with a sense of her
great responsibility - also on the personal level.
She is incapable of leaving the sick Marian alone at
Blackwater Park although she has resigned from her

15)
job as housekeeper. y' Propriety is something to which
Mrs. Michelson never ceases to pay attention, and
form is important in her eyes. ^ She is not a very

penetrating judge of character and Fosco's flattery
17)

vanquishes her completely. ' y
Collins's next great housekeeper was Mrs. Lecount

in Mo Name. Compared to her predecessor, Mrs. Lecount
is certainly more memorable and she is described in
much greater detail than Mrs. Michelson - not surprising
since she is one of the main characters in No Name

whereas Mrs. Michelson plays a minor role in The Woman
in White. But the two have many features in common.

Both are eminently respectable, on the surface at any

rate- the Bartrams obviously have a very high opinion
of Mrs. Lecount, and when she returns to Zurich she
bequeathes her money to charitable purposes and makes
no secret of her deed, thus securing a favourable

1ft)
public opinion for herself at no sacrifice.

Mrs. Lecount has been in the service of Noel and

his father Michael for a great many years - as Captain

Wragge puts it in his report: she "has lived in his

(Michael's)" service ever since his wife's death, and...



has acquired a strong influence over both father and
19)

son.'1 Later, when Lecount has lost sight of Noel
she writes to a private detective and says, among

other things, that she has served the Vanstones
20)

faithfully through a period of twenty years.

Why does she remain for so many years with two
such despicable men? Her motive is a mixture of
personal and pecuniary interests - the latter is
probably the more important. Captain Wragge, the

21)
"moral agriculturist" ' , comments on Mrs. Lecount's
position after Michael Vanstone's death
She is acknowledged on all hands to have been a
sufferer by the turn events have taken. If Mr.
Michael Vanstone had made his will, there is no
doubt she would have received a handsome legacy.
She is row left dependent on Mr. Noel Vanstone's
sense of gratitude; and she is not at all likely,
I should imagine, to let that sense fall asleep
for want of a little timely jogging. 22)
Later, Wragge considers her two pecuniary interests:

25)
Noel in England and her brother in. Zurich. ^ By
forging a letter saying that her brother is ex¬

tremely ill, Wragge lures Mrs. Lecount out of the
country. When she returns she makes every effort
to discover Noel; in her interview with Miss Garth
and Norah Vanstone she makes a cool avowal of her

mercenary motives.But there is a personal
element involved too, Wragge is not wrong when he
talks of "jealousy of her domestic position with
her bachelor master". Mrs. Lecount is finally
triumphant after having dictated Noel's new will

25)
at Dumfries and she has compassion for him. v'

Mrs. Lecount and Noel provide an interesting
variant of the servant/master relationship. In
name Noel is the master and Mrs. Lecount the servant

but in everything else the relationship is reversed -

it is Mrs. Lecount's practice, the narrator comment,
to decide everything for Noel and then persuade him
that he is not acting under her resolution.- ' To

Magdalen (disguised as Miss Garth) Mrs. Lecount

modestly says, "I have the influence of an old



servant over him". After Magdalen has left Noel and
his housekeeper, Mrs. Lecount uses her usual techniques
to make her master adopt her views; "In every particular,
Mr. Noel, my mind and your mind in this matter, are

27)
one", '' she says. It would, however, he more precise
to say that his mind is her mind. After finding Noel
reluctant to obey her in one particular trifle she
says to herself, "My mule has kicked... I can do no

2p \
more with him to-day". The excursion which

proves painful to Magdalen, is Lecount's, not her
2.9)

master's, idea.
Noel on his side is obviously afraid of his house¬

keeper although he does not admit it, even to
xq )

himself. He is constantly deceiving himself that
he is the master - "you must have noticed that

31)
already", he says to Captain Wragge. Apparently,
Mrs. Lecount is only his mouth-piece, the pen he

32
holds, sometimes looking a model of cheerful submission.
Noel also makes a point of saying that he never allows
her to lock up her account-books away from his in-

33)
spection.^' But these are mere surface trappings:
the housekeeper is definitely the master here. She
is also in his confidence, fully able to worm any

secret out of him and a faithful listener to his
• 3k)gossip.^

Mrs. Lecount's social position is similar to Mrs.
Michelson's. Strictly speaking, she is "only" a

35)
servant although a very high-ranking one. At the same

time she is "not an ordinary servant", thinks George
36)

Bartram. Mrs. Lecount too, has come down in the
world since her husband died and she has perhaps
found it even more difficult to adjust to her new

dependent position than Mrs. Michelson. A landlady
in Aldborough is of the opinion that Mrs. Lecount is
dressy which, according to her tastes, is not suitable
for a woman in her station of life. Idlers on the beach

at Aldborough look at her ("dressed to perfection")
as she escorts Noel and call her "A very domestic

person! a truly superior woman!"3/) The "deferential



amiability" which she assumes is not very con-
70 \

vincing. It is worth noting that Mrs. Lecount
insists on going with Noel to the Bartrams every

autumn - here she is treated as a lady rather
than as a servant; as she thinks to herself,
"The admiral is a gentleman, the house is noble,

xq)the table is excellent."^7 Also significant is
the fact that she dislikes all servants of lower

rank than herself. That feeling is mutual; when
she arrives at Admiral Bartram's house looking
"seriously and literally, at death's door" she
soon asks to have all servants sent away; later
she tells Noel that she distrusts all servants

Personally, Mrs. Lecount is a somewhat extra¬
ordinary woman:-

... a lady of mild ingratiating manners; whose
dress was the perfection of neatness, taste, and
matronly simplicity; whose personal appearance was
little less than a triumph of physical resistance
to the deteriorating influence of time. i+1)
But thanks to Captain Wragge Mrs. Lecount ends up

withered and old; what still remains are "The
quietly impenetrable resolution, the smoothly
insinuating voice".Like her predecessor in The
Woman in White, Mrs. Lecount is a widow and the

memory of her late husband is still very much
alive to her; "My dear husband...", she says,

"formed my tastes, and elevated me to himself."
It was her husband who first aroused her great

hX )
interest in science and reptiles.^' But in spite
of her eccentricities she is typical of Collins's
other female characters in one respect at least:
she is completely ignorant when it comes to "details
of business and intricacies of law"

hq)
Her motherly smile is not a personal

characteristic - it is not natural but an example
of Mrs. Lecount's deviousness. She is almost as

cunning as Captain Wragge and her plotting is de¬
scribed at great length.Loscombe, commenting on

the will dictated by Lecount, writes that "She has



cunningly limited her own interest" by not giving
herself more than Michael Vanstone would have

given her had he not died intestate.^^ Collins
often makes Mrs. Lecount look like a Mephisto¬
phelean figure. The first notable example is her
threat against Magdalen which she utters "with a

fierce, hissing emphasis on every syllable".^"
On the excursion she tortures Magdalen verbally
"with a refinement of contempt that was little less
than devilish in its ingenious assumption of the
language of pity"/1^) ps aiso cunning enough to

produce "a masterpiece of ingenuity" when writing
50)

to Norah Vanstone. ' As I have already remarked,
51)

Collins made extensive use of contrasts ^ ' - the

confrontation between Mrs. Lecount and Mrs. Wragge
is another example, and a dramatic one it is: "The
door opened - and the two opposite extremes of
female humanity, Mrs. Wragge and Mrs. Lecount,

5p)
stood face to face in an instant!"-^ During the
whole meeting Mrs. Lecount displays her cunning
and deftness in deceit, Mrs. Wragge her naive
simplicity.

Gabriel Betteredge is one of the narrators in
The Moonstone; he is the old steward at Lady
Verinder's house in Yorkshire and, as Kenneth
Robinson remarks, he "combines the functions of

55)
Greek chorus and amateur detective"Betteredge
is a good narrator: if not exactly omniscient he
does at least know more about events and persons

at the house than any other character. Franklin
5h)

Blake and Sergeant Cuff both notice this. To
continue the quotation from Robinson, "he is both

q5)
in the .midst of, and outside the drama".

Betteredge is efficient as a steward and he seems

to be running the servants' hall like a well-oiled
machine, He particularly likes to compare his staff
with privates of the army: he reviews his men and
women who are to wait at dinner and he once hobbles



56)off to his "army of waiters down-stairs.Betteredg
is very conscientious and (like Mrs. Michelson) he
has a sense of his great responsibility; it vexes him
to see anyone but himself in possession of the key
to the wine cellar, and, shutting up the house on
the night of Rachel's birthday-party, he trusts

57)
nothing to a deputy. y Betteredge is always to be
relied on - when Franklin Blake receives a shock

after having found out that the nightgown with
the fatal stain is his own he is revived by the
faithful Betteredge in the old steward's sitting-

room, and at Rachel's unsuccessful birthday-dinner
he does what he can to ply the company well with
wine in an attempt to make up for the unpopular

58)
dishes. Betteredge is faithful enough to be in

Lady Verinder's confidence: "I was her trusted adviser
as well as her old servant". Betteredge is still
the same faithful servant at the end of the book -

he has been asked by Rachel (who is his mistress
after Lady Verinder's death) to re-furnish the

59) /
house in Yorkshire. 7 Betteredge can be (and often
is) implicitly trusted by his social superiors. In¬
troducing the house-steward to Mr. Murthwaite
Franklin Blake asks the traveller to let Betteredge
into their confidence; Betteredge proves to be a

good adviser. Franklin Blake expresses the thoughts
of his family when he exclaims, "Betteredge, you

are worth your weight in gold".^^ Betteredge has
served the family for more than fifty years - ever

since he "went into the service of the old lord, as

page-boy in waiting on the three honourable young

ladies the three Miss Herncastles , at the age of
61 )

fifteen years". Through the years Betteredge has
come to revere Lady Verinder, who to him is some-

rp \
thing more than a human being. 1 Y/hen Franklin
Blake returns to Yorkshire, there is a description
of Betteredge which gives us a good impression of
the mutual loyalty and devotion of steward and

family:-



There he was - the dear old friend of the happy
days that were never to come again - there he was
in the old corner, on the old beehive chair, with
his pipe in his mouth, and his Robinson Crusoe on
his lap, and his two friends, the dogs, dozing on
either side of him!...

My own eyes £i.e. Franklin Blake's] were full
of. tears. I was obliged to wait for a moment before
I could trust myself, to speak to him. 63)

But Betteredge is still a servant, not an equal.
After his clash with Rachel on the terrace, Franklin
Bake does not let Betteredge into his confidence
because he is a servant; and being revived by
Betteredge (in the scene to which I referred above)
he talks about "tippling spirits and water in the
company of an old servant" meaning that he should
certainly be doing something else in his horrible

£>k)
position. ^ The trusted steward is sometimes treated
with disdain, for instance by Lady Verinder when she
loses her temper; and Franklin Blake thinks old
Betteredge's very reasonable guess at the cause of

/"r \

his sleeplessness "hardly worth mentioning". ^' As
I showed above, the lawyers in Collins's novels can

sometimes be separated into professional and personal
the same is possible in the case of Betteredge and
one of the reasons why he is such a good servant is
that he is able to distinguish between the two: he
v/ill obey a silly order from his master or mistress
even if he has his own opinion. Talking to Mr.
Jennings about the latter's experiment with Franklin

Blake, Betteredge says,

Speaking as a servant, I am deeply indebted to you.
Speaking as a man, I consider you to be a person
whose head is full of maggots, and I take up my
testimony against your experiment as a delusion and
a snare. Don't be afraid, on that account, of my
feelings as a man getting in the way of my duty as
a servant! You shall be obeyed - the maggots not¬
withstanding, sir, you shall be obeyed. 66)

The personal characteristics of Gabriel Betteredge
are pleasant - this is a side of the house-steward
which William Marshall seems to forget in his brief
discussion but which Kenneth Robinson obviously



remembers when he calls Betteredge "an entertaining
rn \

companion". ' Betteredge is in possession of a

happy old age and a good character, when Cuff
leaves Yorkshire he expresses his sincere personal
liking for Betteredge.^^ Devotion to his daughter
and considerate behaviour towards Rosanna are also

indicative of his personal features.^)
Gabriel Betteredge5s relationship to his fellow-

servants is quite different from that of Mrs.
Lecount. Assisting Sergeant Cuff in the latter's

inquiries, Betteredge's loyalty to his colleagues
is shown - he does not like helping Cuff when his
"inquiries took him [CuffJ. (in the capacity of snake
in the grass) among my fellow-servants." He also
dislikes Cuff talking of him as a sort of deputy-

policeman and he refuses to help Cuff set traps
70)

for Rosanna. But Betteredge's high position
within the hierarchy of the servants' hall forces
him to suffer some degree of isolation- although he
would not mind serving at dinner sometimes it is
not possible for him to do so without letting down
his dignity "in the eyes of other servants - a

thing which my lady considered me quite prone to
do already, without seeking occasions for it",- we
are also told that Betteredge takes his meals alone.''
He calls himself the chief of the servants' hall and

once compares the kitchen to Parliament, with himself
72)

as Queen.
Like Mrs. Michelson in The Woman in White, Gabriel

Betteredge is not a very penetrating judge of
character; his powers of reasoning are limited, and

75)
so is his sense of humour.'-^ He cannot understand

Lady Verinder's amusement when he announces his
comically utilitarian reasons for wanting to marry

Selina Goby and he concludes that "Some joke tickled

her, I suppose, of the sort that you can't take
r~i I \

unless you are a person of quality". 4 His limited
powers of reasoning become evident if we consider his



way of ascribing peculiarities in Franklin Blake's
behaviour to the young man's foreign education, and
explaining away his own excitement as "detective-

75)
fever". y Although Betteredge is a somewhat obstinate

rp \
man ' it is wrong of Marshall to say that "he is
accustomed to making pronouncements and completely
believes in the authority of what he says"; he
certainly does not seem to be confident after having

laughed at the idea that Rosanna Spearman, the plain
housemaid, has fallen in love with Franklin Blake at
first sight - "My girl's words fell upon me like a

splash of cold water", he says when his daughter
77)

shows her disapproval of his way of thinking. '
Yet it cannot be denied that Betteredge is insular
in many of his attitudes. Typically English in some

respects and not anti-clerical, as Marshall claims
but rather old-fashioned.''7^ Listening to the
traveller Mr. Murthwaite's surprise at Franklin
Blake's escape from the Indians he writes, "This
sort of thing didn't at all square with my English
ideas". Betteredge is frightened after hearing more

from Murthwaite about the Indians and he remarks

that "my way in this world had not led me into

playing ducks and drakes with rny own life, among

thieves and murderers in the outlandish places of
70)

the earth."'^ Betteredge thus seems to be aware

of his own limited view and he tries not to be pre¬

judiced against dark people but his anxiety for the
OQ \

family plate-basket reveals his thoughts ' and he
is not at all happy at what Franklin Blake's French
education has done for the young man: ""So much", I
thought to myself, "for a foreign education! He has
learned that way of girding at us in France, I

81 )
suppose."" When Jennings's experiment is announced
to him, Betteredge takes exactly the same negative
line as the respectable Bruff, and the house-steward
also agrees with the lawyer in regarding "the fair
sex" as inferior: "It isn't their fault (poor



wretches!) that they act first, and think afterwards,-
Op \

it's the fault of the fools who humour them."^

Betteredge's background too, is certainly English:
he is the seventh son of a small farmer and in

the service of Lady Verinder he takes an interest in
85)

farm work. Marshall, giving a brief sketch of
Betteredge, says that he is "Apparently a patient
and long-suffering husband of a shrewish wife",*
in spite of the "apparently" I find this remark
somewhat useless since Betteredge seems to have been
as bad-tempered as his wife was, and since she died

8A)
after only five years of marriage. H A significant
feature of Betteredge emerges when we compare him
with the two housekeepers I have already discussed,*
he has no aspirations after a different social status

8^)
but is content with his lot. '' Once he seems to

express envy at people in high life (they have the
luxury of indulging their feelings) but he firmly
believes that people of station are not nearly so

quarrelsome among each other as people of no station
OM

at all. ' Betteredge is thus in favour of social
stratification and that is why Jennings is amazed
when Betteredge gets so excited at the experiment
that he, "oblivious of all respect for social
distinctions, was peeping over Mr. Bruff's

Ofn \

shoulder." The house-steward is a very feudal

figure - one might almost call him a sort of
septuagenarian Sam Weller. His good-bye to the
reader is characteristic: "Ladies and gentlemen, I

88 )
make my bow, and shut up the story."

Betteredge's favourite activity is his study of
Robinson Crusoe and, as Marshall observes, he uses

that novel as Crusoe himself used the Bible, "opening-
it at random to a passage which he then takes as a

89)
comment upon his situation of the moment."
Betteredge is so much influenced by Defoe that one

might even say the house-steward too, is something
of a dry and disagreeable article - at least in



matters of love at first sight, and on the question
of his own marriage,* his motives for wanting to

90)
marry Selina Goby are worthy of Crusoe himself.
Betteredge reveres Robinson Crusoe; his volume is
later described by Jennings: "a dirty and dog's-
eared book, which exhaled a strong odour of stale
tobacco as he [.Betteredge] turned over the leaves"

The important thing to notice in connection with
these three high-ranking servants is their central

positions. Mrs. Mi.chelson is a reliable narrator,
whom Collins describes from the inside, as it were,*

Mrs. Lecount is one of the most influential

characters in No Name; and Betteredge is probably
the most prominent and the most interesting
character in The Moonstone. Collins thus gave his
servants more serious attention than most other

novelists did. We will return to this aspect at
the end of the present chapter.

II.

The three characters discussed above are servants of

very high rank, Mrs. Michelson and Mrs. Lecount are

housekeepers and Gabriel Betteredge is a house-
steward. But the four novels are all more or less

crowded with servants of every rank. In a Victorian
domestic setting servants cannot be totally avoided
and Collins's treatment is better than that of most

92)
other novelists of his day. 7 Our first novel, The
Woman in White, shows no emphatic concentration on

the problems and conditions of servants except for
Mrs. Michelson's narrative, where the housekeeper's
come-down from independence to service is stressed.
No Name gives us a thematic approach to the whole
question of servants. Here several nineteenth century
households are compared. The story starts in Combe-
Raven, apparently the home of a perfectly normal and
happy Victorian family. This household, however, is
broken up and is succeeded by North Shingles Villa



where the disguised Wragges and Magdalen live for a

time,- by Baliol Cottage in Dumfries where we see Mrs.
Lecount, Noel, and their suspicious servants; and
finally by Admiral Bartram's St. Crux-in-the-Marsh,
the staff of which is entirely female according to

qx)
the Admiral's wish.v The novel also deals with the

servant/master relationship chiefly in connection
with Mrs. Lecount and Noel Vanstone (I discussed

this topic in the preceding section) but Magdalen's
decision to change places with her maid is also of
interest. No Name gives some account of the daily
lives of servants, especially in the first scene

taking place at Combe-Raven. Armadale tends to deal
with servants from the masters' point of view; Allan
Armadale inherits an estate and finds it difficult to

get used to a leisurely life with servants. The novel
also comments on the barrier that separates the
masters from the servants. The last major novel, The
Moonstone, is concerned with the day-to-day running
of a servants' hall. About half the novel is contri¬

buted by Betteredge .and the maid Rosanna Spearman is
also a narrator (through her letter to Franklin
Blake . Thus The Moonstone is a contrast to

Armadale in the sense that it presents the servants'
point of view.

Where do all these servants originally come from?
one may well ask - and the question is answered in
the novels. A few of the most important servants,
the housekeepers for instance, are middle-class
widows in distressed circumstances who have had to

go into service to make a living. Mrs. Michelson and
Mrs. Lecount belong to this group and so does
Loscombe's housekeeper Mrs. Attwood. Magdalen, who is

95)
a "lady" and behaves like one , thinks that Mrs.
Attwood likes Magdalen's society because she has seen

96)
better days and is an educated person. Nearly all
the other servants, however, come from working-class
families - many are children of farmers: Betteredge
himself is the seventh son of a farmer and the dairy-



maid at Limmeridge House is the second daughter of a
97)

near-by farmer. '' Service is also a likely career

for children of servants. Betteredge's only daughter
becomes a maid to Rachel Verinder and Mrs. Attwood's

daughters are all in service.Some servants come

from shadier walks of life, out of reformatories and
Sergeant Cuff, the police-officer in The Moonstone

says,

Our experience of the reformatory women is, that
when tried in service - and when kindly and judicious¬
ly treated - they prove themselves in the majority
of cases to be honestly penitent, and honestly
worthy of the pains taken with them.

Rosanna, however, fares worse than that; from the
beginning she is isolated among the other servants
and later she commits suicide because of unrequited

99)
love for Franklin Blake. y The pattern shown above
is confirmed in Early Victorian England, which says,

"In 1830 to go into service was, outside the great
industrial areas, the natural destiny of the working-
class girl and not uncommonly the ambition of the
working-class boy."100'' Collins does not, to my

knowledge, comment on the interesting fact that
servants were more difficult to get in industrial
towns than elsewhere. Margaret Hale in Elizabeth
Gaskell's North and South is looking for a servant-

girl but "found the difficulty of meeting with anyone

in a manufacturing town who did not prefer the better
wages and. greater independence of working in a

mill."101''
The social status of the servants is very clearly

inferior to that of their masters - they form a

totally separate group of people. Ozias Midwinter
was a footboy for a brief period during his child-.
hood and is at first very embarrassed in the company

of Allan Armadale and the Reverend Decimus Brock; as

he says to the latter, "Yes! you have been cruising
in company with a man who was once a footboy." Later,
he exclaims to Allan, "I am not a fit companion for
you." Then he lists the degrading occupations of his



past; among them: "I've worn a footboy's livery, and
waited at table! Later in the same book Miss

Gwilt, who has been on both sides of the fence,
remarks that the figure of Mother Oldershaw's
house-maid "is a very much better one than it
ought to be for a person in her station in life.""^-^
Magdalen Vanstone too, tries life both as servant
and mistress. She astonishes her maid by announcing
that the two must be on equal terms and by her
decision to become parlour-maid at Admiral Bartram's:
""But you are a lady, ma'am," objected Louisa, in the
greatest perplexity.""®^ In the early novel The Dead

Secret, Mrs. Norbury stresses that above all she
wants respect from servantsCollins's most

out-spoken comment on the status of servants appears

in My Miscellanies in the essay to which I referred
in note ninety-seven of this chapter. Lying ill in
his lodgings in London Collins watches a succession
of three servants who soon lose their jobs,- de¬
scribing one of them Collins writes, "Life means

dirty work, small wages, hard words, no holidays,
no social station, no future, according to her ex¬

perience of it."^®®^ No social station is a very

true observation, for although servants were often
thought of as lower class, their position compared
with workers and farmers was somewhat doubtful, to
say the least.-*-®?) The reason may be that in some

ways servants in the nineteenth century were still
a relic from feudal days. This is best seen in The
Moonstone where Lady Verinder's behaviour to her
servants and to the poor in her neighbourhood
resembles that of a feudal lord -^8) g^er

novels also provide some examples of almost feudal
attachments between masters and servants,^®9) i^g

servants in the four novels do not always have a

secure occupation,- a master like Sir Percival Glyde
has his whims and fancies and seems almost to be in

the habit of discharging servants without giving



them notice; first his wife's maid is sent away and
later the rest of the servants.l-'-O) ^/hen Allan Arma¬

dale inherits Thorpe-Ambrose he follows his fancy
and refuses to keep on the old steward who is a

"perfectly competent and trustworthy man" because
he wants to give the Job to his friend Ozias who is

111)
not suited for it. Ozias himself has earlier

experienced that especially the situation of new

servants without references is precarious; it
happened when he served as a footboy:-
Before I had worn out my first suit of livery, there
was a scandal in the house. It was the old story;
there is no need to tell it over again for the
thousandth time. Loose money left on a table, and
not found there again; all the servants with
characters to appeal to except the footboy, who
had been rashly taken on trial. Well! well! I was
lucky in that house to the last; I was not prose¬
cuted for taking what I had not only never touched?
but never even seen - I was only turned out. 112)

To return to the feudal traits, it is obvious
that old attached servants were quite common; so

common that the expression was used in figurative
speech. Bashwood's trousers "clung like attached
old servants round, his wizen legs" and in Dickens's
Little Dorrit Mrs. Meagles hugs her newly-wed

daughter "with the tenderness of an attached old
115)

servant, which is a very pretty tenderness indeed." v
It is likely that in many cases servants gradually
came to resemble their masters. One notes that

Collins frequently uses a servant to symbolize a

master or mistress. The maid-servant in Count

Fosco's house in St. John's Wood talks distrustfully
to Walter Hartright, Mr. Clare - a cynical philosopher
with a good heart at bottom - has one servant who is
a "slatternly old woman", and the "converted" Mother
Oldershaw has a "sour and solemn old maid-servant".

We also see that servants are in every way affected
by their masters' private affairs - when something
extraordinary happens in the house Collins usually
describes how the servants are confused or even



115)
panicking. All servants are, of course, in a

dependent position; this causes much mental anguish
to Mrs. Michelson as I have remarked at the

beginning of this chapter. A more extreme example
is given by Dickens ±1 Little Dorrit with the portrait
of Tattycoram who, as Miss Wade says, forgets her
dependent position and rages against the Meagleses,
whom she serves."''"'"^ To end this comment on the

relationship between masters and servants it is
worth repeating that the two groups are separate.
Rosanna Spearman, who falls in love with Franklin
Blake, imagines him saying to her: "You're a plain
girl; you have got a crooked shoulder; you're only
a housemaid - what do you mean by attempting to

117)
speak to Me?" ' A more out-spoken comment can be
found in Man and Wife, which succeeded The Moonstone.
Sir Patrick (Collins's mouth-piece in that novel)
wants to talk with his servant Duncan on equal
terms and protests against "the inhuman separation
of classes in England. We are, in that respect,
brag as we may of our national virtue, the most un-

-j -J O \
christian people in the civilized world." 1 There
were some rare exceptions, of course. Peggotty in
David Copperfield can, says David, be "quite our

companion" and Mr. Bridmain in Scenes of Clerical
Life (by George Eliot) offends his sister when he

119)
marries her maid. y

Victorian servants (judging from novels) possessed
120)

rather traditional and somewhat insular views. '

A great deal of their time was apparently spent
gossiping about their masters - Magdalen Vanstone
remarks to Louisa, "Servants' tongues and servants'
letters - as I need not tell you - are oftener

occupied with their masters and mistresses, than
121)

their masters and mistresses suppose." ' But
most masters do at least take the precaution of
either waiting until the servants have gone or send
them away when they have something important to



1 pp \
say.x A common way of concealing things from
servants is to speak in French as Iloel Vanstone
does to Mrs. Lecount while the servants are

125)
present. References to servants' gossip are

frequent and information is often available
through servants - Bashwood reports to Miss Gwilt
and derives his information from one; news of
Miss Gwilt's reconciliation with Allan Armadale

spreads "from the servants' offices at the great
house" and reaches town; rumours of something
wrong at Major Kilroy's cottage find their way

through his servants to the servants at the

Thorpe-Ambrose estate. No secrets can be kept
from servants for long.12^)

Occasionally, the servants in Collins's novels
have some professional pride, as when the dairy¬
maid at Limmeridge House blushes at hearing Marian
Halcombe's compliments on the state of the dairy.
Many servants also felt a reflected glory or pride
of their master's social position or possessions as

when Admiral Bartram's housekeeper Mrs. Drake insists
on showing a tripod to Miss Garth and Norah when they

127)
see the house. ' If we look outside Collins's own

novels we occasionally see servants indulging in
128)

vicarious snobbery on their masters' behalf.
Often the pride of servants takes a more malicious
turn. At Baliol Cottage in Dumfries (No Name) the
servants show their dislike of Mrs. Lecount by

being as slow as possible: "The servants, with
the small ingenious malice of their race, brought
up the materials, one by one, and kept her waiting
for each of them as long as possible." In the same

novel Magdalen experiences the "sullen unanimity
of distrust" of the servants at St. Crux-in-the-

Marsh and Rosanna Spearman in The Moonstone has a
129)

similar experience. 7 Servants can also be rather
sulky to their social superiors; Allan Armadale's
gardener Abraham Sage is obstinate and impenetrable,
and at Limmeridge House Walter Hartright meets a



solemn manservant who bows "with icy deference.
He also meets a driver who "was. in that state of

highly-respectful sulkiness which is peculiar to
English servants . ^ Sulkiness was probably
very pardonable considering the bleak conditions
and low wages of the domestic servants. And all

working people including the servants had less

spare time on their hands to (for instance) enjoy
the fresh air - a character (mistress, of course)
in one of Collins's minor novels observes that

"Persons in the lower ranks of life are curiously
l^p)

unobservant of the aspects of Nature."
The world of Collins's servants is very much a

hierarchical one. An old servant like Betteredge
has been through all the grades - he began at
fifteen as a page-boy and ends up more than fifty
years later as a steward.~55) Ladies' maids are

higher ranking than house-maids, and returning to
Blackwater Park after her trip to Torquay, Mrs.
Michelson observes that there are only two servants
left - "there was such a glaring impropriety in per

mitting an under-housemaid to fill the place of
confidential attendant on Lady Clyde". Count Fosco
likewise, remarks that there are no servants at
Blackwater Park fit to travel with Laura to the

North because her personal maid has been dis¬

charged."*"-^ ^ Servants had many and various duties
we can get an inkling of a parlour-maid's duties
when we read the passage where Louisa teaches
Magdalen and when the latter enters into the
service of Admiral Bartram (No Name). The beginning
of that novel is also interesting because it starts
with a description of the servants at Combe-Raven

1SS)before beginning the day's work. Servants were

often commanded to do virtually everything; thus
the gardener who is one of the few servants left
after Sir Percival has discharged the rest is re¬

quested to do all kinds of odd jobs and Early



Victorian England tells us that grooms and coachmen
were often told to wait at table.Betteredge
runs Lady Verinder's house in Yorkshire very well
and orderly - everything is regular as, for in¬
stance, breakfast: "We had our breakfasts - whatever
happens in a house, robbery or murder, it doesn't

matter, you must have your breakfast". At Thorpe-
Ambrose, Allan makes it difficult for his servants
because of his irregular habits: "Mrs. Gripper [the
cookj was accustomed to improvise the breakfast as she
best might". Compared to George Eliot, Collins
can seem something of a murky realist where servants
are concerned. In Felix Holt the "focus of brilliancy
at Treby Manor" is not upstairs, "Mo,- the centre of
eager talk and enjoyment was the steward's room, where
Mr Scales, house-steward and head-butler... distri-

1 78 \
buted cigars, cognac, and whisky". '

Let us, for a moment, look at the servants through
the eyes of their masters. These sometimes thought
that servants were a little too noisy - Kirke (No
Name) does not want a messenger to go to the floor
where Magdalen lies ill because "Men of that sort
tread heavily" and the hypersensitive Mr. Fairlie
(The Woman in White) thinks that servants are

"persons born without nerves".^9) voj_ces ancj
footsteps of servants are a normal part of daily
life - Marian Halcombe sitting in her room hears

nothing but the voices of servants and one evening
at Thorpe-Ambrose Midwinter hears the "servants'

footsteps passing to and fro""^^ - a totally silent
house was something to be wondered at. Miss Clack
notices the silence in Lady Verinder's London
residence and concludes that it must be the servants'

tea-time,- Dr. Le Doux describes some of the benefits
of his sanatorium to his guests:-
I throw up impregnable moral entrenchments between
Worry and You. Find a door banging in this house,
if you can! Catch a servant in this house, rattling
the tea-things when he takes away the tray! Dis-



cover barking dogs, crowing cocks, hammering workmen
screeching children here - and I engage to close My
Sanatorium to-morrow! Are these nuisances laughing
matters to nervous people? Ask them! Can they escape
these nuisances at home? 1^+1)
The duties were not all on the servants' side; there
were also duties to be fulfilled towards servants.

When Norah and Magdalen's parents die, Mr. Pendril
reminds them that the "servants must not be

forgotten... They must be settled with and dis¬

charged" and later in the same novel Admiral
Bartram shows his consideration towards his cook

by giving any unwanted or leftover food to his

dogs.1Zf2^ Considerateness towards servants could
be rewarding - two of the Combe-Raven servants
remember Andrew Vanstone's kindness and help the
orphaned daughters to the last, Count Fosco is
crafty enough to understand the usefulness of

flattering the servants and disguises his curiosity
about Fanny (Laura's discharged maid) as "a fatherly
interest in the fortunes of an humble servant

girl".2^"^ It could certainly be worth one's while
to treat the servants well or else they were

liable to accept bribes, which frequently happens
in the stories of Collins. Marian Halcombe gets
Laura out of a private asylum by bribing a nurse

and Magdalen Vanstone escapes unnoticed from
Norah and Miss Garth by bribing a servant .There

are, of course, totally uncorrupt servants as

Betteredge.
The Woman in White presents two very bad masters.

Mr. Fairlie, who does not even regard his servants
as human beings when they are at work, is always
grumbling - "servants are such asses, are they not?"
"idle beasts" is .another of the phrases he uses.2^"^
Sir Percival Glyde is continuously irascible in his
behaviour towards his servants - he has a "short,
sharp, contemptuous manner of speaking to the
servants..." and



he storms at the servants, if there is a crease in
the tablecloth, or a knife missing from its place
at the dinner-table, as fiercely as if they had
personally insulted him. 1^-6)
No Name describes Andrew Vanstone's gentle ways

with the footman and the Admiral's familiarity
with servants - his losing his temper with the
groom is "entirely without precedent.) Allan
Armadale is also very familiar with the servants,
too familiar for Midwinter's taste. Commanding
servants is a luxury; Marian, Laura, and Walter
Hartright have to do' without it when in London -

Marian "provides for our household wants by the
toil of her own hands."-^9) Normally, however,
servants are there to be used for bringing candles,

brandy, coals, letters, etc.etc.-^0) Armadale
is not used to this luxury: "Bother valeting me! [he
says to his footman] I like to put on my own clothe
and brush them too, when they are on; and if I only
knew how to black my own boots, by George I should
like to do it!" Furthermore, Allan is not used to

] 5
the fixed hours of a normal domestic establishment.

Often a life with servants is too pleasant and un¬

eventful - Betteredge once says that gentlefolks
have

the rock ahead of their own idleness. Their lives
being, for the most part, passed in looking about
them for something to do, it is curious to see...
how often they drift blindfold into some nasty
pursuit.
Admiral Bartram is fidgety about his keys; this
"might be the result of the inbred restlessness of
his disposition, aggravated in a naturally active
man, by the aimless indolence of a life in retire¬
ment"; the Admiral, says the narrator, has no

regular employment .^-52)
As we have just seen, Collins gives a detailed

description of servants, of their social status,
their duties, their masters, and their thoughts.
The question occurs: what did Wilkie Collins him¬
self think of servants? It is very difficult to



answer the question and his two biographers give us

conflicting accounts. Nuel Davis tells us that that
Collins had a very bad opinion of servants and land¬
lords and got on badly with them. But apart from one

instance where Collins quarrels with a servant,
Davis does not appear to be able to .prove this with

155)
factual evidence. Kenneth Robinson's comment is

a very good one and it deserves to be quoted here.
...he was quite at variance with his time. In the
Victorian novel, as in the Victorian household, servant
were only permitted to obtrude their personalities
so long as these were of regulation pattern. Usually
they were excluded from any real participation in
the plot. In Trollope's novels the domestics are
seldom more than mere accessories to the story;
even Dickens is embarrassed in his handling of the
master-servant relationship on more than one
occasion. Wilkie Collins, however, depicts the
domestic servants of his novels without a trace of
condescension as real people with real emotions,
not as stock figures but as characters in the
round....
• * •

It is to Collins' lasting credit that he was
not prepared to treat the domestic servant as an
inferior species. 15^+)
If we take the comments of the two biographers
and look at the four major novels there is no

\

doubt at all that Robinson's is the correct one.

If, on the other hand, we consider the whole
career of Wilkie Collins stretching for nearly
forty years it is possible to see a change in his
attitude which would seem to indicate that he

eventually approached the state that Davis de¬
scribes. Early novels and essays show great under¬
standing and sympathy for servants whereas in later
books some of the sympathy has gone. In Heart and
Science he mentions that the learned Mrs. Gallilee

once lowers herself to the intellectual level of

the most ignorant servant (the kitchenmaid), and
presents the ridiculous cook who imagines herself
to be in the same situation as Richardson's Pamela:

"Her master |_BenjuliaJ admired her; her master was
no ordinary man - it might end in his marrying



155")
her." In "I Say No" a new and quiet servant
is not popular in the servantshall: "The pre¬

judice against silence, among the lower order of
the people, is almost as inveterate as the pre¬

judice against red hair""^^ , and Blind Love
briefly introduces this servant: "Her familiar

manner, with its vulgar assumption of equality
in the presence of a stranger, revealed the

157)
London-bred maid-servant of modern times." ' A

tremendous change of attitude from the above-
mentioned essay in My Misce1lanies!



CHAPTER III

PROPRIETY AND RESPECTABILITY IN WILKIE COLLINS.

I.

A somewhat transformed servant is Mrs. Catherick in

The Woman in V/hite. Collins introduces her as a

heartless elderly woman, but many years earlier she
was a lady's maid at an estate near Southampton
having an affair with one of the guests.^' Mrs.
Catherick is a highly eccentric character^ almost
inhumanly hard and heartless, she decides to "set
the opinions of all her neighbours at flat defiance"

2 ^
with an admirable patience. She is also a contrast
to most conventional mothers in fiction because she

does not care for her daughter Anne except when she
has one of her whims and wants to take the child

away from the more motherly Mrs. Clements."'' The
latter is a somewhat timid woman who is obviously
afraid of the formidable Mrs. Catherick - she

earnestly warns Walter Hartright against her.^1"'
Consistent with these traits, Mrs. Catherick is also
more business-like and to the point than most other
women - her letter to Marian Halcombe is very

5)formal."' But Collins does not make her totally in¬
human - her hatred and contempt for Sir Percival,
jealousy of Mrs. Fairlie are some very human

6)
qualities, and so is her pity for Sir Percival.

With Mrs. Catherick we come to a theme of vast

importance in Victorian fiction: hypocrisy. Dickens
in particular was often concerned with it - for in-



stance in his description of Pecksniff in Martin
7)

Chuzzlewit. Wilkie Collins himself loved to ridi¬

cule hypocrites - like Miss Clack in The Moonstone.
Mrs. Catherick is a hypocrite because she delibe¬

rately presents a picture of herself to the world
which is better than the true one. Sir Percival

Glyde gives us the "official" version:-
She had been doubly unfortunate in being married
to a husband who had deserted her, and in having
an only child whose mental faculties had been in
a disturbed condition from a very early age. 8)
A few hundred pages later, Mrs. Clements gives us

a much more objective account of Mrs. Catherick's
past life.9)

But the most significant feature about Mrs.
Catherick is her respectability,- Mrs. Fairlie
writes that she "is a decent, well-behaved,
respectable woman" and the house-keeper at Black-
water Park, Mrs. Michelson, says that Mrs, Catherick
is "extremely respectable-looking". In her letter
to Walter Hartright, Mrs. Catherick herself
stresses this aspect when she refuses to employ
her pen in writing bad language because she is a

member of the rector's congregation."*"^ It is irony
on the part of Wilkie Collins that while in service
at Varneck Kali, Mrs. Catherick had an affair with
Philip Fairlie - she anxiously hides her secret:
"I will allow no liberties to be taken with my

reputation" ."*""*" ^ Mrs. Catherick is determined to
make her neighbours forget their suspicion that
she had an affair with Sir Percival and is "slowly
gaining ground among the respectable inhabitants"
of Welmingham. Her next step, she says, is to join
the Dorcas Society. Among her most treasured triumphs
is the bow she regularly receives from the clergyman
and she insists, with an eye on her social position,

12)that her daughter must go into a private asylum.
Mrs. Catherick also seems to consider the binding

"I 7 \

of her Bible to be of the utmost importance. J>



Furthermore, she is a snob - if she was not a snob she
would probably not have risen from service to in¬
dependence - being born with the tastes of a lady
and "holding herself uncommonly high"."^^

The central figure in No Name is (by the author's
own admission Magdalen Vanstone. She is pre¬

sented to us as a lively daughter of a middle-aged

gentleman,* then she loses her parents and her in¬
heritance. She makes it her sole aim in. life to

regain that inheritance and uses all means to
achieve her end. At long last she is successful
but she chooses not to claim the right which has
led her astray.

Kenneth Robinson comments on Magdalen's extreme
youth (she is eighteen years old at the beginning
of the novel and nineteen or twenty when it ends)
and continues: "It is not easy to accept, in a girl
of' twenty brought up in a sheltered middle-class
home, quite the measure of self-reliance and single¬
ness of purpose with which he endows Magdalen.
To some extent Robinson is right but he forgets
that Wilkie Collins also endows Magdalen with a

very large amount of energy, and that she is shown
to suffer from the restraints of the life under her

17)
parents' roof. Nevertheless, she remembers her

happy and secure childhood with affection. At a

crisis in her adventures she looks among her things
and discovers an old Prayer-Book which reminds her of

Combe-Raven; at another occasion (lending money to
Captain Wragge) she remembers how easily £25
flowed from a stroke of her father's pen in "the
old days"; Magdalen finds it more difficult to leave
her childhood home than her elder sister - the latter

writes: "I had to take her from the last resting-
-] o \

place of our father and mother, almost by force."
Of course, the Vanstone sisters have had a governess:

Miss Garth, who is very attached to both girls and
who assists them in their misfortune. In Magdalen's



eyes Miss Garth stands for propriety and she resents
19)

her interference in her adventures. But governess

and pupil are finally reunited - Miss Garth invites
Magdalen to her cottage and Magdalen gratefully

20)
accepts the proposal.

Much to Miss Garth's discomfort, Magdalen turns
out to have a talent for acting and mimicking,- again
Collins foreshadows her future before the accident -

already at Combe-Raven she displays her abilities
with her family for audience. Her mother says to Mr.

Vanstone, ''Those habits of mimicry are growing on

her,- and she speaks to you with a levity which it
21)

is positively shocking to hear." When the
Marrables come to Combe-Raven announcing their
intentions of producing a play, Magdalen gets

22)
excited and devotes her time to her role. ' Acting
is still not quite respectable by the middle of the
nineteenth century and Miss Garth is not at all

pleased by Magdalen's performances in public; only
because the Marrables are respectable people is
Magdalen allowed to take part in the amateur

)theatricals.' But Magdalen's whole behaviour

distinguishes her as not respectable - dissuading
her from calling on a theatrical agent, Wragge
says to her,
What do you think a respectable man is likely to do
with a young lady, who openly acknowledges that she
has run away from her home and her friends to go on
the stage? My dear girl, on your own showing, it's
not a respectable man you want in your present pre¬
dicament. It's a Rogue - like me.

Trying Wragge is, says. Collins, her "first fatal
step downwards". ^ The respectable Mr. Pendril says

that Magdalen is "one of the most reckless, desperat
and perverted women living" and Admiral Bartram has

2b)
an equally severe opinion of her. ^J Magdalen makes
an attempt to regain her respectability by marrying
"I have made the general sense of propriety my

26)
accomplice this time. Magdalen undergoes a

development in the course of the novel. At the start



she feels the restraints of respectability and
Collins gladly lets her embrace the only super¬

ficially respectable Captain Wragge.
At the same time she also undergoes a develop¬

ment on another level: the purely personal one.

Writing of the two sisters, Collins makes a

remark of great importance not only to the
present discussion but also in connection with
Collins's other characters:-

Does there exist in every human being, beneath
that outward and visible character which is shaped
into form by the social influences surrounding us,
an inward, invisible disposition, which is part of
ourselves,' which education may indirectly modify,
but can never hope to change?... Are there, in¬
finitely varying with each individual, inbred
forces of Good and Evil in all of us, deep down
below the reach of mortal encouragement and
mortal repression - hidden Good and hidden Evil,
both alike at the mercy of the liberating
opportunity and the sufficient temptation? 27)
The questions are rhetorical and the answer is
"Yes". As I have already mentioned, Magdalen is
in possession of a remarkable liveliness - her

countenance, writes Collins, "was rendered
additionally striking by its extraordinary
mobility". Among her usual activities are

apparently teasing the cook and playing with the
dogs - she is also characterized by frankness and

gaiety. Her father tries in vain "to associate in
his mind the two extravagantly dissimilar ideas

p ON
of Magdalen and "business"". Magdalen's mis¬
fortunes make her altogether calmer - she acquires
"a settled composure on her face which... made

pa)
it look as still and cold as marble." y Collins

devotes a great deal of attention and energy to the
character of Magdalen - an indication of his intense

conception of her is perhaps that (unlike most
other Collins characters) he associates her with

50)animals: cats and serpents.
As Robinson and Ashley remark, Magdalen is

resolute. Already at the time when she listens to



Pendril's revelation of the daughters' illegitimacy,
admiration is expressed because no movements have
escaped her; in York Wragge finds her by the wall
with a "pale resolute young face". Her plans and
schemes against Michael and Noel indicate resolute¬
ness too, and she is fully determined to undergo
danger to discover Noel's secret letter.But

Ashley is not quite correct in attaching the word
"unscrupulousness" to her for she certainly has
scruples along the way. In Aldborough Wragge finds
her crying in her room and it is almost impossible
for her to overcome her horror of Noel when their

52)
marriage is approaching. Her scruples belong to
the noble side of her character - the side which

wins in the end. Good in Magdalen struggles against
Evil - the "opposing influences of Good and Evil,
which we have all felt" are the subject of the novel

55)
says Collins. As her scruples are a part of her
good side, her resoluteness driving her on with an

almost inhuman force belong to the evil. Wragge
draws out the evil in her. There is nothing evil
about her end, however, and William Marshall
correctly observes that she is "moved by a sense

of rectitude that ironically contains the seeds of
her own moral destruction".-^^ But Marshall's de¬

scription of Magdalen is too simple and neglects
the fact that goodness is latent within her right
from the start. It is not true that "Magdalen can

find in Norah's forbearance only the evidence of
weakness" - she is, in fact, aware all the time that
Norah and not herself is in the right,- she once ex¬

claims to Wragge, "Say nothing about my sister!...
Neither you nor I are fit to speak of her". She
often thinks of her sister and goes to London to
see her although she is running a great risk. Sitting
in front of her looking-glass she decides to paint:
"It can't make my face more false than it is

55)
already". ■ Magdalen, unlike the captain, cares



for Firs. Wragge, and Collins thus gives us another
56)

sign of Magdalen's latent goodness.
Collins lets Magdalen be united with Kirke. This

ending is not exactly typical of a radical novelist
but somewhat conventional, perhaps Dickensian. As I
mentioned above, she escapes from the respectable
and somewhat oppressive world of Combe-Raven where,
nevertheless, the morals are in good order, to the
immoral Wragge. After these two backgrounds Magdalen
discovers that Kirke is a way out of the dilemma.
There is nothing oppressive about Kirke; he is
respectable but does not really care about society
and respectability - when he first sees Magdalen he
forgets himself and stares rudely at her. The sailor,
Kirke, is one of the more Dickensian characters in
Collins.^^

Captain Wragge is an altogether more conventional
character in relation to Victorian fiction than

Magdalen;-^ he has much in common with the
eccentrics of Dickens's novels - J.I.M. Stewart

notes that Wragge is good imitation Dickens.
As will be shown here, Wilkie Collins gives Wragge
some of his own personal characteristics.

In spite of his own denial, Wragge is mercenary;

the only reason why he married his wife was that
she was expecting a legacy and his only reason for
keeping up "domestic appearances" is that she is
expecting another. Of course, he is also attacked
by the railway-mania of 18^-6.^"^ Magdalen is "im¬
patient of his mean harping on the pecuniary
string". Wragge brings money to bear on almost
anything - as he says, "The Grand Difficulty of
humanity from the cradle to the grave - Money."
When he learns of the disappearance of Magdalen he
considers which action will yield most money for
himself: to help Magdalen, her relatives, or to do
nothing at all. He eventually invites Magdalen to
the house where he lodges, but the landlady asks



Magdalen if she will pay for the room herself since
the Captain would never dream of paying.^^ Of
course, Wragge also understands the age he lives
in, as he says ^^; this is one of the reasons

why he dresses so respectably - another is that
he comes from a family which is not termed

"respectable" and he is therefore aware of the
advantages of respectability. This, however, is
merely one of Wragge's "skins" - although the
illusion can seem very convincing: "he threw

open his respectable frock-coat, and sat, with
head erect and hand extended, the model of parental
feeling, and the picture of human integrity.'
Collins writes of the Captain that he "was as

deferentially submissive to the majesty of the
law as the most harmless man in existence". His

attitude to medicine, however, is anything but
submissive because the motto of his pill-producing
establishment is "Down with the Doctors!" Although
Collins was not exactly submissive towards the law
he certainly had a great of respect for the pro¬

fession., something he did not have for medicine -

this is thus an instance of Collins giving to

Wragge part of his own attitude
Captain Wragge does have some personal pride

but again the pride is first of all aroused because
of money - this happens when Noel Vanstone offers
no more than five pounds for information and Wragge
agrees to help Magdalen deal a blow against him.
Later when the situation in Aldborough develops
into a duel of wits between him and Mrs. Lecount

he regards this as a personal matter: "The woman

actually thinks she can take me in ! ! ! ""^ The

Captain is not totally selfish since he shows great
affection for Magdalen,- although he has helped
further the marriage between her and Noel, he is
very ill at ease at the thought of leaving her
"under very critical circumstances, with no fit



person to control her". He also confesses to having
cheated her.^" ^ Wragge's sense of order - judging
from his note-book - is very similar to Collins's
own sense of order. Wragge is meticulous about
references as Collins is in his novels and both

j rn \
like to arrange monetary transactions in tables.

Another characteristic feature of Captain
Wragge's is his devotion to words. First of all, he
talks a great deal and "When he opened his lips, he
spoke in a rich bass voice, with an easy flow of
language, and a strict attention to the elocutionary
claims of words in more than one syllable". In a

letter to Magdalen, he writes that all "enthusiastic
natures must explode occasionally: and my form of
explosion is - Words." The Captain revels in v/ords
of any kind and he enjoys overwhelming Mrs. Lecount
with the ready-made science he has picked up from a

book. It is very fitting that he ends up as a clever
businessman and good advertiser - advertisements in
the modern world are in many respects nothing but

U8)
words, words, words - Wragge's certainly are. y Many

people are fooled by his flow of words which is yet
another example of hypocrisy in a Victorian novel. It
is worth noting that Wragge's physical appearance is
insignificant - only when he opens his mouth does his
charm work. In a later novel, Poor Miss Finch,
Collins gave the same peculiarity to Mr. Finch.^

Captain Wragge is an intriguing and somewhat am¬

biguous character. Collins has deliberately made
him so,- he invests Wragge with great personal charm
and describes him with energy and vivacity. At the
same time he gives Wragge very negative characteristics
there is no doubt in the author's mind that he is one

of the failures "from the great manufactory of
Civilisation" and I see no sign of any approval of
Wragge's activities as a professional rogue.Ashley

regards Captain Wragge as Fosco's younger brother - an



observation which I cannot quite accept. Although there
are similarities between the two, the differences are

great and important. It is easier to turn a blind eye

to Wragge's doings because of his charm than to Fosco's
and I cannot imagine Wragge committing a murder whereas
Fosco euphemistically tells us that if necessary, he

51)
would readily have killed Anne Catherick. Kenneth
Robinson gives us a good and relevant comment on

Wragge: he "will always deserve a disreputable place
in the long line of engaging rogues who have enriched

52)
English fiction.

One of the most ambitious characters that Collins

ever created was Miss Gwilt in Armadale. Although,
as Robinson points out, she is not quite successful,
she is described in very great detail, and several

things contribute towards giving her greater depth
than most other characters in the four novels.-^'
Collins lets Miss Gwilt commit suicide in a scene

which tempts the reader into thinking that he had
aspirations towards Shakespearean tragedy. Miss
Gwilt, who has cruelly deceived Midwinter and
Allan and is on the point of killing Midwinter
(at first mistaking him for Allan), looks at Mid¬
winter and "a strange composure settled slowly on

her face"; she writes him a letter which ends:-
The one atonement I can make for all the wrong I
have done you is the atonement of my death. It is
not hard for me to die, now I know you will live.
Even my wickedness has one merit - it has not
prospered. I have never been a happy woman. 5^-)
Miss Gwilt nearly achieves heroic status and is
forgiven by Allan and Midwinter who attend her
funeral and follow her to the grave. Magdalen
Vanstone was associated with cats and snakes -

Miss Gwilt is more like a tigress (or worse, as

Pedgift Senior thinks)"^. She herself, in. one

of her moods, wishes she were an animal and on
another occasion she thinks of Armadale as a wild

57)
beast she has to tame. She is thus often

associated with beasts. Furthermore, Collins often



connects her with the devil in some way or other -

she is pronounced by other characters to be
"devilish" fine and clever, a priest considers her
to be possessed by the devil, and at one time she
is on the very point of exclaiming to Midwinter,
"I'm a fiend in human shape! Marry the wretchedest
creature that prowls the streets, and you will

CO N

marry a better woman than me!"^ Miss Gwilt is
much more a villainess, less a heroine than
Magdalen Vanstone - as Robert Ashley puts it,
"with Miss Gwilt the Jezebel has almost extinguished
the heroine". But Miss Gwilt is not completely
inhuman; the end of the novel, and her shaken

59)
nerves show us this. y

Like Magdalen Vanstone but unlike Marian Halcombe,
Miss Gwilt is "thoroughly feminine"; ' this remark
applies on several levels. Thinking of her first
husband makes her depressed and she complains of
"the misery of being a woman". As a Victorian lady,
she is quite ignorant when it comes to law and
business, and she confesses to being ladylike. She
is right: she is sometimes depressed but does not
fall for the temptation of drinking because she is
a woman (George Eliot, in many ways a more con¬

ventional novelist than Collins, did not hesitate
to make a female alcoholic her main character) and

Miss Gwilt often spends her spare-time on what is
usually regarded as feminine activities - dawdling
over dresses, sewing, making her dressing-cases
tidy, etc.^"^ Collins gives her more sex-appeal than
was common in Victorian fiction and it was probably
this that he had in mind when he wrote, "Estimated
by the Clap-trap morality of the present day, this

Cp \
may be a very daring book." She knows how to use her
beauty and her "sexual sorcery" and brings Allan
Armadale, Midwinter, and Bashwood under her spell.^3)

But she is "the pink of propriety" at the very

same time and this in particular offended contemporary



critics who had been severe enough with Magdalen
Vanstone and were now raging against Miss Gwilt.
H.F. Chorley spoke of her as "a forger, a convicted
adulteress, murderess, and thief" and noted her
"apparent respectability". ^ She is a governess

and you can hardly get more respectable than that.
Furthermore, she is the ideal governess - persistent¬
ly irreproachable in her relations towards her em-

65)
ployer (Major Milroy) and her pupil (Miss Milroy).
She is only respectable on the surface, because
when Allan starts to' check up on her reference (the
disguised Mother Oldershaw) it appears that her
past may be darker than expected; Allan draws the
following conclusion: "A miserable, fallen woman...

who had stolen her way back to decent society and a

reputable employment, by means of a false character".
When suspected, Miss Gwilt decides to become a martyr
by resigning from her job (partly "in justice to her
highly respectable reference") and staying in Thorpe-
Ambrose she achieves almost a higher degree of

respectability: "It is considered probable that
she will be referred to in the sermon next Sunday",

rn "\

writes Pedgift Senior. '' Gradually, however, people'
sympathy wears off - Miss Milroy and Allan Armadale

manage to insult her in public.Miss Gwilt's

attempt to live respectably in Thorpe-Ambrose is
interesting. However bad her character is below the
surface she behaves like a lady, as Mother Oldershaw
writes to Miss Gwilt:-

A woman, my dear Lydia, with your appearance,
you manners, your abilities, and your education,
can make almost any excursions into society that
she pleases, if she only has money in her pocket
and a respectable reference to appeal to in case
of emergency.

Miss Gwilt certainly has a very good relationship
with her landlady's family in Thorpe-Ambrose; these
simple people are quite moved when they have to
take leave of her and she gets on well with the

children.Only a few people, like Pedgift, can



see through her; Allan Armadale is quite convinced
70)

that she is a lady.
Very appropriately, Miss Gwilt holds the lower

classes in contempt: "How I hate the coarse ways

of the lower orders!" Apparently, her red hair
71)

does not improve the relationship. y Her own

background, however, is very much a lower-class
one; her real parents are unknown - "She may be
the daughter of a Duke, or the daughter of a

costermonger" (says Bashwood's son), and her step¬
parents, the Oldershaws, are distinctly "low

7?)
people". y We conclude that Miss Gwilt is, in
fact, a snob who has rejected the surroundings
and the world in which she was brought up, in
favour of a more genteel and (apparently, at least)
a more respectable style of life. But she cannot
escape her old world completely, as I have indi¬
cated .

In the section on Captain Wragge I pointed out
that he was given some of Collins's own personal
characteristics. The same happens with Miss Gwilt.
Like Collins, Miss Gwilt finds refuge in laudanum;
once she expresses her gratitude to the man who in¬
vented it. Collins, as well as his creation, hated
certain middle-class attitudes:-

I [Miss Gwiltj have noticed that the Christianity
of a certain class of respectable people begins
when they open their prayer-books at eleven
o'clock on Sunday morning, and ends when they
shut them up again at one o'clock on Sunday
afternoon.

Miss Gwilt also prides herself on not being a
71)

hypocrite. The "converted" Mother 01dersha.w,
"with the air of a woman resting on the high-road
to heaven... and a volume of sermons on her lap",
is described in Miss Gwilt's diary, and appropriate!
so, because Miss Gwilt is just as annoyed with her
"smooth varnish of Cant" as Wilkie Collins himself

was.^^ One is never quite certain how much of
himself Collins put into his characters - especially



the villains (Wragge and Gwilt) but the fact itself

proves that he thought of them .as real people and
not as puppets or wholly wicked monsters. They are

also as inconsistent as real people - perhaps more

inconsistent than many fictional characters. Collins
did not make it easy for the critics who tried to

analyse Miss Gwilt and the rest, but did he have
7R)

any obligation to do so?'"'

II.

Propriety is an important factor in Collins. Who

pay attention to propriety in the novels? Apart, of
course, from the governesses, Fosco always has the
strictest regard for propriety; he restores Marian's
diary to its place for that reason and he gives the
same excuse for suggesting that Lady Glyde stay for

rn C. \

a night at his house in London. ' In the same

novel Mrs. Michelson is also fully aware of the
demands of propriety - she observes that she can,

without impropriety, mention Lady Glyde by her
77)

name. ' ' In No Name Mrs. Lecount dresses with

propriety, and Mrs. Milroy in Armadale sees no im¬
propriety in Allan's going to London to carry out

78)
investigations concerning Miss Gwilt's reference.
All these are either villains or at least characters

towards whom Collins himself felt some antipathy;
Wilkie Collins did not at all like the limits set

79)
up by propriety, as Robinson shows us. Especially
in later novels did he start to protest against
"the despot"; in The New Magdalen society will not
accept Mercy Merrick, a reformed prostitute, although
she eventually becomes quite respectable. The Fallen
Leaves deals with a similar theme and Collins wrote

on the subject of that book "that there are certain
important social topics which are held to be for¬
bidden to the English novelist" but that he himself

respected his art "too sincerely to permit limits
to be wantonly assigned to it". Collins wrote an



article called "Highly Proper!" for Household Words

commenting on a case where an actor's son was ex¬

pelled from a private school because of his father's
profession.Regard to propriety could be
oppressive in Victorian England. This becomes
evident if one glances at novels in general,- the
Podsnappery of Our Mutual Friend is a good

example and various kinds of squeamishness are
82)

displayed as early as in Oliver Twist. ' Elizabeth
Gaskell's North and South dealt with the Hales, who
move from the South to the North where they are con¬

fronted with several sorts of "vulgarity" and the
narrator in Alton Locke by Charles Kingsley

apologizes to his readers "for introducing all this
ribaldry" referring to the conversation in a tailor's

83)
workroom. Wilkie Collins's outspokenness obviously
did not please many of his contemporariesj in a letter
to his wife, Dickens complained that Collins "occasionally
expounds a code of morals, taken from modern French
novels, which I instantly and with becoming gravity
smash". As late as 1906 Lewis Melville, discussing
the "social message" novels of Collins, wrote that
"None of these questions are fit subjects for dis¬
cussion in works of fiction.^ Young ladies in

particular suffered under "the despot". In Collins's
early novel Hide and Seek, the bed-ridden Mrs. Blyth
gets a letter from Zack Thorpe - instead of merely
summarizing the letter to the young girl Madonna,
she

ran her eye quickly over the letter, and ascertaining
that there was nothing in it which Madonna might not
be allowed to read, beckoned to the girl to look over
the shoulder, as the easiest and shortest way of ex¬
plaining what was the matter. 85)
In No Name Miss Garth is responsible for the
education of the two Vanstone sistersj she dis¬
covers that the girls' mother has for years been

paying money to her disgraceful relatives. This
fact can, observes Miss Garth, be communicated in

substance, without impropriety to the young ladies.



83

Later, Miss Garth discovers to her horror that
Magdalen has given Frank a kiss, in the summer-

house,- this is, in the eyes of her and many of
her contemporaries, "an emergency".^ One of the
characters in Armadale is the sixteen-year-old
Miss Milroy. Her vindictive mother, talking to her
finds it difficult "to respect the youth and the
sex of her child" and Allan Armadale has problems
when he wants to invite her because there is "no

indispensable elderly lady on the premises to re¬

ceive Miss Milroy". He settles on a picnic instead;
on the way to the Norfolk Broads (where the picnic
is to take place) he sits in the carriage with

On \

Miss Milroy, chaperoned by the old Mrs. Pentecost.
There is a somewhat similar situation in The Moon¬

stone Rachel Verinder wants to go to her house in
Yorkshire where Ezra Jennings is carrying out his

experiment. First Mrs. Merridew, the widowed
relative with whom she lives at the moment, and
then Mr. Bruff insist on escorting her. Jennings

adds, "So here is poor Miss Verinder provided with
two "chaperons". It is a relief to think that the
opinion of the world must surely be satisfied with
this!"88)

"Propriety" was a common term in Victorian
England,- and a useful one it was too. When discussing
and practising morals, the Victorians could very

easily decide what was proper and what was improper.
To do the proper thing was to do the correct, the
accepted thing, to do the improper thing was to go

beyond the recognised limits; and "propriety" seemed
to sum up the whole philosophy of proper and improper.
Such ideas were emphasized in educational matters -

especially when on the subject of young girls - and
this is probably the best indication of how important
propriety was to the Victorians.

"Respectability" is just as important as "propriety" -

the two words cover roughly the same ideas, the former



emphasizing the social aspects, the latter the
moral ones. But before going on to discuss respectabilit
I will give a brief comment on Collins's relation¬

ship towards conventions. He was always trying to
be unconventional - especially in literary matters -

but very often he succumbed to convention, con¬

sciously or unconsciously. Critics have often been
confused by this ambiguity. Gavin Lambert compares

Collins with Dickens ana (rightly) finds the latter
the more conventional; William Marshall writes that
"Wilkie Collins was a representative product of the
nineteenth-century literary situation".^^

What does "respectable" imply in the novels? It
may be connected with a man's position or profession -

a clergyman, for instance, is likely to be "highly
respectable" as the clergyman who informs Lady
Verinder of Colonel Herncastle's death.Mr.

Bashwood first gets his son respectable employment in
a London office; young Bashwood, however, does not do
very well here and eventually becomes a private
detective in Shadyside Place - definitely not

91)
respectable employment.y People in trade are

usually respectable - as, for instance, the Marrables
in No Name. Mr. Vanstone tells his wife why he does
not think that Magdalen should refuse acting with
Miss Marrable; he mentions that they are respectable

92)
people (Mr. Marrable is a merchant in Bristol).
A housekeeper (like Mrs, Attwood) is also as

q~<)
respectable as can be. A person's respectability
was very much dependent on looks and clothes; the
quiet and sober Jane Gould (in The Woman in White)
is "respectable-looking" and. Captain Wragge's
clothes help him look respectable.Being British
is not a condition of respectability but it does

help; in The Moonstone a group of men entrap Godfrey
Ablewhite and Septimus Luker into a house - one is
a "respectable-looking gentleman" and obviously
British contrary to his three Oriental friends.

Godfrey is attacked and tied but is finally



liberated by Christian and respectable strangers
(Miss Clack is the narrator of this part of the

05)
storyIndustry and honesty were good assets;
these seem to be among the deciding factors in

making the fisherman Yolland and his family
respectable.96) The lawyer Mr. Cilmore is
taken in by Sir Percival Clyde because of the
latter's behaviour and respectability - "He

[Sir Percival] has fought successfully two con¬

tested elections; and has come out of the ordeal
unscathed. A man who can do that, in England, is

97)
a man whose character is established."^'7 One's

reputation was obviously of great importance.
The respectable doctor Mr. Dawson is "well known,
all round the country" near Blackwater Park.
Count Fosco, speaking to Mr. Fairlie on the
subject of the domestic situation in Hampshire

98)
warns him against the risk of a public scandal.*7
Although Miss Gwilt upholds her position in
Thorpe-Ambrose for a time she senses her pre-

99)
cariousness "in this scandal-mongering place".-
Andrew Vanstone had very degrading associates
and pleasures in London before he settled down
with Miss Blake; consequently, "His married sister
had been forbidden by her husband (who was a

clergyman) to hold any communication with him"
Not surprisingly, some places are more closely
associated with respectability than others:
"Vauxhall Walk gains by comparison [[with the other
streets in Lambeth], and establishes claims to
respectability which no impartial observation can

fail to recognise". Portland Place is, in Collins's
novels as well as outside them, a centre of
respectability. Professor Pesca's respectable
patron (whose daughters he teaches Italian - "a
mighty merchant, up to his eyes in gold") lives in
Portland Place; Norah Vanstone gets a job as a

governess in Portland Place; and Mrs. Merridew



(with whom Rachel stays) lives in Portland Place
too."'"®"'"'' The house in which Mother Oldershaw is

living looks very suspicious but is in an otherwise
respectable district - Pimiico-

In Armadale Collins attacks (through Miss Gwilt's
diary) people who cover themselves with a layer of
respectability. Mother Oldershaw is one - Miss
Gwilt pays her a visit 'while she is wearing her
"Sunday face"; later, Pedgift Senior writes to his
son about the sermon on her "experience among

dilapidated women, profusely illustrated in the
pious and penitential style"

And who are outside the pale of respectable
society? Well, there is Ezra Jennings for example;
he is a doctor's assistant near the Verinder estate

in Yorkshire (The Moonstone), "He had been engaged
by Mr. Candy, under rather peculiar circumstances;
and, right or wrong, we none of us liked him or

trusted him". Jennings has a "gipsy complexion" and
is not completely of English descent; furthermore,
his past is somewhat mysterious . ^®/+) in No Name Mrs.
Vanstone's relatives are not termed "respectable"
because of their attempts at extorting money from
her and Magdalen is temporarily outside the limits
of respectability.-^5) position of the police
is somewhat nebulous. Let us, for a moment, look at
Sergeant Cuff, the famous police-officer in The Moon¬
stone ; Collins describes him mostly in Betteredge's
narrative. Cuff has "been largely employed In cases

of family scandal, acting in the capacity of con¬

fidential man" for the last twenty years and he has
learnt that it is impossible for him to earn his

1 /-» /" N

money honestly and easily at the same time.
Betteredge once says that he is sorry to see Rachel
forget herself - and he adds: "even with a police-
officer"."'"®^^ He disapproves strongly of Cuff's
methods and his network of lies.""®^ But the

position of the police at the time was confusing -



in No Name, for instance, the police is there to

help protect Noel Vanstone against his not very

respectable cousin, the adventurous Magdalen.-^9)
Artists too, were not safe within the limits of
respectability. Mr. Fairlie - unreasonable in so

many respects - appreciates artists. Walter Hart-
right is to be treated at Limmeridge House "on the
footing of a gentleman". "There is none of the
horrid English barbarity of feeling about the
social position of an artist, in this house", he
says to Hartright when the latter arrives. There

is, however, a serious problem to cope with when
Walter Hartright falls in love with Laura and the

problem is summed up by Marian Halcombe: "social
inequalities". Even more to the point are the
remarks made by Pesca's employer (the merchant in
Portland Place), "We don't want genius in this
country, unless it is accompanied by respectability
and then we are very glad to have it, very glad

• -i j * * 110)indeed".

It should have appeared by now that Collins
was not on the side of respectability. When setting
out for a walk in Cornwall, Collins and his illustra
tor were advised instead to go somewhere "where
other people went, and where v/e could get good
letters of introduction, and see some respectable
society, and some fine points of view?" Needless to

111)
say, Collins was not persuaded. ' One of the
severest critics of Victorian England, Virginia
Woolf, writes in the early part of this century
that in the Victorian Age "The damp struck within.
Men felt the chill in their hearts; the damp in
their minds" probably thinking of the consequences

of the emphasis on respectability. But Virginia
Woolf was not unbiassed; she belonged to a group

that represented a natural reaction against
Victorian Britain. Lytton Strachey (who was

mentioned in Chapter I) also belonged to this



socalled Bloomsbury Group. Their criticisms of
their parents' age are far from irrelevant - it
is indispensable' if you want to understand the
nineteenth century fully - but they have to be
taken with a grain of salt.112^ A splendid dis¬
cussion of the subject of respectability and
its religious implications appears in G.M.
Young's Portrait of an Age.^^

III.

Wilkie Collins describes a number of governesses

in his novels. I have already touched on this

subject in my section on servants, for governesses

can best be described as superior servant s. Bu u

Victorian governesses are so closely associated
with propriety and respectability that treatment
under this section will be just as appropriate.
An interesting remark on the position of governesses

occurs in a late novel by Collins (Heart and
Science); Miss Minerva, a governess, and Mrs.

Gallilee, the mother of her pupils, are having
a quarrel - the latter says,

"Your way of speaking to me implies an assertion of
equality "Stop a minute, madam! I am not so
rich as you are. But I am at a loss to know in
what other way I am not your equal." Ilk)
Judging from novels by Wilkie Collins and others,
the reason for becoming a governess was usually
family misfortunes or some similar occurrence.

This is the case with Miss Minerva, and with Miss
Garth in No Name: "the hard hand-writing of trouble
had scored it [her face) heavily at some past time".
Her youth has "been tried in the ordeal of family
affliction; and she.met her terrible duties with
the steady courage of a woman who had learnt to

115)
suffer." Miss Gwilt has employment as a

governess for some time in Thorpe-Arnbrose; her
past is somewhat obscure, to say the least. Allan
supposes that she has gone through a terrible ex-



perience: "There may have been some dreadful death
in the family - some relation who had disgraced him¬
self - some infernal cruelty which has forced the
poor thing out on the world as a governess.^

Most of the governesses acquire a deep devotion
to their pupils - a devotion which remains even

after their duties have finished; old Mrs. Vesey
makes a Shetland shawl for Laura Fairlie (The Woman
in White):-
The gift was presented this morning; and poor warm¬
hearted Laura completely broke down when the shawl
was put proudly on her shoulders, by the loving old
friend and guardian of her motherless childhood. 117)
Miss Garth's devotion to the Vanstone sisters knows

no limits - she feels gratitude towards their dead
parents and love for themselves. Even though Miss
Garth is estranged from Magdalen for a time, she

~j "J O \
takes her back under her wing after her adventures. '

And, as stated above, propriety is of the utmost
importance to governesses - this is not astonishing
when you consider that their task consists in

educating girls. Miss Milroy is very annoyed with her
governess Miss Gwilt because she is "the pink of
propriety"; in The Eustace Diamonds by A. Trollope
Lucy Morris, another governess, is called "that
prim piece of propriety".^

Governesses' situations were as different from

one another as other situations. Norah Vanstone

becomes a governess - she too, has undergone a

family misfortune - first she goes into a family
with a domineering grandmother who makes it un¬

pleasant for her (Magdalen watches a humiliating
meeting between the governess, the children, and
their grandmother in St. James's Park)."^^ Norah's
next situation is totally different - "the Tyrrels
of Portland-place... treat Miss Vanstone with as

much kindness.and consideration as if she was a
1?1

member of the family." Collins's treatment of



the subject is serious and realistic but not much
different from that of his literary colleagues.

Ashley has made a very sensible remark on the
women in Collins's novels:-

He deserves particular credit for his resolute
heroines, unique among Victorian fictional females
both for their strong-mindedness and their un¬
disguised sex-appeal. In his recognition of the
unjust restrictions imposed on women by Victorian
society, his sympathy for the fallen woman, and
his audacity in creating women with minds of
their own as well as strong physical charm,
Collins was ahead of his time. 122)
There is much truth in this statement but it needs

correction. It is certainly true that the early
Collins was sympathetic to women's problems - a

somewhat ponderous passage in Antonina on the
position of women among the Coths makes this

125)
clear. The same trend can be observed in The

Woman in White. Although the masculine heroine
Marian Halcombe msJkes a great many critical remarks
about her own sex she is acknowledged by Walter
Hartright to be a genuine woman."'"2^ Marian and
her sister Laura live with Sir Percivai and the

Foscos in Hampshire. Sir Percivai has married
Laura in order to get her money. But he needs her

signature and she will not-give it to him. Sir
Percivai and Fosco make threats (the latter more

subtly) and the situation of the two sisters is
rendered forlorn - as Marian writes, "We two
women had neither father, nor brother, to come

to the house, and take our parts." Marian and
Laura have a narrow escape; Madam Fosco, on the
other hand, has for many years been tamed into
submission by her husband - she used to advocate
the rights of women but now she follows Fosco

125)
through thick and thin without asking questions."
In No Name Magdalen goes beyond the limits of

respectability in order to regain her inheritance.
It is interesting to look at the severe comments
made by the contemporary reviewers and think of



how they would have reacted if Magdalen had been a

man. In Armadale Collins seems to be gradually be¬

coming less favourable towards women. Mother
Oldershaw and Miss Gwilt virtually exchange

derogatory remarks on their own sex without the
-j p r \

author providing any sort of counterweight. '
In later novels, although Collins did show under¬
standing for certain groups of women as, for in¬
stance, prostitutes, remarks on women get in¬
creasingly severe. By the mid-l880s "women,

according to Collins, seem to be adjuncts to
men. In "I Say Mo" the following sentence appears:

"Women may say what they please and write what they
please: their natural instinct is to find their
master in a man - especially "when they like him".
Female novel-writers are also in for their share

127)
of criticism. '

Finally a brief comment on drama, which by
some was supposed to undermine Victorian propriety -

Miss Garth is very anxious when Magdalen is
allowed to take part in amateur-theatricals at the
Marrables': "thanks to those wretched theatricals",
she says, "-Magdalen is going the way with Frank
that a great many young ladies have gone before

128)
her." Miss Garth is also rather shocked when

she finds out that Magdalen is a public performer;
this, she says, is the cause of Ho rah's leaving
her first situation as governess.-^9) -j-n George
Eliot's Daniel Deronda the clergyman Mr. Gascoigne
will not allow the young people in his house to
include scenes from plays in their charadej this
oversteps the line of decorum. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century Jane Austen wrote
Mansfield Park. In this novel the virtuous (almost
Dickensian) heroine, Fanny, objects strongly to her
friends' idea of producing a private play. Looking
through the text of the play, Lovers' Vows, she
remarks of two of the characters that "the situation



of one, and the language of the other, [was] so
unfit to he expressed hy any woman of modesty",*
they are "improper for home representation"."^
Collins himself was very interested in drama. He
wrote some plays, which are usually regarded as

being inferior to his novels -^-L) _ he himself
was a little confused where his strength as a

•writer lay. He once wrote that he believed his
faculty to be a dramatic one, and elsewhere
that, "As a novelist, I can hold my audience,
when I have once got them, and lead them... to
the end. As a dramatist, I am not equally sure

1^2)
of the ground I walk on."



CHAPTER IV

DOMESTICITY AND DANGER.

I.

Preceding chapters have dealt with professional people,
with servants, and with themes such as propriety. Now
we come to the people of leisure - the landed gentry
and their like, who have to do very little or no

work to maintain themselves and their families. One

of these is Andrew Vanstone, who, though living in
domestic bliss with his family in Somerset, was once

a dissipated youth in London: "his mother and brother
estranged from him,- his sister lately married, with
interests and hopes in which he had no share". The
reason is that he has made the mistake of marrying
a wicked and mercenary woman while with the army in
Canada and then separated from her and gone back to
England."'"'' "His conduct []says his brother Michael] ,

when a young man, was uniformly discreditable in all
2)

the relations of life". There is no doubt that

Wilkie Collins wants us to sympathize with Andrew
and, of course, he does not object to Andrew's
living together with a mistress and two illegitimate
children. Andrew has much in common with Allan

Armadale (see below),- he is, for instance, thought-
x)

less, acts on impulse, and is unmethodical. A
very sympathetic trait of Andrew's is his hopefulness;
Collins makes this clear very early in the novel when
he describes him flourishing "his stick gaily"; Andrew
is also rather uncritical and sanguine on the subject



of the good-for-nothing son of Mr. Clare.^ But what
makes Collins and his readers like Andrew is the

man's unselfishness. Andrew's own family, Collins

states, are full of praise of him - this praise is
triggered off when Andrew pays a visit to an old
farm-servant of his who is now running a mill: "an

5)
errand of kindness, as usual". ' Mr. Clare's sons

meet more affection in Andrew Vanstone's house than

they do at home.
Andrew is first and foremost a typical, or perhaps

ideal, paterfamilias - telling Miss Garth about
Andrew's misfortunes as a young man, Mr. Pendril
says, "His place in the world was that quiet place
at home, with wife and children to make his life
happy, which he had lost for ever". In the 18?0
version of the play, No Name, Collins stresses this
aspect of Andrew Vanstone even more when informing
the audience (to the accompaniment of a harp) that
his favourite air is "Home, Sweet Home".^ And it
seems that Andrew is indeed a respectably married

7)
man - but according to sticklers he is an impostor.
Since Collins himself did not adhere to the

principles of respectability, the inevitable
conclusion must be that the author is, in fact,
saying that a respectable surface is not really im¬

portant,- what matters is the person and his innate
qualities. Furthermore, although Andrew seems very

respectable he is certainly less traditional, or less
"stuffy" than the other members of his family (with
the possible exception of Magdalen). He does not
have any scruples about Magdalen's taking part in
amateur theatricals and he is relentlessly honest

O \

about his dislike of symphonies.
Andrew, when he was a young man might have been

something like Allan Armadale. Allan is very impulsive
he admits to being "a blundering sort of fellow".

Accompanying the sick Ozias Midwinter to the local
inn, he "followed his usual impulses in his usual
headlong way" and invites his new acquaintance to



stay on as if they were bosom friends.^ When he has
the choice between two tenants, he tosses a coin to
decide the question; Allan is easily inflamed (for
instance against Darch) and he strikes impulsively
while the iron is hot.""1^ He sometimes displays a

lack of seriousness and Decimus Brock considers him

to have a "flighty head"^ But Allan Armadale's
recklessness can be misinterpreted and exaggerated;
W.H. Marshall falls into this trap in his brief
comment on Allan. He calls him "simple and child¬
like" and thinks that Allan

exists on the primary level of perception; he is
aware of things but has no sense of the complexity
of the situations surrounding him; he reduces the
human personality to the attributes composing it. 12)
A judgement like this is obviously superficial and
ignores a great many important factors; Allan is

15)
simple enough in his own way ^x but he develops
very much in the novel: he learns prudence and enters
on the high-road to moral improvement.""^ Quite
early in Armadale, Allan inherits a big estate, and
his sense of responsibility gradually grows as a

consequence - after a meeting with Miss Milroy "he
was absorbed in serious consideration of what he

owed to his new position in life". Later, Allan
and Ozias are having a quarrel - here the former
controls his temper in a way which would have been

15)
unthinkable before his wind-fall. y His honesty,
however, is in him all the time although it does
seem to become increasingly prominent as the story
proceeds - Allan has, Collins states, "an honest
man's regard for his own pledged word", and he has a

sense of honour, which does him harm when he refuses
16)

to break his word to the devious Mrs. Milroy. He
is thus a gentleman in many senses of that word -

unlike Midwinter, Allan has a secure position in the
world.

In some respects Allan is typically English (he
has a thoroughly English love of the sea "^^) - Miss



Gwilt contemptuously exclaims that Allan has "an
Englishman's exasperating pride in his own

stupidity". No doubt his "bluntly straightforward
I O \

way" is supposed to be English too. Allan is
incapable of any kind of deception and this
squares well with Collins's assumption that-
foreigners are more ingenious than the English,
at least when it comes to crime. But Allan is

also against many typically English things and

people and here the views of Collins himself are
reflected in Allan. The latter loathes his middle-

class neighbours in Thorpe-Ambrose and is not on

good terms with them,- in order to avoid a public
reception, Allan arrives early in Thorpe-Ambrose

20)
and takes them by surprise. ' As l just mentioned,
he has great affection for the sea - this is evident
in him already as a young boy and it remains with
him: after having inherited Thorpe-Ambrose he
astonishes his lawyers by announcing that he prefers
to cruise at sea instead of instantly rushing off to
his new property and later Allan returns to the sea.

In the next chapter, the symbolic importance of the
sea will be assessed - Kirke from No Name is of

21)
particular interest in this connection.

A brief summary of the position of Allan in
Armadale will not be amiss before going on to other

topics. More than many other Collins characters,
Allan develops in the course of the story. In my

opinion, Wilkie Collins is very successful: Allan
is different - he has grown fully up, as it were, at
the end of the novel,' and his development is not
arbitrary: we are allowed to "see" the events that
(convincingly) develop Allan's character and make
him the man he is. Collins is, in this respect,
certainly not inferior to Dickens, who often had
great difficulties when deciding to let his
characters develop and had to let them change in
jerks. The reader can sympathize with Allan Armadale,
who is the hero of the novel,- first of all because



of his pleasant personal qualities, secondly
because of his central position in the novel
and the dangers through which he goes. That Allan,
not Midwinter, is the most central male character
is also indicated by the title of the novel.

Many Victorians were industrious people -

especially those at the lower end of the social
scale. Watching a group of Cornish people in
Rambles Beyond Railways, Collins exclaims joy¬

fully, "All is glee and gaiety; the sun is shining
brilliantly;... fishermen are working hard;
industry and activity are paramount, and... are

22)
peacable too!" Collins is comparing this
"picture" with imagined scenes from the past and
he prefers the present with its industrious peace.

However, as I have pointed out, many people did not
have to work and Victorian fiction is full of

characters with nothing but leisure on their hands,
for better or worse; the Dorrits in Little Dorrit
experience the latter. I touched on this topic in
my chapter on Victorian servants, for a life of

23)
leisure depends on the employment of domestics.*-"
But, of course, owning servants and property could
also involve various tedious duties, as Sir Patrick

PI ^
in Man and Wife reminds Arnold. ^

The whole problem is neatly summed up by Gabriel
Betteredge in The Moonstone

Gentlefolks in general have a very awkward rock
ahead in life - the rock ahead of their own idle¬
ness. Their lives being, for the most part, passed
in looking about them for something to do, it is
curious to see - especially when their tastes are
of what is called the intellectual sort - how often
they drift blindfold into some nasty pursuit. Nine
times out of ten they take to torturing something, or
spoiling something; and they firmly believe they
are improving their minds, when the plain truth is,
they are only mailing a mess in the house. 25)
This is a kind of introduction to Betteredge's
account of one of Franklin Blake's and Rachel

Verinder's activities: "Mr. Franklin's universal

genius, dabbling in everything, dabbled in what he
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26^

called "decorative painting"". / Blake solves the

problem of idleness quite well and apart from
decorative painting he also does diamond-hunting
and travelling. According to Betteredge, Franklin
Blake's physical appearance is a little intriguing -

he first appears with "a smile on his face that
might have set the Shivering Sand itself smiling
at him in return". He is short, has a brown beard
and mustachios, has "a lively touch-and-go way

with him", and is (on one occasion at any rate)
27)

dressed in a beautiful fawn-coloured suit. ''

Franklin Blake has been educated on the Continent

and Betteredge thinks that he can discover foreign
sides in him; the influence on the young man has
not come from one but from three European countries:

pO \
Germany, France, and Italy.- This education has
made him, as he writes, "a man of cosmopolitan
sympathies", someone who eats ana drinks "on the

2Q)
foreign plan", and who travels all over the world.
This is a characteristic which, to some extent,
Wilkie Collins himself shared with Franklin Blake -

another is an orderly way of arranging thoughts:
he makes it quite clear that he does not possess

"the English mind" which has no system, and he is
described by Betteredge as "brisk and bright", "slow,

30)
solemn, and pondering". But Franklin Blake is.
also careless in some respects, for instance in
financial matters: "Mr. Franklin Blake's -debts",
says Miss Clack, "are matters of family notoriety".
At one time a French creditor of his turns up at
Lady Verinder's house in Yorkshire - as Betteredge

correctly suspects, "some imprudence of Mr.
Franklin's on the Continent" is at the bottom of

it A1'
Money was indeed as important in the nineteenth

century as ever - this was an age of increasing

wealth, especially (Spenser Walpole tells us) with
the upper and middle classes; this naturally caused



a thing like clothing to become more elaborate and
52)

more vulnerable to various fashions. Money con¬

veyed power to its owner and Lady Verinder with
"her cheque-book on the table" is an influential

55)
person. ■y At the beginning of The Woman in White
Walter Hartright points out that "the Law is still,
in certain inevitable cases, the pre-engaged
servant of the long purse". It appears much later,
however, that money is not always an asset,- it
would not really have helped Hartright. Laura
Fairlie is married to Sir Percival Glyde chiefly
because of her inheritance,- once she exclaims to
her sister,

How often,... I have heard you laughing over
what you used to call your "poverty!" how often
you have made me mock-speeches of congratulation
on my wealth! Oh, Marian, never laugh again. Thank
God for your poverty - it has made you your own
mistress, and has saved you from the lot that has
fallen on me. 34)
Our four novels teem with references to money or

related themes - from the mention of the ravenous

mob in The Woman in White that is roused into

activity by Hartright's promise of five shillings
to each man and Pesca's remarks on "the grinding

poverty" to Bruff's revelation of Godfrey Able-
white's mercenary objects in wanting to marry

55)
Rachel Verinder. ^ Wragge, whom I discussed
above, frequently returns to the subject of money.

Shortage of money is experienced by Admiral
Bartram in Ho Name, who cannot afford to restore
his Banqueting Hall to its proper state, and very

much by Sir Percival Glyde, who "has spent so much
money abroad, that he has none left to defray the
expenses of living in London, for the remainder of
the season". Hartright, Marian, and Laura have the
same problem in a lower sphere of life when they
have to go to rooms in London.
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II.

A group of people who do not play a prominent part in
the fiction of Wilkie Collins are those in trade.

Dickens's novels are full of them - many play crucial
roles in the novels in which they appear. Mr. Dombey
(Dombey and Son) is a good example: he has the
"title-role" of the novel and is in many respects
the pivot round which the action takes place. Other
Victorian novelists too, let trades-people play a

part in their fiction - an example is Uncle Deane
in George Eliot's The Mill on the Floss. Wilkie
Collins himself had some experience of the world of
trade since he worked for a time at a tea importer's
when he was a young man,- Robinson writes, "All we ■

know of Wilkie's reactions to the world of commerce

xv)
is that they were unfavourable". Robinson then
points out that Frank Clare's period of employment
in a mercantile firm in the City (No Name) is an

echo of Collins's commercial experiences.
Frank Clare himself, however, is certainly not

a portrait of Collins; he is a "ne'er-do-well", as

Robinson says. After having destroyed all his

prospects in Britain he is given a chance in China,
70 \

but manages to disgrace himself there too. The
one thing in his favour is his appearance, accompanied
by his pleasant manners; he is a good-looking young

man and Collins once calls him a "well-bred Incubus"

and "a convalescent Apollo".The civil engineer
under whom the young man works writes that he is "a
quiet, gentlemanlike, interesting lad". Sending
Frank back to his father he adds that "Personally,
he was liked by all who knew him; and his future
prosperity was heartily desired by the many friends
whom he had made in the northBut the core of

the apple is in a less satisfactory state - Frank is
merely an indolent lout as his cynical father points
out (and the author corroborates him).^ Through
contacts of Andrew Vanstone he is first sent to an



engineer in the north of England, then to an office
in the City, and finally to China, but every time
he leaves his employers because of his indolence.
Frank is full of a self-pity which he often reveals;
the best example is his letter to Magdalen in
which he breaks off their engagement - from China
he writes: "The Firm, to which I was brutally con¬

signed as if I was a bale of merchandise, has worn

out my patience by a series of petty insults".
Frank's excuse might perhaps be that his only

parent is a cynical father who obviously has no
idea of how to handle children. Mr. Clare does

not like Frank and does not hide -this - "I always
told your poor father my son was a Fool", he
writes to Magdalen, and later calls Frank names

)
like lout, cur, and sneak. ^ Magdalen's big
mistake is falling in love with Frank; it is made
clear to us that he certainly does not deserve the
heroine of the novel. Frank's destiny at the end

No Name is distinctly that of a Collinsian
villain: returning home from China he hides on

"The Deliverance"; the commander, Kirke (whom
Magdalen is later to marry), takes pity on Frank
and lets him stay on the ship. Here Frank meets
"the elderly widow of a rich colonist" and marries

her; his father concludes contemptuously that Frank
will probably end up in Parliament "and one of the
legislators of this Ass-ridden country will be -

MY LOUT!"^* We may take this as a sign that Collins
does not intend us to sympathize with Frank - our

final glimpse of him is similar to that of Mrs.
Lecount in the same novel.

-*-n No Name we also meet the Marrables: in trade

in Bristol. They are distant acquaintances of the
Vanstones and are typical of their class, the same

as Dombey's. Amply supplied with money, they give
parties and spoil their daughter, for instance by
arranging expensive and elaborate amateur theatricals



but they are, as Andrew Vanstone points out,
"respectable people, and keep t.he best company in

2i S )
Clifton". So, apparently, do the Ablev/hites in
The Moonstone, "Very worthy people, and greatly
respected in the neighbourhood". Mr. Ablewhite is
not, strictly speaking, in trade: he is the
banker at Frizinghall in Yorkshire, but his
position is much the same. ^ His quick temper and
his other traits do not endear us to him,- and his
wife is an apathetic good-for-nothing woman.^^
Mr. Ablewhite is related to the socially superior
Verinders by his marriage - Betteredge explains:-
There was terrible work in the family when _the
Honourable Caroline LLady Verinder's sister] in¬
sisted on marrying plain Mr. Ablewhite, the
banker at Frizinghall. He was very rich and very
respectable, and he begot a prodigious large
family - all in his favour, so far. But he had
presumed to raise himself from a low station in
the world - and that was against him. However,
Time and the progress of modern enlightenment
put things right,- and the misalliance passed
muster very well. We are all getting liberal now,-
and (provided you can scratch me, if I scratch
you) what do I care, in or out of Parliajnent,
whether you are a Dustman or a Duke? !+S)
Mr. Ablewhite feels that history repeats itself
many years later: his son Godfrey proposes to
Rachel Verinder and is accepted,- however, for
reasons explained by Mr. Bruff, the engagement
is broken off. Mr. Abiewhite interprets this
in his own way: he furiously tells Rachel that
she still has the Herncastle blood in her (in¬
herited from her mother's family) and vents all
his bitterness caused by his descending from
less distinguished ancestors: "I wasn't good
enough for the Herncastles, when I married. And,
now it comes to the pinch, my son isn't good
enough for you" ) y/e are here touching on the

subjects of rank and ancestry,- the first in
particular is a very important theme in Victorian
fiction. It plays a part in Collins's novels too;



Mr. Ablevvhite and the problems of rank and ancestry
were foreshadowed several times, at first and most
prominently in Basil published in 1852. Basil's
father is a stickler for the aristocracy of
ancestry - he can trace his own family to a time
before the Conquest. He reminds his other son,

Ralph, never to forget "that your station is not
yours, to do as you like with. It belongs to us,

and belongs to your children. You must keep it for
them, as I have kept it for you". Of great interest
in the same novel is chapter X where Mr. Sherwin and
his drawing-room are described. He is a linen-draper
Falling in love with the linen-draper's daughter,
Basil encounters almost insurmountable problems
because of the difference in rank between himself

50)
and Miss Sherwin. ' Not only Basil's father pays

attention to rank of some sort, but also Basil, who
is the narrator. Comparing himself with Mannion
(the villain of the novel), he concludes that they
are equals when it comes to acquirements and,
possibly, birth - "The difference between us was

51)
only in our worldly positions". In Hide and
Seek (185^) not everyone approves of the painter
Valentine Blyth's levelling tendencies when he in¬
vites people of all spheres of life to come and look
at his paintings. Walter Hartright (The Woman in
White), like Basil in the earlier novel, experiences
the problem of social inequalities when falling in

52)
love with Laura Fairlie.

A remark occurring in Armadale leads us to the
next theme, which we could call social indignation -

especially Mr. Ablewhite and Miss Clack have a great
deal of bitterness connected with social position; •

so, to some extent, has Ozias Midwinter
his mind was full of that sourly-savage resistance
to the inevitable self-assertion of wealth, so
amiably deplored by the prosperous and the rich; so
bitterly familiar to the unfortunate and the poor.



Mr. Ablewhite's indignation is of a similar kind

although he is neither unfortunate nor poor; Miss
Clack, however, is indignant because she is poor.
Miss Clack is asked by Franklin Blake to write a

narrative (including "the most intensely painful
remembrances") - "and this done, I am to feel

myself compensated by a new laceration, in the
shape of Mr. Blake's cheque". Later, she comments
that she is almost as poorly provided with words
as with money. Miss Clack is writing her narrative
in a little town in Brittany to which she has re¬

tired because of her straitened financial, circum¬

stances - "events in the money-market" as she calls
5A)

it. Allowing for the difference in sex, however,
Miss Clack could have echoed the thoughts of Mr.

Orridge, the doctor in The Dead Secret: "The power

of wealth may do much with impunity, but it is not
privileged to offer any practical contradictions to
a man's good opinion of himself".55)

Miss Clack is a very religious woman and it is
difficult to analyse her without touching on the

subject of religion, which has already received
some treatment above. Her firm faith is apparently
inherited from her parents .for she is indebted to
them "for having had habits of order and regularity
instilled into me at a very early age".'^ Drusilla
Clack lacks a great many qualities but certainly
not energy and zeal - she goes to church in¬
cessantly and seems offended when Rachel refuses
to accompany her to church for the second time on

57)
a Sunday. She misses no opportunities of
distributing tracts or doing a little missionary

work; she even tries to quiet Mr. Ablewhite's
mind by quoting Miss Jane Ann Stamper, one of the
writers she carries about in her bag. She also
tries her luck with Lady Verind.er>s footman - "a

civil fresh-coloured person, with a teachable look
and a very obliging manner". Her bag of tracts
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seems inexhaustible and she deposits some of its
contents everywhere - no wonder that doctors with
nervous patients dread her: "the members of the
notoriously infidel profession of Medicine had
stepped between me and my mission of mercy".
Of course, Miss Clack disagrees with Lady Verinder
about which of the professions to choose in cases

of illness: "Here surely was a case for a clergyman.
if ever there was one yet! Lady Verinder had

59)
thought it a case for a physician". The offensive
things about her are her mannerisms, her sophistry
and her officiousness. She does not like the

"worldling", Mr. Bruff, and at least on one
60)

occasion objects to his choice of words. ' What
she stands for is, in fact, Cant ~ of which Collins
most certainly disapproved. Cant was one kind of
Victorian hypocrisy and it was sometimes associated
with charities; Mr. Murthwaite, the great traveller,
talking about Godfrey Ablewhite says, "I am told he
is an eminent philanthropist - which is decidely
against him, to begin with".^"^ Collins may have
been inspired to his creation of Godfrey Ablewhite
and Miss Clack by Dickens, whose views were very

close to Collins's - note, for instance, Dickens's
portrait of Mrs. Jellyby, the lady philanthropist in
Bleak House (1853 )• Miss Clack and her fellow-
workers are clearly intended as satire on the part
of Collins; here is an account of the activities
of one of their societies:-

We had a meeting that evening of the Select
Committee of the Mothers-Small-Clothes'-Conversion-
Society. The object of this excellent Charity is -
as all serious people know - to rescue unredeemed
fathers' trousers from the pawnbroker, and to
prevent their resumption, on the part of the
irreclaimable parent, by abridging them immediately
to suit the proportions of the innocent son. 62)
The objections against Miss Clack as a character
might be that she is unrealistic and exaggerated -

a similar charge has frequently been brought



against Dickens. In defence of Collins, one can say

that she certainly is exaggerated but that there is
a great deal of truth in the portrait; and, as Robin¬
son writes, after having pointed out that Collins's
satire is applied with a heavy hand: "As broad
comic relief, however, Drusilla Clack serves her
turn".

As expected, Miss Clack admires that eminent
philanthropist Godfrey Ablewhite - she calls him
"The Christian Hero" and she is concerned when he

apostatises temporarily from the faith in order
to become engaged to Rachel.^ With Godfrey Able-
white we return once again to that great Victorian

vice, hypocrisy. He certainly presents a very good
example in fiction; he is not quite as famous as

Dickens's Pecksniff (Martin Chuzzlewit) but he is
A 5)

certainly made of the same material. Godfrey
Ablewhite's charm and his power as a speaker are

tremendous. In a somewhat melodramatic but con¬

vincing scene he gradually persuades Rachel to
accept his proposal of marriage. Mr. Bruff believes
him to be "a smooth-tongued impostor" and his
eyes on a photograph in Rachel's bedroom are

"charming the money out of your pockets".He
has "a most sympathising manner", especially
towards Miss Clack: "The heavenly gentleness of
his smile made his apologies irresistible", she
writes. The public character, Godfrey Ablewhite,
could well be compared with Mother Oldershaw in
Armadale, who also makes her name as a speaker in

In N

the religious line. ' Most of Godfrey Ablewhite's
time is apparently taken up with charitable
activities. In Yorkshire he is curious to hear

Cuff's opinion of the case of the stolen diamond,
"But on Friday night he must be in town, having
a Ladies' Charity, in difficulties, wanting to
consult him on Saturday morning". However, as I
pointed out above, when he is courting Rachel his



charitable work is neglected, much to Miss Clack's
regret.The big difference between the two do-

gooders is that Miss Clack really means what she
says and does, whereas Godfrey Ablewhite's
activities are carried out with an ulterior

motive - important to him is his reputation and
that is why he is engaged in charities. Telling
Rachel about the rumours saying he is involved in
the hiding of the Moonstone (rumours that turn out
to be true), he says, "My reputation stands too
high to be destroyed by a miserable passing scandal
like this". At the end of the novel, Cuff reveals
that Godfrey Ablewhite has, in fact, been leading
two separate lives

The side turned up to the public view, presented
the spectacle of a gentleman, possessed of
considerable reputation as a speaker at charitable
meetings, and endowed with administrative abilities,
which he placed at the disposal of various Bene¬
volent Societies, mostly of the female sort. The
side kept hidden from the general notice, exhibited
this same gentleman in the totally different
character of a man of pleasure, with a villa in
the suburbs which was not taken in his own name,
and with a lady in the villa, who was not taken
in his own name, either. 69)

He is accused by Rachel Verinder of being too
70)

much in the society of women - an explanation
of this is given: he is extremely mercenary. We
first see him through the eyes of the people who
fall for him - Gabriel Betteredge and Drusilla
Clack. He proposes to Rachel twice; later, Bruff
reveals the motives of his actions and confirms

the suspicions that the reader might have had on

the subject of Godfrey Ablewhite. Finally comes

Sergeant Cuff's report, which gives the whole
explanation. By making him mercenary, Wilkie
Collins has given Godfrey Ablewhite yet another

71)
characteristic which marks him out as a villain. •

This is also achieved by contrasting him with
Franklin Blake, the hero; the latter is (says
Ashley) "short while Godfrey is tall, whiskered



while Godfrey is clean shaven, pale while Godfrey
is ruddy, cosmopolitan while Godfrey is thoroughly

72)
English". Although somewhat conventional,
Godfrey Ablewhite is a powerful creation; he is
dramatically and convincingly developed - and
one does not forget him after having laid down
the book.

III.

The central character in The Woman in White is

Walter Hartright. He is the first and last narrator
and his own mood is identical with the mood of the

novel: "It was the last day of July.... the fading
summer left me out of health, out of spirits".
Hartright seems to be in very low spirits throughout
the whole of his first narrative when he and the

7 "5)
reader are gradually drawn into the mystery.'
Furthermore, the twenty-eight-year-old teacher of
drawing is frequently on the verge of poverty - at
the opening of the story he has run out of money,

and after his return from Central America we

find him in London with Marian and Laura, "Alive in
poverty and in hiding".But in spite of his
poverty, Hartright is a Victorian gentleman, in name

and manners; as a drawing-master at Limmeridge
House he is treated on the footing of a gentleman
and he has "delicacy and forbearance and sense of

honour"; Marian talks about self-control, delicacy,
"and the compassion of a man who was naturally a

75)
gentleman". y But Hartright is certainly not a

conventional Victorian-person - some of the opinions
he holds are too unorthodox for that. He does not

think that he should sit "in solitary grandeur among

bottles of my own choosing" after the ladies have
left the table according to the usual nineteenth
century custom. Neither does he think that all
modern achievements, for instance those in education,
are desirable; considering his mother's acceptance
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of the lively Pesca, and his sister's coldness, he
adds, "Has the great advance in.education taken
rather too long a stride,- and are we, in these
modern days, just the least trifle in the world

n r\

too well brought up?"
Hartright's social position has already been

briefly discussed above; he is not quite secure

within the limits of respectability because he is
an artist (Sir Percival just talks of him as "the
artist") - Hartright gets into difficulties at

Limmeridge because he forgets his position and
allows himself to fall in love with Laura, one

77)
of his pupils. Hartright is the kind of artist
with whom Wilkie Collins could sympathize. At the
end of the novel Hartright gets employment on an

illustrated newspaper - Wilkie Collins's father
was a painter and he himself tried the art of

painting. And to some extent, Hartright is used
as a mouth-piece of his author; the slightly
derogatory remark on English audiences comes

from Wilkie Collins's heart:-

When the people near him [(FoscoJ applauded the close
of an air (as an English audience in such circumstances
always will applaud), without the least consideration
for the" orchestral movement which immediately
followed it, he looked round at them with an ex¬
pression of compassionate remonstrance, and held
up one hand with a gesture of polite entreaty. 78)
But such instances are rare and.. Hartright is not
consistently used as a mouth-piece as Sir Patrick
is in Man and Wife.

We have the impression that Hartright is a

very determined man - so determined that he some¬

times waxes quite oratorical when writing about
his "hopeless struggle against Rank and Power".
His iron will stops at nothing - he puts up with
poverty in London and is fully determined to meet
the formidable Mrs. Catherick.^9) Walter Hartright
advises Marian Halcombe on how to make enquiries
in connection with the anonymous letter sent by



Anne Catherick and already here displays his fond¬
ness for playing amateur detective. He becomes
almost indispensable to Marian and Laura. After
her arrival at Blackwater Park (Sir Percival's

residence) Marian discovers Mrs. Catherick's

bleeding dog, "What would Walter Hartright have
said in this emergency? Poor, dear Hartright!
I am beginning to feel the want of his honest

P) o ^
advice and his willing help, already". In
spite of Davis's remark that The Woman in White
has no true hero, Hartright occupies just that
position; he is a sympathetic young man who is,
against his own will, drawn into the mystery -

there is a sharp contrast between the world that
Hartright leaves behind him and the problems
that lie ahead. Standing with the enigmatic
woman in white on a moonlit high-road near

London, he thinks, "Had I really left, little
more than an hour since, the quiet, decent,
conventionally-domestic atmosphere of my

Ol \

mother's cottage?" Like numerous other heroes,
Hartright is frequently in extremely dangerous
situations - one exciting moment among many is

op\
when he enters Count Fosco's house.

However, when Hartright has been drawn into
the mystery, he does not hesitate to plunge himself
into more danger. After having left Limmeridge
and his beloved Laura to go to London, he meets
Gilmore, who observes his pale and haggard face -

"I am going to another country, to try a change
of scene and occupation", he says. Hartright is
not going on a normal trip but is joining a

dangerous expedition to Central America.®^ His
case is not unique - Victorian society did not
always consider the tempestuous feelings of
youth: the hero in Tennyson's "Locksley Hall"
(18^2) also goes through a time of emotional
crisis and says, "I myself must mix with action,



lest I wither by despair". He dreams of bursting
"all links of habit" and going away to tropical
lands: "There the passions cramp'd no longer

8A)
shall have scope and breathing space". Walter
Hartright gets his full share of excitement; in
a prophetic dream Marian Halcombe sees some of
the dangers he goes through in America. Hartright
assesses the changes that have taken place in him
after his American experiences - these are

surprisingly conventional for a writer like Wilkie
Collins:-

I came back, as I had hoped, prayed, believed I
should come back - a changed man. In the waters
of a new life I had tempered my nature afresh.
In the stern school of extremity and danger my
will had learnt to be strong, my heart to be
resolute, my mind to rely on itself. I had gone
out to fly from my, own future. I came back to
face it, as a man should. 85)
His journey seems to have had exactly the
desired effects without any drawbacks. Such a

lapse into conventionality shows that Hartright's
absence is not in itself of any importance but is
merely contrived in order to help bring about the
isolation of Marian and Laura and make their

position dangerous and exciting.
So adventures on the other side of the world

can only be beneficial - Kirke in No Name seems

to be an illustration of this statement too. But

Kirke is different from Hartright in that he has

spent most of his life away from the civilized
world; he is, in many respects, a slightly more

polished - less raw - version of Mat Marksman
who appears in Hide and Seek from 185^. Mat is
more unrealistic and more conventional in literary
terms than Kirke; he is not very original and owes

a great deal to Fenimore Cooper.® ^ He has spent
twenty years among the savages and has himself
turned into a sort of noble savage - he is in¬

capable of catching cold, he cannot sleep in a
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bed, and he cannot be comfortable in decent clothes. '
Kirke is more credible altogether, but he shares some

problems with his forerunner.
Kirke is an impressive character - he is in the

prime of life (forty years old), tall, spare, and
muscular, his black hair just turning grey, with
the eyes of a man with an iron resolution, and a

habit of command. Kirke is natural - he has never

breathed the "artificial social atmosphere" and
when he sees Magdalen for the first time, he looks
at her beauty "with an open, hearty, undisguised
admiration, which was too evidently sincere... to

O O \

be justly resented as insolent". Kirke is
completely a man of the sea and he is "strangely
innocent and .ignorant of the world on shore". It
is possible to observe in his look, his manner,

and his walk that he is a sailor - during the scene

where he rescues Magdalen from the hospital, he
is merely called "the sailor". In a somewhat
bombastic paragraph Collins enumerates some of
the maritime dangers through which Kirke goes

and thus reminds us once again of where he really

belongsj and he encloses a card saying, "A ship
for the little sailor - with the big sailor's
love" when he sends his nephew a toy-ship.®5)
The separate worlds of the shore and the sea are

clearly distinguished from each other - Kirke cannot

easily adapt himself to conditions on dry land.
Falling in love with Magdalen at first sight, he
exclaims to his sister, "My life has been passed
at sea,* I'm not used to having my mind upset in
this way. Men ashore are used to it,- men ashore
can take it easy. I can't". Later, when he faces
the prospect of having to say good-bye to Magdalen,
the doctor ascribes his low spirits to lack of
blue water.50) Like Magdalen, however, he is very

determined - but this is to be exnected in a

91)
sailor, especially a commander.



His link with Magdalen is not only one of love -

his father helped her father ^(out of serious
difficulties many years ago in Canada. The adroit
Wragge says that Kirke thus feels "an hereditary

qp)
right to help and protect" Magdalen y - this is

not quite correct but the memories of the past are

not without importance: they do a great deal to
heighten Magdalen's opinion of Kirke. She feels
that he is hopelessly above her - also because of
"His noble unconsciousness of his own heroism -

the artless modesty with which he described his
own acts of dauntless Endurance and devoted &

03) I
courage". ^ The sea and its perils have, somehow,
made him a better human being, possessing superior
qualities compared with the people who spend their
lives on dry land. He has always been the example
and support of his family,- his sister has heard that
in desperate emergencies at sea hundreds have looked
to his self-possession for rescue, and although he
is born with some of this self-possession, the sea

has certainly done a great deal to develop it.^^
But life at sea, in spite of its advantages, is
far from complete, the author indicates. In the
words of Wilkie Collins, Magdalen is "the woman who
had opened a new world of beauty to his mind; the
woman who had called Love to life in him by a look!"
It seems from this remark that if Kirke has something
to give to Magdalen, she too, has something to give

OR)
to him.

Kirke is a significant character in Ho Name. As I

suggested above, he may well owe something to Dickens,
whose men of the sea are frequently representatives of
genuineness - like Kirke. To Magdalen he is a breath
of fresh air after the stuffy respectability of her
home and the dishonesty of Captain Y/ragge.^^ it is
interesting to note that when Collins adapted No Name
for the stage in 1870 he did not include Kirke among

the cast. Of course, there are technical reasons



for this - no play can possibly include the amount
of characters that is usually seen in Victorian
novels - but the absence of this important character
is another example of the trend observed in most
of the plays: Collins as a dramatist seemed to be
more concerned with entertaining his audience,
less with making them think, than in his novels,

97 )
and Kirke certainly gives food for thought.
Another indication of Kirke's significance in the
novel is the fact that he is contrasted with

Francis Clare, whom I discussed above. Magdalen's
first love is for Frank, her last is for Kirke.
The contrast between the two is stressed in Mr.

Clare's letter, quoted in the penultimate chapter
of the novel; he relates the story of how Frank
hides on board Kirke's ship, is shown consideration,
and finally secures a rich elderly widow as his
wife after having broken off his engagement with
the disinherited Magdalen.^

With Ozias Midwinter in Armadale Collins takes

us a step further; Walter Hartright and Kirke had
experiences which improved them, and so has Mid¬
winter but the latter differs in having obscure
origins as well. First, he has what the author
calls "hot Creole blood" in his veins: his father

was European but his mother is a mixture between
"the European and the African race, with the
northern delicacy in the shape of her face, and

QQ )
the southern richness in its colour". y/ This

provides an element of mystery in the man.

Furthermore, his second father is a "half-bred
gipsy"; Midwinter lives a gypsy's life 'with him
for two. years, roaming the moors of Scotland.
The gypsy-element in Midwinter is important, as

John Reed points out; Reed also quotes a very

interesting comment made by Arthur Symons:-

[The gypsies'] stand for the will for freedom, for
friendship with nature, for the open air, for
change and the sight of many lands; for all in



•us that is a protest against progress.... [The Gypsyj
is the last romance left in the world. His is the
only free race, and the tyranny of law and progress
would suppress his liberty. 100)
It is no wonder that when Midwinter finds himself

in the big house at Thorpe-Ambrose he longs for
the bleak: hillside. As Wilkie Collins puts it,
Midwinter has "evidently led a wild and varied

life"; like Kirke, he has also tried the perils
of the sea - yet another influence on the twenty-

year-old man."^"^ In a sort of confession to
Decimus Brock, who is Allan's tutor, Midwinter
gives the details of his childhood: after having
been sent to a cheap school "in a lost corner of
Scotland" by a brutal stepfather, he runs away

and lives for two years with the gypsy from whom
he gets the name of Ozias Midwinter; when this
second father dies Midwinter becomes a foot-boy
but is turned out of the house when money is

missing from a table. Then he spends some time
among sailors and fishermen and after a while
finds himself doing sweated labour for a miserly
bookseller in Shrewsbury; lastly, befox^e being
found by Allan Armadale and Decimus Brock, Mid¬
winter works at a school. These are not common

experiences and they have made Midwinter quite
different from the ordinary run of fellows who
are all "cut out on the same pattern.... the
worst of them was, they were all exactly alike".
Midwinter's way in the world, writes Collins,
has the one great merit "of being a way of his
own"."^^ Midwinter astonishes two of the

traditional tradespeople in Thorpe-Ambrose by
showing kindness to a "ragged imp of a boy, the
pest of the neighbourhood"; he recognizes him-

1Q7 )
self in that boy. J Midwinter is painfully
aware that he has not got a secure position in
the world as Allan Armadale has. He does not

revel in the company of other people and is not
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fond of Thorpe-Ambrose.10^ It is pointed out
several times that Midwinter is a rather unsociable

person - he is always "shyly unwilling to make
105 ^

new acquaintances" and he has a "savage shyness".
The first impression he usually makes on people is
bad; Dr. Le Doux says, "Mr. Midwinter is a person
of coarse manners and suspicious temper", and
another doctor, Mr. Hawbury, thinks him a "secret,
sullen fellow".10"" Another deplorable characteristic
of Midwinter's is his extreme nervousness - he is

clearly psychologically unhinged and he is found
at the beginning of the novel by' some farm-labourers
"in a disordered state of mind, which looked to their

eyes like downright madness". A nervous restlessness
appears to pervade "every fibre in his lean, lithe
body" - he also has a sensitive imagination to con¬
tend with. This is the reason why he is constantly
haunted by superstition and he believes firmly in
dreams.10^ But Midwinter is one of the inconsistent

characters in Wilkie Collins - the inconsistency
becomes clear in the chapter called "Midwinter in

Disguise". Here Midwinter shows the new side of his
character: in the depths of depression "he merci¬

lessly spurred his resolution to the desperate effort
of rivalling, in Allan's presence, the gaiety and
good spirits of Allan himself", and surprises everyone

(including himself) by being hysterical. This is
unusual; Midwinter is a neurotic person but he has a

great sense;of responsibility and he is nearly always
very serious - qualities which make him a perfect
mentor for the initially boyish Allan.10^ The latter
often displays a lack of seriousness whereas Mid¬
winter brings him back "to the just and the sensible
view". It is also Midwinter who insists that Allan

be on good terras with the neighbourhood and on

formal terms with the servants. This seems a bit

odd for a man with his background and his love for
, , ... . . 109)

moors and hili-sidos.



Midwinter has certainly had a struggle with the
world - unlike his author, whose youth was easier
and more civilized. He has superstition to fight
down "but his experiences have at least given him
resilience and strength to do it. Collins lets
Midwinter have an adventurous childhood partly to
surround him with an aura of mystery but also to
show us that Midwinter has been endowed with in¬

valuable abilities."^

IV.

As I have hinted a few times, the sea has a

symbolic significance in the novels of Collins -

Allan Armadale's love of the sea has been

mentioned, and so has the contrast between sea

and land in connection with the discussion of

Kirke, the resolute commander with great self-
possession. Collins probably inherited this
opinion of the sea as a beneficial source of in¬
fluence from Dickens, whose sailors and fishermen
are usually sympathetic characters: in David
Copperfield the Peggottys represent most of the
good things in life - they are blunt and honest

people. Dombey and Son in particular, teems with
sea-symbolism; in that novel the references to the
sea are of two kinds: they are associated with the
unknown country of death which mercifully embraces
the first Mrs. Dombey ("the mother drifted out

upon the dark and unknown sea that rolls round all
the world") and later little Paul ("Now the boat
was out at sea, but gliding smoothly on").^^
The other, more literal, references to the sea

occur in connection with Sol Gills and Captain
Cuttle; the influence of the sea seems to have
made them more genuine and more straightforward in
their dealings with other people, which is exactly
what happens with Kirke. Sol Gills's shop seems

"almost to become a snug, sea-going, ship-shape



concern" and Cuttle is a very salt-looking man
112)

whose face is remarkable for its brown solidity.
Wilkie Collins5s other close friend and colleague,
Charles Reade, held similar views; in Hard Cash
David Dodd once points out that he, being a

sailor, is different from other people. David is
struck down by one of the villains of the novel
and becomes insane; lunatic asylums do not have
any effect on him but he eventually escapes and
gets on board a ship, "and the sea did him good

11-5)
within certain limits". In No Name it is not

only Kirke who gives the reader a favourable im¬
pression of things maritime - there is also
Admiral Bartram, who, although he is incautious,

indiscreet, and sometimes a little odd, has got
his heart in the right place; not to mention old
Mazey. Mazey is, by his own confession, "a
battered old hulk, with my seams opening, and my

pumps choked" - sixty years of hard work at sea

and hard drinking on shore have made his face
grim and wrinkled. Mazey is the only person at
St. Crux who shows the lonely Magdalen any real
consideration, and she is touched by his "rough
kindness". ^ Allan Armadale (whom I discussed

in greater detail above) has a passion for the
sea which seems to suit his blunt manners very

115)
well. Another aspect is illustrated by what

happens to Allan, namely that the sea is full of
dangers every day. After a long stay on shore
Allan longs to get back on board a ship: "I am

dying for a whiff of the sea" but his crew attempt
to drown him and they nearly succeed. The dangers
of the-sea are many - Magdalen leads Kirke into
talking of "the perils of that jealous mistress
the sea, which had absorbed so much of his

existence"; it is chiefly those perils that have
made Kirke the resolute commander he is."^^ The

two books to which I referred above - by Dickens



and Reade respectively - also include mention of
such dangers,- a substantial part of Hard Cash is
devoted to a detailed narrative of dangerous
adventures at sea worthy of any pulp magazine:
"Yet neither this stout captain nor his crew

shirked any danger men had ever grappled with
since men were", etc. In Dombey and Son Walter
(the nephew of Sol Gills) is sent by the firm
of Dombey & Son to their branch in the West
Indies; Walter's death is reported and Captain
Cuttle talks to the worried Florence Dombey
(whom Walter eventually marries) about the
horrors of the sea. Like Allan Armadale,
Walter returns alive to give his friends a

happy surprise - death by drowning was a
117)

convenient literary device. f/ Worried relatives
of adventurers serving the Empire, on board
merchant ships, etc. were apparently common in
Victorian England as is reflected in contemporary

novels; Mrs. Gaskell's North and South is about
the Hales, who move from the south to the north
and find it difficult to adapt themselves - a

son, Frederick, was at sea and made his family
1 "] O \

anxious when he got involved in a mutiny.
It has been stated above in my discussion of

Walter Hartright that numerous young Victorians
longed for adventures (especially at sea). Young
Walter in Dombey and Son is no exception; his
uncle tries to discourage 'Walter from indulging
in the adventurous but all in vain:-

This is invariable. It would seem as if there
never was a book written, or a story told, ex¬
pressly with the object of keeping boys on
shore,' which did not lure and charm them to
the ocean, as a matter of course. 119)
John Reed has pointed out that "Discontent with
immediate reality begot, in turn, a desire to
fly from conventional existence. Collins's



novels confirm the truth of Reed's statement; when
Walter Hartright arrives at Limmeridge, Marian
Halcombe asks him if he can reconcile himself to

the quiet life there, or whether he will "secretly
thirst for change and adventure". Although
Hartright enjoys a sort of halcyon existence while
at Limmeridge, his stay has obviously been a little
too peaceful for his taste: "The delicious
monotony of life in our calm seclusion, flowed on

with me like a smooth stream with a swimmer who

glides down the current". Gabriel Betteredge's
life is not complete without Robinson Crusoe; as

the house steward himself points out (comparing
himself v/ith the traveller Murthwaite), "my way

in this world had not led me into playing ducks
and drakes with my own life, among thieves and
murderers in the outlandish places of the earth",
and Defoe provides an escape from his daily life^
As I hinted earlier, it is implicitly understood in
the writings of Collins that adventures - on land
or at sea - were good for you. In Hide and Seek
(to start with a reference to a minor novel) the

uncontrollable Zack Thorpe is sent to America to
have his fling. Three characters whose adventurous

experiences did them good have been discussed
above. Franklin Blake goes abroad for the same

reason as Hartright, the difference being that
Blake's wanderings do not seem to have much

122)
effect on him. A complete contrast to these
adventurous young travellers is Mr. Fairlie in
The Woman in White; he spends his whole life
within the walls of his bedroom and is extremely
sensitive to any kind of noise - "Upon the whole,
he had a frail, languidly-fretful, over-refined
look".12^

The nineteenth century 'was a busy age for ex¬

plorers and there was great interest in tales
from exotic lands. British adventurers were ex-



tremely active at the time, David Livingstone's

journeys were known to most people in Britain.
Men like Stanley, Richard Burton, and General
Gordon were also famous - their feats are de¬

scribed in Alan Moorehead's The White Nile.

Things wild were things foreign. The prologue
to The Moonstone consists of an extract from a

declaration made by a member of Lady Verinder's
family. A story which took place in 1799 is
told, and it provides a feeling of mystery for
the Victorian readers,' after having mentioned
that there were stories current of the treasure

in the Palace of Seringapatam in India, the
writer continues: "One of the wildest of these

stories related to a Yellow Diamond - a famous

gem in the native annals of India".^ This is
the first reference to the Moonstone - that

wild and mysterious jewel. As Robinson points

out, the Moonstone loses all its historical
associations in the dramatic version and there¬

fore its aura of romance. Robinson quotes a

contemporary newspaper describing the play as

"a sort of domestic comedy". The appearance of the
three Indians also provides the book with a wild

125)
and foreign flavour. ^ In Armadale a similar
excitement is provided by adventures at sea

taking place on board La Grace de Dieu - a

complete contrast in this novel is the mansion
of Thorpe-Ambrose: "Nothing picturesque, nothing
in the slightest degree suggestive of mystery and

I pM
romance, appeared in any part of it". In The
Moonstone we meet the eminent traveller Mr.

Murthwaite; when Mr. Bruff meets him at a dinner¬
party, he has just announced his intention of re¬

turning to dangerous regions in the East; this
revived the flagging interest of the worshippers
in the hero.... It is not every day that we can
meet an eminent person at dinner, and feel that
there is a reasonable prospect of the news of
his murder being the news that we hear of him
next.



Like many other people, Murthwaite gets tired of
the humdrum life at home. Collins sympathized with
Murthwaite and was probably very fond of the
character since he allowed him to reappear for a

short while in The Black Robe written more than
127)

ten years after The Moonstone. ' According to
Fuel Pharr Davis, Collins was inspired to his
creation of Murthwaite by the Eastern explorer,

1 Pf\)
Sir Austen Layard. } A well-known Victorian
missionary who could also have contributed
something towards the character of Murthwaite was

David Livingstone. In an article in Household
Words in 1858 entitled "Thanks to Doctor Living¬
stone" Collins expressed admiration of Livingstone
and his daring exploits, and observes the contrast
that exists between the life of such a traveller

l?o)
and himself.

Adventures could call forth such important
virtues as sincerity and honesty; virtues to
which Collins often referred. Here too, Charles
Dickens was undoubtedly a great source of in¬

spiration - in numerous of the master's novels
characters epitomize sincerity or perhaps the
very opposite; in Great Expectations Joe, the
smith, stands for sincerity, Pumblechook for
hypocrisy. The slimy politician Mr. Gregebury,
M.P., appears in the earlier novel Ficholas
Nickleby: before the election he was a13. milk
and honey, after the election he is all starch
and vinegar. Also in that book appears the un¬

sophisticated and honest Yorkshireman John
Browdie.Wilkie Collins seemed almost to

copy Dickens 'when he created Clara, sister of
the main character in Basil. Among the blhssings &
of this not very life-like lady is her tendency
"to lure the. most formal people into forgetting
their formality and becoming natural for the

151)
rest of the day". v Collins, however, was just



as eager to stress the importance of being frank
in his major novels. Marian Halcombe is as straight¬
forward as can possibly be - she has "the easy,

132)
unaffected self-reliance of a highly-bred woman".'
Marian gives Hartright a true and light-hearted
introduction to life at Limmeridge and she comments
that it is impossible to be formal with her."*"-^'
Mr. Candy (The Moonstone) constantly makes faux pas

in polite society. But this is because he is always
cheerful and straightforward - he has Collins's

sympathy.^ A splendid illustration of the theme
can be observed in No Name in the confrontation

between Mrs. Wragge and Mrs. Lecount: "the two
opposite extremes of female humanity" - Mrs.
Wragge's child-like innocence and her sincerity
are set off by Mrs. Lecount, with her "artless
truthfulness of manner which the Father of Lies

133)
himself might have envied". Collins clearly
wants to tell us that in this instance appearances

deceive; another example comes from The Woman in
White - the lawyer Mr. Gilmore introduces his
fellow-solicitor Mr. Merriman to the reader

There are many varieties of sharp practitioners
in this world, but, I think, the hardest of all
to deal with are the men who overreach you under
the disguise of inveterate good humour. A fat,
well-fed, smiling, friendly man of business is
of all parties to a bargain the most hopeless to
deal with. Mr. Merriman was one of this class.

Sir Percival is one of Mr. Merriman's clients,
and this is very appropriate because Sir Percival
himself is a different person from what he appears

to be. In the same novel Collins describes the

lively Italian, Pesca, who has a "constitutional
135)

contempt for appearances". v The same can be
said of Mr. Clare in No Name; Collins seems to
revel in the description of the blunt cynic who
has "outlived all human prejudices". Clare is
eccentric but he is a thoughtful person who acts
resolutely when necessary, and he means what he



137)
says. Captain Wragge, on the other hand, takes
care to wrap up his sentiments in as many flowery
phrases as possible - he talks "with the highest
elocutionary relish". ; Where appearances are

most at variance with reality is with private
detectives or persons acting in that capacity. Mr.
de Bleriot, who has private enquiries made for Mrs.
Lecount fittingly has his office in Dark's Buildings.
Mr. Bashwood's son (Armadale) is employed by a

private inquiry office at Shadyside Place - again,
the name is important. In a somewhat heated passage

on young Bashwood, Wilkie Collins expresses his dis¬
gust of the whole profession of private detectives -

unexpected remarks from a writer who is regarded as

being the forerunner of twentieth century detective
writers. Finally, in The Moonstone Collins introduces
Sergeant Cuff, who is a Scotland Yard detective and
not as contemptible as Bashwood Jr. It is possible
for Collins to sympathize with Cuff, first of all
because Cuff does not like his job but longs to retire
to his country-cottage - he once says to Betteredge,
"I am one of the many people in this miserable world
who can't earn their money honestly and easily at

139)
the same time". y

Collins's most unequivocal assent to the idea that
honesty is the best policy is, perhaps, provided by
the painstaking characterization of Magdalen Vanstone.
This .character has already been dealt with above and
will receive only scant attention here. Magdalen has
practised deception throughout most of the novel
when she finds out that her well-conducted sister

(Norah) has achieved what she herself could not

achieve in spite of her ingenuity. Norah has "stooped
to no deceit"; Magdalen finally follows her, and
Kirke's example: "So she made the last sacrifice of
the old perversity, and the old pride. So she
entered on the new and the nobler life"."^^



CHAPTER V

BORDERS.

I.

The novels of Wilkie Collins are crowded with

foreigners, many of whom are of great importance
in the novels in which they appear. Most im¬
portant of all is Count Fosco, the leading villain
in The Woman in White. Fosco will be discussed in

this chapter in connection with its subject:
nationality - but before that a little space is
devoted to the character of Professor Pesca,
Italian too and likewise crucial to the action

in The Woman in White although she only appears

very briefly at the beginning and the end of the
novel. It is Pesca who sets the wheels in motion;
as Hartright puts it in his somewhat formal pre¬

lude, "Accident has made him the starting-point
of the strange family story which it is the

purpose of these pages to unfold.Towards the
end - after having been forgotten throughout the
length of the novel - Pesca is reintroduced rather
abruptly and helps bring about the denouement. His
long absence from the scene tends to mar the novel
as an artistic whole but one must bear in mind that

Collins's narrators always insist on the genuine¬
ness of the documents they produce - Walter Hart-
right writes that it is inevitable in such a story
as his that the persons in it "only appear when



the course of events tak.es them up - they come and
go... by right of their direct connexion with the

2)
circumstances to be detailed." The Pesca who

appears at the end, however, is quite a different
person from the Pesca who plays a part in the
introductory passages. At the beginning, Pesca is
to a great extent comic relief, "the smallest
human being I ever saw, out of a show-room",
Hartright remarks,* at the end of the novel Pesca
is largely a sort of deus ex machina.*^

This does not damage the characterization but
rather tends to give more depth to it. He is
introduced as a cheerful and warm-hearted Italian -

always in high spirits and always extolling Britain
in his broken English,* Robinson (needlessly) fears
that Pesca's "tedious chatter in the opening
pages must have deterred many readers".^ The
little man's second appearance shows him to be
not merely a comic character but someone with a

past. Pesca's counter-piece in real life is
5)

supposed to have been Gabriele Rossetti y and
this may well be true,* what seems evident is that
Collins has made Pesca almost a complete contrast
to himself - with or without premeditation. Pro¬
fessor Pesca is an Italian who has taken a violent

fancy to England and all things English,* he tries
to look like an Englishman and to sound like one

but he cannot escape his nationality: when he
confides the secret of his life to Walter Hart-

right he does it in Italian. ^ Wilkie Collins v/as

unmistakeably English but he took a strong fancy
for things Italian and indeed Continental; some¬

thing on which his biographers agree. According to
Robinson, his first trip to Paris made him an

ardent Francophile and he remained so for the rest
of his life; Ashley writes about Collins's contempt
for English manners and morals and about his
interest in French cooking; Nuel Pharr Davis



comments on his relationship with the Lehmanns
and writes, "Though thoroughly respectable, they
had enough of the Continental in their manners

to make him feel at ease". However, Dorothy L.
Sayers seems to me to put it most succinctly

WILLIAM WILKIE COLLINS was a typical English¬
man: that is to say, he was born in London of a
Scotch mother and a Scotch-Irish father of
English ancestry, lived all his sixty-five years
in and around the parish of Marylebone; ana took
every opportunity of disparaging all the countries
of his origin in favour of France. He possessed
the English sentimentality with the English
insensitiveness of taste; the English exuberance
of imagination with the English matter-of-fact
business ability; the vague English leaning
towards theoretical democracy with the practical
English tact in the handling of social distinction
the English championship of Woman with the
English hatred of learned women; and that
peculiar English genius for combining melodrama
with calculation which has made the English
detective story a thing apart. 7)

Truly cosmopolitan, however, is Fosco, the
famous villain of The Woman in White, "the

quintessence of a hecatomb of villains, not
English, but foreign," wrote Edmund Yates. Wilkie
Collins himself said that the crime in the book

was too ingenious for an Englishman so he chose
Q \

a foreigner instead. He lets Fosco call himself
"a citizen of the world" and has him talk

authoritatively about several countries. Count
Fosco's command of English is very good and it
is difficult to distinguish, by his accent, that
he is not English. His experience is vast enough
to "make him the prominent personage of any

assembly in the civilised world".^ But Fosco is

clearly not English - he talks disparagingly
about English "moral clap-traps" and some of his
forms of politeness (kissing the hands of ladies,
for instance) are not considered suitable in

Britain by his English wife. Fosco arouses the

anger of his brother-in-law when he marries Miss



Eleanor Fairlie; Mr. Fairlie "hated a foreigner,
simply and solely because he was a foreigner". The
doctor, Mr. Goodricke takes the trouble of
registering Anne Catherick's death because Fosco
(in whose house she dies) is a foreigner."*"^'
Collins often reminds us that Fosco comes from

the Continent and sometimes more specifically
that he is Italian. Most of his social habits

are Continental,- he himself acknowledges his
"foreign habit of going out v/ith the ladies,
as well as coming in with them" and he arouses

the anger of his English friend, Sir Percival,
when he refuses to sit down like an Englishman
over some claret (Sir Percival's words), and
to drink brandy and water - "You foreigners are

all alike", says Sir Percival.11 ^ Fosco's
behaviour at the Italian Opera in London is that
of an Italian pundit among "ruddy-faced people
from the country" and he soon leads the whole

12)
audience. Fosco takes advantage of the fact
that he is a foreigner when he expresses his
unwillingness to let his submissive wife act
as witness of the signing of a document as well
as himself: "We Italians are all wily and

suspicious by nature in the estimation of the
good John Bull." Later he asks for indulgence
because of his Italian sense of humour, and
he sings Figaro's song "with that crisply
fluent vocalisation which is never heard from

15)
any other than an Italian throat". v Count
Fosco himself points out that he resembles
Napoleon I, and so does Marian Halcombe, "His
features have Napoleon's magnificent regularity:
his expression recalfe the grandly calm, immovable
power of the Great Soldier's face",- this sentence
comes very close to expressing admiration for
Britain's archenemy, something which must have
been heretical even as late as forty-six years

after Waterloo. ^



Fosco is a man of vast knowledge, especially in
the medical and chemical sciences. At Blackwater

Park Marian falls seriously ill after sitting on a

cold and wet roof listening to Sir Percival's and
Fosco's confidential conversation- the doctor who

is called in, Mr. Dawson, enters into a long contest
about the treatment of the disease,- after receiving
advice from Fosco, he "replied that he was not
accustomed to consult with amateur-physicians";
"the fat old foreigner is a Quack", he says later.
The two men eventually have a discussion as to
whether Marian has typhus fever - a discussion in
which Fosco is right. Yet another violent dis¬

agreement causes Mr. Dawson to withdraw his
services and to send in his bill; Sir Percival
explains to Mrs. Michelson that "In the mean while,
we had the Count to consult in any minor difficulty"
Mrs. Michelson, in spite of her respect for Fosco,

15)
finds this a doubtful proceeding. ^' Some time
after this episode, Fosco presents himself to
Mrs. Clements as a medical man and offers to have

a look at the ailing Anne Catherick. On another
occasion he uses his knowledge of chemistry to
drug Lady Clyde. In the document which Walter

Hartright extorts from him, Fosco states that he
has spent years studying medicine and chemistry,
"Chemistry especially, has always had irresistible
attractions for me, from the enormous, the
illimitable power which the knowledge of it

lg \
confers." Robert Ashley has indeed understood
Fosco fully when he writes about "his immense

17)
knowledge and culture". '

Fosco's immense culture is there for everyone

to see - he is polite and urbane in the extreme.
Mrs. Michelson notes his "high-bred resolution

impossible to resist" and Marian is almost over¬

come by "the Count's mellifluous voice", his very

"engaging familiarity of manner", and his "tact



1 o \
and cleverness in small things". The considerate-
ness of Fosco is noted by Mr. Fairlie. Fosco's
smoothness and urbanity help him to bring other

people under his influence - even Marian Hal-
combe yields when he somewhat elaborately for¬
gives Laura for a remark of hers - "my sense of
my own degradation in stooping to conciliate his
wife and himself, so disturbed and confused me,

that the next words failed on my lips, and I
stood there in silence." A reviewer of the

dramatic version appropriately called Fosco
"the most urbane of villains".) Count Fosco

pays a great deal of attention to externals:
propriety is one of these. In the Count's
narrative, he takes care to mention his strict
sense of propriety. This claim must be put
beside the fact that Fosco hardly pays any

attention to moral considerations - he once

exclaims to Hartright, "Your moral clap-traps
have an excellent effect in England - keep them
for yourself and your own countrymen, if you

please". William Marshall approaches the theme
when he points out that Fosco's position is
amoral rather than immoral but Marshall makes

too much of this distinction (he makes a very

similar one in the case of Geoffrey Delamayn in
20)

Man and Wife). Wilkie Collins changed a great

many things when he adapted The Woman in 'White
for the stage,- the character of Fosco, for in¬
stance, appeared as a less vicious villain, and
much "softer" in many respects - once he ex¬

claims : -

As for me, what have I to repent of? With my
vast resources in chemistry, I might have taken
Lady Glyde's life. At immense personal sacrifice,
I followed the dictates of my own humanity, and
took her identity instead. Judge me by what I
might have done. How comparatively innocent,
how indirectly virtuous I appear in what I really
did!"

But in the novel he is a sinister and dangerous



criminal who happens to be gifted with great
21)charm.

And all the time one must be aware of Fosco's

cunning, his courage, and his bravado. Hartright
meets and threatens Fosco; he observes "a sudden
composure, so unnatural and so ghastly that it
tried my nerves as no outbreak of violence could
have tried them". It is evident that dangerous
situations appeal to Count Fosco,- as he is
writing about the substitution perpretrated by
himself and Sir Percival, of Laura for the dead
Anne Catherick he exclaims, "What a. situation!
I suggest it to the rising romance writers of
England." Hartright listens to a speech by
Fosco and notes, "The extraordinary mixture of
prompt decision, far-sighted cunning, and
mountebank bravado in this speech". During Marian
Halcombe's early acquaintance with Count Fosco
he displays his courage when he calmly touches
a dangerous bloodhound. All Fosco's qualities
naturally make people suspect him of being a

22)
spy - and they are right, as events show.

Fosco's treatment of ladies also shows his

cunning. His wife was once wayward and frivolous:
she has been completely tamed. Marian Halcombe

writes, "If he had married me, I should have made
his cigarettes as his wife does - I should have
held my tongue when he looked at me, as she

2~5)
holds hers." -"At the beginning of their
acquaintance Marian is taken in by Fosco: "He
flatters my vanity, by talking to me as seriously
and sensibly as if I was a man." Fosco also pretends
to be helping Marian and her sister against the
careless Sir Percival,- his praise of Marian is
unqualified - "this grand creature" he calls her
when he warns Sir Percival against her, and later
he writes a threatening letters to her "Impelled

p j \
by honourable admiration." Marian Halcombe is,



as the Count himself admits, "the first and last
25)

weakness of Fosco's life!" His opinion of
Lalira Fairlie (Lady Glyde) is quite different
and here Fosco agrees with the modern reader
and perhaps Wilkie Collins too - he talks to
Sir Percival Glyde about "that poor flimsy

pretty blonde wife of yours". Laura on her
side does not like Fosco and her sister suspects
that her first impression of the Count is bad -

"Laura has preserved, far more perfectly than
most people do in later life, the child's

2 G
subtle faculty of knowing a friend by instinct."

Fosco is a very powerful and memorable
literary character - Robinson correctly writes
that Fosco is "not the stock villain of melo¬

drama, but a figure of flesh and blood". His
eyes are grey and unfathomable, writes Marian
Halcombe,
they have at times a cold, clear, beautiful,
irresistible glitter in them, which forces me
to look at him, and yet causes me sensations,
when I do look, which I would rather not feel. 27
There is no doubt that Fosco is a centre of

attraction in The Woman in White; he helps to
unify the whole novel and he also furthers the
sense of excitement, of great importance in a

thriller. As several critics have pointed out,
the character of Count Fosco is not particularly
original (one critic even claimed that Fosco
derived directly from Dickens's Harold Skimpole)
and part of Collins himself can be recognized in

po \
Fosco. Seventeen years after writing The Woman
in White, Wilkie Collins said to Edmund Yates
that Fosco's theorj.es "concerning the vulgar
clap-trap, that murder will out" were his own.

This remark refers to the discussion between

Fosco and Laura, in which the latter is supported
by her sister,* in spite of the remarks made by
Collins several years later, I think that his
sentiments are closer to Marian's:-



Some of it may be true... But I don't see why Count
Fosco should celebrate the victory of the criminal
over society with so much exultation, or why you,
Sir Percival, should applaud him so loudly for doing
it. 29)

Finally a note on the characterization of Fosco.
The Saturday Peview thought that Fosco was a puzzle
and "a very undecipherable villain" - a somewhat
exaggerated statement; Fosco may be enigmatic but
he is hardly undecipherable. Ashley observes that
Fosco is humanised by paradox unlike earlier Collins
villains, who were humanised by "extenuating
circumstances". Ashley goes on to mention some of
the Count's human traits; he indicates Fosco's
charm which had effect, not only on the other
characters in the novel, but also on many readers -

Mrs. Oliphant, writing in Blackwood's Magazine,
was completely taken in: she could not understand
how Hartright "finds it in his heart to execute

justice upon so hearty, genial, and exhilarating a

companion. But Fosco's cruelty and lack of
conscience cannot, I think, be forgotten -

especially when the "softer" and much more

sympathetic Fosco of the play-version is compared
with the unscrupulous and evil Fosco of the novel.

II.

I have earlier made a comment on Wilkie Collins's

attitudes towards foreign countries and towards
his own, and I quoted a paragraph by Dorothy L.
Sayers on the subject. In this section a closer
study of the question of nationalism in connection
with the novels will follow. As Dorothy L. Sayers

wrote, Collins was very critical of his own

country. This becomes evident merely by glancing
at the novels. But Wilkie Collins was not blind

to his own partiality - into Frederick Fairlie,
Collins has, says Robinson, projected something
of himself and Robinson remarks that Collins could

always smile at his own weaknesses. Like the



author, Fairlie is contemptuous about England and
the English, "There is none of the horrid English
barbarity of feeling about the social position of
an artist, in this house", he says about Limmeridge
he has cast his insular skin, is one of his boasts.
Frederick's late brother Philip, however, "was an

Englishman of the old school,' and he hated a

foreigner, simply and solely because he was a

foreigner". Philip proceeds to strike his sister
out of his will when she marries the Italian

Fosco.Wilkie Collins also manages to express

his disapproval of British table manners, which
he thinks, compare unfavourably with customs on

the Continent - Walter Hartright is sensible enough
to leave the table with the ladies "on the

xp)
civilised foreign plan" and so is Fosco. Collins

puts a great deal of criticism into the mouth of

Fosco, especially in the important passage about
crime; Fosco compares John Chinaman with John
Bull and says that the latter "is the quickest
old gentleman at finding out the faults that are

his neighbours', and the slowest old gentleman
at finding out the faults that are his own". After
this condemnation, Fosco goes on to claim that
English society is as often the accomplice as it
is the enemy of crime; honesty, according to

xx)
Count Fosco, is not the best policy in England.^
In No Name Collins lets Mrs. Lecount from

Switzerland talk condescendingly about the
English: they will have nothing foreign about
them (not even a name), so they have anglicized
Lecomte, Decimus Brock (Armadale) possesses "an

Englishman's ready distrust of the noblest of the
human faculties", imagination. Ezra Jennings is
the obscure doctor in The Moonstone; observing the
English, he writes in his diary: "There is a

wonderful sameness in the solid side of the English
character - just as there is a wonderful sameness



^L )
in the solid expression of the English face."-y
Criticisms of England occurred throughout the whole
of Collins's career and the examples given above
are typical. Man and Wife (1870) provides a more

lengthy criticism of England incorporated in the
diatribe against athletics,- Collins describes the
reactions of a foreigner as he attends a foot¬
race. The man is totally bewildered and discovers
afterwards that his purse has been stolen - "The
whole nation is a mystery to me. Of all the
English people, I only understand the English
thieves!" Ashley did not fail to notice Collins's
contempt for English manners and morals and he
mentioned his fondness for French cooking.
Collins's dissatisfaction did not only apply to
manners and morals but also to that much hackneyed
of subjects: British weather, which once made him
write, "Oh mv country, between November and
February, how I hate you!"^ In his dissatisfactio
with England, Collins was not typical among

Victorian novelists; Thackeray writes about
Englishmen returning home in Vanity Fair (18^-7):
"If I had time and dared to enter into digressions,
I would write a chapter about that first pint of
porter drunk upon. English ground. Ah, how good it
is!" Charles Kingsley went even further in Alton
Locke (1850); although he was not incapable of
criticizing the English he broke into a long
passage of thanksgiving because he was English
after watching Cambridge students rowing - this

book, and in particular, this passage is of great
interest because it was such an attitude that

Collins opposed in his satire on athletics in
56)

England in Man and Wife. George Eliot was

less emotional in her remarks on her compatriots:
"our prevailing expressions is not that of a

lively, impassioned race, preoccupied with the
ideal and carrying the real as a mere make-weight".



Dickens came close to Collins on this subject. He
might have been influenced by his younger colleague
to become more dissatisfied with England as the

years went by; in Little Dorrit (merely to take an

example) the all pervading prison symbolism

envelops England, and Mr. Dorrit after having
crossed the Channel begins to feel safe; in the
same novel we also meet Daniel Doyce, a hard¬
working and inventive engineer who has done
very well abroad but who is hampered when he
returns to his own country; it is in this book
that Dickens gives us his satire upon the
Circumlocution Office. Later, in Our Mutual
Friend came the satire on Mr. Podsnap, the

■z o ^
most insular of gentlemen. '

Collins did not display any strong patriotism
and only sporadically does dormant national
feelings break through to the surface - sometimes
disguised. The sincere Allan Armadale is English
and has "a thoroughly English love of the sea"
(the good influence of the sea has already been
dealt with in the preceding chapter). A casual
remark like the one on Midwinter's "astonishment

at having been treated with common Christian
kindness in a Christian land" also gives an

39)
indication of Collins's opinion of Britain.
In Ho Name Collins indulges in a little vicarious

patriotism on behalf of Captain Wragge, who
claims to possess "the blunt cordiality of an

old-fashioned Englishman"; later, introducing
one of his deceptions to Noel Vanstone he says,

"I take off my honest English coat here, and

put on a Jesuit's gown". The only novel of
Collins's that smacks a little of nationalism is

The Black Pobe, which deals with the struggle of
a vicious Jesuit priest to obtain an English
estate for the Roman Catholic Church As a

preceding passage shows, other English novelists



showed ardent, national feelings much more freely than
Wilkie Collins.

There was (and still is) a prevalent feeling that
England was outside Europe - as Punch once had it:
"England is not Europe; still less is Wales".**""'"^
But the English were eager travellers and, "When
on a tour an Englishman always does his best to
make himself at home, and to enjoy himself as

much as it is possible to do."**" This is certainly
true of Wilkie Collins, who travelled extensively
on the Continent, especially in France and Italy.
He began his experiences at the age of twelve
when his father took the whole family to Italy;
years later Collins returned to Italy with Dickens
and Augustus Egg and started to boast mildly about
his earlier experiences.**"^ ^ Wilkie Collins's
attitude to foreigners was tolerant - he sympathizes
with Walter Hartright's mother who takes Pesca's

puzzling peculiarities for granted without even

trying to understand them. In Collins's opinion
most weak-headed Englishmen were ridiculously

prejudiced on the subject of foreigners.*1"*1"^ This
is obviously not true of Collins; in his novels,
European countries are referred to quite as a

matter of course and not in a condescending vein.
As indicated above, there is a Continental flavour
about the whole character of Frederick Fairlie.

Marian Halcombe (Laura Fairlie's resolute half-

sister - The Woman in White) has received some

of her education at a school in Fulham but she has

also attended a school in Paris. Sir Percival

Glyde takes his newly married wife on a tour to
the Continent and expects to meet a great many

English friends in Rome - he seems always on the

point of leaving or going to the Continent. His
parents got on bad terms with the neighbourhood
around Blackwater Park and moved to the Continent

for the rest of their lives - Sir Percival was

educated there. Other characters in the same



book visit the Continent; Mr. Gilmore, after an

apoplectic fit goes to see friends in Germany
and Walter Hartright travels to Paris to carry

45)
out an errand for his employers. Norah
Vanstone's employers, the Tyrrels, spend quite
a lot of time in Paris, and her cousin Noel is
well versed in Continental things with his Swiss

house-keeper and a father who for many years

lived in France or Switzerland.^^ In Armadale

Collins gives a good-humoured sketch of the
little German town of Wildbad where one of the

Armadales dies. In the same novel, the villainess
Miss Gwilt spends some time travelling about on

the Continent, and Captain Manuel is described as

being "loose on the Continent". Pedgift Junior
follows Wilkie Collins's example and enjoys
himself in Paris. French novels are read - by
the lean, yellow young woman in the suspicious-
looking house in Pimlico, by Franklin Blake
(The Moonstone), but they are prohibited in Dr.
Le Doux's sanatorium.^^ The Moonstone presents
the Continental Franklin Blake, who has already
received some attention above.^^

Wilkie Collins's travels also took him to

America. Collins's impressions of the United
States were favourable and very different from
those of Dickens: "I find them [the Americans]
to be the most enthusiastic, the most cordial,
and the most sincere people I have ever met with
in my life." Naturally, Collins's American
critics write about his reading tour of the
States with great pleasure. Ashley notes that
Collins's attitude towards America was noticeably
improved by the visit. In 1940 Clyde K. Hyder
wrote a 7 page article about the visit in
University of Kansas Humanistic Studies. An

English critic, Kenneth Robinson, said that
Collins "returned home with the sincerest



admiration for the American people". Only "their
ways are queer", said Collins himself.^) But
America was too far away to have the same in¬
fluence on the novels as France and Italy did.
America is referred to in Ho Name in connection

with the affairs of Andrew Vanstone. Armadale

contains some mention of the West Indies where

the Armadales have property but the main story
takes place in Britain. Australia plays an

equally small but slightly different role in
the novels; it is a vast country meant for ex¬

ploration and also a land of possibilities -

Louisa (the maid who helps Magdalen Vanstone)
goes to Australia with her fiance because it

50)
is the only place where they have any future.

As a preceding section on adventurers shows,
the totally unexplored countries of the world
are of great importance in the fiction of Wilkie
Collins. Walter Hartright Joins a dangerous
expedition to Central America and returns com¬

pletely changed to Britain; China is involved in th
destinies of Frank Clare and Kirke in No Hariie.^^
India plays a crucial role in The Moonstone; the
famous jewel is brought back from India by
Colonel Herncastle and eventually given to the

young Rachel Verinder. But the diamond is
watched all the time by the three Indians whose

job it is to bring it back to its sacred shrine
in India. As soon as the Moonstone has reached

Yorkshire, Betteredge finds three mahogany-
coloured Indians on the terrace jabbering in
their own language and carrying out what he
calls Indian hocus-pocus with a French name (he
means clairvoyance). The experienced traveller
in India, Mr. Murthwaite, informs Mr. Bruff and
the reader about the Indians' habits and about

their perseverance which rewards them in the end:



Murthwaite, on yet another dangerous journey to
India discovers the diamond in the forehead of the

god of the Moon. The three Indians have forfeited
their caste in the service of that god and they
are commanded to set forth, as pilgrims and never

gp)
see one another again. y John. Reed reaches a

somewhat mistaken conclusion in his article on

The Moonstone and English imperialism. The Moon¬
stone, he claims, "signifies man's greed". It
"becomes the'sign of England's imperialism
depredations - the symbol of a national rather
than a personal crime. Collins did not... harbor-
any great respect for the English Raj." Reed
thus indicates that Collins sides with the Indians

against his own country and although he does show-
some sympathy and respect for the Indians (they
compare well with the ugly cringing Mr, Luker,
thinks the traditional Mr. Bruff), this is clearly
not true. To Collins, the Indians are fascinating
and they provide an element of excitement but
their values are not those of civilized people
they gladly kill to achieve their aim, and on

this subject^/ Collins shared the views of his ^
countrymen,* in an article in Household Words
written, ten years earlier than The Moonstone,
Collins wrote that "benevolent men of various

religious denominations are making their arrange¬

ments for taming the human tigers in that country

[i.e. India] by Christian means."^3) The views of
Wilkie Collins were not as far from Kipling's
as John Reed indicates.

III.

It could be said that Victorian Britain itself con¬

sisted of more than one country,- even England itself
was, in many respects, several "nations" - in the
well-known words of Disraeli's character Egremont
(Sybil): "I was told that the Privileged and the



People formed Two Nations, governed by different
laws, influenced by different manners, with no

thoughts or sympathies in common". This subject
was not an uncommon one in Victorian fiction;
Alton Locke in Kingsley's novel points out the
huge difference between himself and his rich
cousin and he also apologizes to the reader for
introducing a "ribald" conversation in a tailor's
workshop:-
but the thing exists; and those who live...
beside such a state of things, ought to know
what the men are like to whose labour, ay,
life-blood, they owe their luxuries. 5A)
The historian G.M.Young also writes about the
"physical separation" between the poor and the
middle classes and gives a good impression of
the problem; "the industrial territories were

growing up as best they might, undrained, un-

policed, ungoverned, and unschooled". Kathleen
Tillotson gives a brief but very useful account

55)
of the issue in Novels of the Eighteen-Forties.
The country was not only split between rich and
poor but also between North and South; one of
Elizabeth Gaskell's novels centres upon that
theme and has the title North and South. Some

of the features of this distinction deserve

mention here because they have some bearing on

the novels of Wilkie Collins. People in the
north have a more busy mind "although on pleasure

bent"; in a northern industrial city "every one

was too busy for quiet speech, or any ripened
intercourse of thought" and things happen al¬
together faster. Southeners also notice that
people-in the north buy food and other articles
which wrould be considered luxuries by labourers

56)
in the south of England. This particular theme
was not treated by Collins in any great depth but
he was certainly aware of this division of his

country; in The Woman in White Marian Halcombe



travels from Cumberland to Hampshire; more precisely
from Limmeridge House to Blackwater Park: "The house
is situated on a dead flat, and seems to be shut in -

almost suffocated, to my north-country notions, by
trees".^^

The division between people was in most respects
08)

a social one and I dealt with this topic above
Collins had much the same preferences as Dickens:
he does not show much enthusiasm for people of
high social station but appreciates the virtues of
a hard-working family such as the Yollands (simple
and sincere people - the husband is a fisherman,

. 5Q )
like Mr. Peggotty in David Copperfield). ^ However,
there is ample evidence in all four novels that
Collins is interested in places as well as people.
Among the most gloomy passages in the novels is
the paragraph on the growing country town of
Welmingham in Hampshire:-
the trees that drooped helpless in their arid
exile of unfinished crescents and squares; the
dead house-carcasses that waited, in vain for
the vivifying human element to animate them
with the breath of life...

Mrs. Clements who used to live in the old part
of Welrningham (now deserted) says that she has
lived to see sad changes - "It was a pleasant,

pretty place in my time." Hartright sees the old
town as well as the new and expresses Collins's
view: "It was a dreary scene - and yet, in the
worst aspect of its ruin, not so dreary as the
modern town that I had just left."D<^ Throughout
the four major novels Collins manages to describe
landscapes in several parts of Britain. Ho Name
begins in Somerset and the first chapter has a

delightful little sketch of the view from the
window at Combe-Raven, the home of the Vanstones
("... a stream, some farm-buildings which lay
beyond...", etc.); later, it is the turn of Essex
when the story moves to Admiral Bartram's house
("... a quaint little village, mostly composed of



wooden houses, straggling down to the brink of one

of the tidal streams.") A substantial part of the
same novel takes place in a seaside-resort on the
east coast, in Suffolk, and some of the characters
also go to Dumfriesshire where more scenery is de¬

picted. W.H.Marshall acutely observes the geographic
setting of No Name and its picaresque elements,
which are emphasized by dividing the novel into
"Scenes", each taking nlace in different riarts

61)
of the United Kingdom. Armadale, however, has
some picaresque elements as well; one chapter
takes us to the Norfolk Broads - the usual

verbal painting follows, unfortunately too long
to quote here. Part of Ozias Midwinter's early
life - described in some detail - is spent in
deserted areas in the north of Scotland (any¬
where between the Isle of Skye and Glasgow).
Wilkie Collins also has Allan Armadale, Ozias
Midwinter, and Decimus Brock go to the Isle of

62)
Man, which is duly described. The setting of
The Moonstone is less picaresque, the action
taking place mostly in Yorkshire and London.
Yorkshire landscape is described as a matter

r 63)of course.

The tension between town or city and the
country is a significant element in the novels
and London in particular is an influential
force. Often, London is an attractive city
symbolizing and containing good things. The
late Mr. Fairlie (The Woman in White), for

example, "was fond of London, and was constantly
away from his country home". The parish-clerk
at the church in Old Welmingham thinks that
London is the centre of the world:-

He was a cheerful, familiar, loudly-talkative
old man, with a very poor opinion... of the
place in which he lived, and a happy sense of
superiority to his neighbours in virtue of the
great distinction of having once been in
London.

The clerk says to Walter Hartright, "Bless you,



we are all asleep here! We don't march with the
times." London is a vortex of activity in the
novels. Things in the capital happen so much
faster than in the rest of the country; one

morning at Combe-Raven Magdalen Vanstone sorts
out the mail "with the business-like rapidity
of a London postman.of course, the best

professional people came from the capital and
had to be fetched from there when the local

men could not cope. When Admiral Bartram (No
Name) falls ill a physician from London is
called in, and the same happens to Marian
Halcombe. Her doctor is the well-meaning but
not brilliant Mr. Dawson; Fosco asks him about
new treatments and remarks somewhat condescendingly,
"You live at some distance, sir, from the
gigantic centres of scientific activity - London
and Paris." Policemen were also called in from

London. Pedgift Senior suggests bringing a

detective officer from the capital who could
recognize Miss Gwilt (Armadale). But the best
example is from The Moonstone: the famous
diamond is stolen and at first Superintendent
Seegrave from the nearest town is sent for to
deal with the matter; Seegrave is a man whose
appearance and manners inspire confidence but
it soon becomes evident that he and his staff

are not capable of handling the case properly -

as Franklin Blake says, "we must have a cleverer
head than Superintendent Seegrave's to help us";
Sergeant Cuff, a celebrated character in

6b)
London, is sent for and the case progresses.

In No Name Mrs. Lecount once leads the subject
of conversation to London, "and to the relative
advantages offered to residents by the various

quarters of the metropolis on both sides of the
river" without specifying them; perhaps she is
thinking of something like the "whole round of



gaieties in prospect" for Rachel Verinder there:

"Flower-shows, operas, balls".A more doubtful
recommendation is indicated by Walter Hartright
when he writes that all traces of the escaped
Laura and her sister are "most speedily and most
surely effaced" there. ' The drawbacks of
London are obvious: there is, first of ail, the
crowds of the big city (Miss Gwilt's housemaid
is to escape her pursuers in a rush at a railway-
station). London is also a place where it is easy

to get lost and isolated in "squalid byways",
which happens to Magdalen Vanstone before she is
discovers by Kirke. London can be very repulsive
at times,* here are some of Walter Hartright' s

thoughts as he is walking on the highroad on the

way back to his chambers in London:-
The idea of descending any sooner than I could
help into the heat and gloom of London repelled
me. The prospect of going to bed in my airless
chambers, and the prospect of gradual suffocation,
seemed, in my present restless frame of mind and
body, to be one and the same thing. I determined
to stroll home in the purer air, by the most
round-about way I could take; to follow the white
winding paths across the lonely heath,- and to
approach London through its most open suburb by
striking into the Finchley-road, and so getting
back, in the cool of the new morning, by the
western side of the Regent's Park.
Manners in London differ from manners elsewhere -

a minor character indignantly exclaims that she

prefers Suffolk to London. Last but not least,
Collins also draws attention to the fact that

life in London is more expensive than life in
the country. Other novelists too, pointed to
the disadvantages of living in London - whichever

sphere .of life you belonged to. Alton Locke deals

mostly with the poor end of the social scale;
Londoners, so the narrator (Alton Locke) tells
us, are not used to poetry at an early age (as
the Scots allegedly are); Alton goes into
ecstasies when he leaves London for the first

time: .there are lawns, trees, and stillness, "for



noise had been my native element; I had become in
London quite unconscious of the ceaseless roar of
the human sea, casting up mire and dirt." Margaret
Hale's situation (North and South) is quite
different; after the deaths of both her parents,
Margaret Hale goes to see relatives in London -

"She found herself at once an inmate of a luxurious

house" and does not like it at all: "Margaret did
not feel as if the dinner-parties would be a

panacea", Mrs. Gaskell writes in the chapter
69)

appropriately entitled "Ease Not Peace". y Other
big cities are, of course, mentioned in Collins's
novels (the destitute Ozias Midwinter, for
example, finds at one time that his only chance
during the winter is a big city, and he goes to
Glasgow) but none of thern are as important as

London.^'
City and country also represent the two sides

of one of the most famous Collins characters: the

detective, Sergeant Cuff, in The Moonstone. One
may say that Cuff is really two men in one; in
this respect he resembles Mr. Wemmick in Dickens's
Great Expectations. Wemmick leads two separate
lives and is (almost literally) two distinct
personalities -

No; the office is one thing, and private life is
another. When I go into the office, I leave the
Castle. [Wemmick's extraordinary housej behind me,
and when I come into the Castle, I leave the
office behind me. 71)
As stated above, Cuff's two sides are illustrated
by the city where Cuff works and the country where
he has his cottage, surrounded by thousands of
roses. Betteredge thinks an interest in roses a

bit odd for a detective but Cuff himself explains
this by pointing out that the nature of a man's
tastes is often as opposite as possible to the
nature of that man's business: "Show me any two

things more opposite one from the other than a

rose and a thief; and I'll correct my tastes



72)
accordingly". In this discussion of Sergeant Cuff
the bleak and comfortless side: thieves and work,
will be dealt with first. It certainly is a bleak
side in Cuff's case; his work is in many respects
sordid; this is perceived by Rachel Verinder, who
recoils from him: "I have a presentiment that he
is bringing trouble and misery with him into the
house. Very foolish, and very unlike me_; but so
it is." Betteredge is not very pleased with "the
great Cuff's roundabout ways" either. Betteredge
experiences more of .these ways when Cuff starts to
wheedle information out of Mrs. Yolland, the fisher¬
man's wife: "It might be all in the way of the
Sergeant's business to mystify an honest woman by
wrapping her round in a network of lies" - Cuff
is quite successful in getting the relevant in¬
formation out of Mrs. Yolland, working and slowly
winding his tortuous way to the topic starting with
"the Royal Family, the Primitive Methodists, and

7B)
the price of fish".'v Cuff himself is aware of
the fact that his job demands deception; as he
says in a passage quoted at the end of the last
chapter, he cannot earn his money honestly and
easily at the same time. Cuff has not learnt to
like this but he has got used to it: "For the last
twenty years", he says, "I have been largely em¬

ployed in cases of family scandal"; and, "It isn't
the first time, by a good many hundreds, that I
find myself treading on delicate ground". Sergeant
Cuff is not surprised when he is discharged by
Lady Verinder when he' suspects her daughter of

rp I \
hiding the diamond.

Collins emphasizes many times that Cuff is a

good and meticulous detective. Betteredge once

feels as if Cuff is reading his thoughts; Cuff's
eyes have (writes Betteredge in an often quoted
paragraph) a disconcerting trick "of looking as
if they expected something more from you than



you were aware of yourself". The Sergeant conducts
his investigations and interviews very thoroughly;
Cuff is also, as any persevering fictional detective,
endowed with "immovable eyes". His suspect, Rosanna
Spearman, observes that he wraps ur> his questions
very cunningly.

Sergeant Cuff is very much a professional and

Betteredge observes that "even in the Detective

Police, a man may have a reputation to lose". Here
we briefly return to a theme discussed above, for
Cuff is the experienced detective from London who
solves the cases that are too difficult for the

local superintendents - Cuff does not talk of his
Yorkshire colleague in a very complimentary vein:
"He proved to my complete satisfaction that he was

perfectly incapable of managing the case." Even
Seegrave's junior assistant cannot carry out
Cuff's orders to the latter's satisfaction and is

promptly discharged. ' In spite of his pro¬

fessionalism, however, Cuff suspects the wrong

person; his premises are right but he interprets
them wrongly. As Kenneth Robinson remarks, Cuff's
fallibility is his most endearing quality -

"Brilliant as are Cuff's deductions, he makes
77)

mistakes, he is a human creature after all."
Sergeant Cuff is absent from the scene, as it

v/ere, from the time Lady Verinder discharges him
but he reappears in good time for the finale -

Franklin Blake describes the detective, who has
emerged from his retirement:-

He was as dreary and as lean as ever. His eyes
had not lost their old trick (so subtly noticed in
Betteredge's Narrative) of "looking as if they ex¬
pected something more from you than you were aware
of yourself." But, so far as dress can alter a man,
the great Cuff was changed beyond all recognition.
He wore a broad-brimmed white hat, a light shooting
jacket, white trousers, and drab gaiters. He carried
a stout oak stick. His whole aim and object seemed
to be, to look as if he had lived in the country all
his life. When I complimented him on his Metamorphosis,
he declined to take it as a joke. He complained,
quite gravely, of the noises and the smeils of



London. I declare I am far from sure that he did
not speak with a slightly rustic accent! I offered
him breakfast. The innocent countryman was quite
shocked. His breakfast-hour was half past six -
and he went to bed with the cocks and hens! 78)
The other side of Cuff has obviously won the
day. Even when Cuff was only presented to the
reader as a celebrated detective from London

there were many references to his love for roses

and rural peace. He whistles "The Last Rose of
Summer" whenever he has to concentrate on some

complicated problem; he frequently discusses
roses with Lady Verinder's gardener; and he

79)
prefers roses to diamonds and thieves. When
Cuff finally retires, he does it with a vengeance.

Franklin Blake finds his cottage just outside
Dorking in Surrey - a genuine rural retreat:
"Far from the crimes and the mysteries of the
great city, the illustrious thief-taker was

placidly living out the last Sybarite years of
his life, smothered in.roses!" Cuff has devoted
his life to roses - now he does not care about

his reputation anymore; his only reason for
helping Franklin Blake solve the case is his
grateful remembrance of the late Lady Verinder's
liberality to him (she paid him generously although
he had not completed the case, to his own or to
her satisfaction).^

Sergeant Cuff is certainly a very important
character in Wilkie Collins's novels and generally
in the history of detective novels. Ashley,
thinking of Cuff's love of roses writes that he
has been endowed "with the touch of eccentricity
which has since become a conventional trait in

o-i \

many fictional detectives." However, it would
be wrong to conclude that Cuff was the first
fictional detective. When The Moonstone was

written there were already conventional detectives;
a reviewer in The Times wrote:-



Cuff is the inevitable detective, a character
apparently so regularly retained on the establish¬
ment of sensational novelists that it would be
convenient for a due appreciation of their new
works to find appended to advertisements of them,
along with extracts from critical journals, such
remarks as "Very true to life" and the like,
dated from Scotland Yard. We cannot affect to
love the police-court flavour these characters
infuse into modern tales. But "the great"
Sergeant Cuff would almost reconcile one to
the type....
Collins attempts to make Cuff more true to life
than other fictional detectives; Cuff himself
points out that "It's only in books that the
officers of the detective force are superior

Op \
to the weakness of making a mistake". ' However,
as a character Sergeant Cuff is superior to his
confreres. He is not just a stereotype detective
without personal features but an unenthusiastic
worker who - like most people with nine to five
jobs - longs to retire.

IV.

That Britain consists of several worlds, or

nations, has been stated above. One way of
distinguishing people - in novels or in real
life - is by their dialect.- Many British authors
have used dialect in direct speech for many

reasons but chiefly to make it clear where
certain characters come from and to invest them

with a certain kind of charm (as, for instance,
Sam Weller in The Pickwick Papers). This technique
was used extensively by Sir Walter Scott in his
Scottich novels and later in the century Dickens
gave many of his characters some local dialect.
In Mary Barton Elizabeth Gaskell lets the working-

people of Manchester speak in the local dialect,
and to make this intelligible to the general reader
she added foot-notes explaining the most obscure
words. To some extent Wilkie Collins also

distinguished characters from different parts



of the United Kingdom hy dialect - he mentions that
Miss Garth (No Name) is easy to recognize by her

QL )
"Northumbrian burr", H But Wilkie Collins is not

very consistent in his use of dialect and he

gives dialects more rarely than Dickens. Where
Dickens would often indulge in a description of
an idiosyncratic person with a peculiar manner of
speaking, Collins dispenses with direct speech,
merely hints at the existence of a dialect, and
is more concerned with conveying some message or

clue. This occurs in Walter Hartright's narrative -

Walter talks to an old woman at Limmeridge church¬

yard and relates in his own words the information
that he receives from her "extracted from a long
rambling answer, in the broadest Cumberland

8b)
dialect",- how Dickens could have spent-
paragraphs rendering the answer! Walter is also
in the local school with Marian Halcombe listening
to a pupil's account of a meeting with a "ghost";
the boy's words are given but Collins is anxious
that the reader understands everything so he has
Marian Halcombe repeat or translate some of the
words ("yester'een" and "gloaming") into standard
English. Later in The Woman in White Mrs. Clements
(a Norfolk woman) is given direct speech for several
pages to tell Walter Hartright about Mrs. Catherick.

Here, Collins has not bothered to provide her v/ith
any dialect but is satisfied with a few working-
class expressions to indicate her social position.
Mrs. Yolland (The Moonstone), the fisherman's wife,
really speaks in the Yorkshire dialect, but Collins
(or Betteredge, his narrator) explains that this
would not understood so he lets her speak standard
English in the book; the same apparrently happens
to her husband. Dickens would at least have pro¬

vided such characters with a modified sort of

Yorkshire speech as John Browdie in Nicholas
Nickleby shows.® ^ Collins did occasionally use

dialect - a gardener in The Woman in White speaks



in dialect and so does a boy; the gardener who
fin \

discusses roses with Cuff also has a dialect, '
but he seemed generally reluctant to use this

technique as extensively as Dickens did - pro¬

bably he was unable to do it. One accent, however,
is given quite often: Scottish. One example among

many is the whisky-drinking coachman from Dumfries
who appears in No Name or the butler in Man and
Wife. The explanation for this is probably that
Collins's mother was Scottish, which could have made
it easier for him to transcribe this particular
accent.®® ^

Dialect is used in books mostly for lower class
characters and since (as I have mentioned) dialect

is something comparatively rare in Wilkie Collins5s
novels it might follow that Collins was not interested
in those characters. This, however, would be an over¬

simplification; although Collins's major novels are

not social novels investigating the plight of the
poor (as some of the novels of Dickens, Disraeli,
and Mrs. Gaskell were) he does not forget that

people in distress existed in Victorian Britain.
As Dougald MacEachen once wrote, "The general im¬
pression left by a reading.of Collins's novels is
that his sympathies were all-embracing, that the
author was always ready to espouse the cause of the
poor and the underprivileged".®*^) pt has always been
recognized that at least No Name (and to some extent
The Woman in White) contained some social criticism

but the social criticism of The Moonstone has usually
been overlooked - even the acute Ashley wrote that it
"is notably lacking". John Reed was the first critic
who rectified this mistake and observed that The

Moonstone "is a novel of serious social criticism";
this was in an article written as late as 1973
Several characters in the novels prove the point,

especially Rosanna Spearman. All the four novels
include passages of social criticism; the most out-



spoken one in No Name. It occurs in the introduction
to the third scene and is on the district in London

called Lambeth

Miserable women, whose faces never smile, haunt
the butchers' shops in such London localities as
these, with relics of the men's wages saved from
the public-house, clutched fast in their hands,
with eyes that devour the meat they dare not buy,
with eager fingers that touch it covetously, as
the fingers of their richer sisters touch a
precious stone. In this district, as in other
districts remote from the wealthy quarters of the
metropolis, the hideous London vagabond - with
the filth of the street outmatched in his speech,
with the mud of the street outdirtied in his
clothes - lounges, lowering and brutal, at the
street corner and the gin-shop door; the public
disgrace of his country, the unheeded warning of
social troubles that are yet to come. Here, the
loud self-assertion of Modern Progress - which has
reformed so much in manners, and altered so little
in men - meets the flat contradiction that scatters
its pretentions to the winds. Here, while the
national prosperity feasts, like another Belshazzar,
on the spectacle of its own magnificence, is the
Writing on the Wall, which warns the monarch,
Money, that his glory is weighed in the balance, and
his power found wanting. 91)
A gloomy paragraph like this does not appear often
in Wilkie Collins's novels, but is not entirely
without parallel. Armadale has an equally gloomy
though slightly less fervid passage on Castletown
on the Isle of Man. The prevalent colour of the
town is faint grey, Collins writes, and describes
the ragged children who beg for money. The Fallen
Leaves (1879) uses some space on "the patient
poor", a passage reminiscent of the one just
quoted from No Name, and Heart and Science (1883)
takes Ovid Vere (a doctor on holiday in Canada) to
the poorest districts of Montreal to see a dying

92)
colleague. It is to be noted that in all these

examples, the poor are seen en masse; the novels
were meant largely for middle-class readers and
for them this was the most natural way of regarding
their social inferiors - Walter Hartright, Marian
Halcombe, and Laura go to a populous neighbourhood
in London chiefly because Laura has escaped from an



asylum,- they stay in. lodgings "of the humblest
kind" and Hartright remarks, "We are numbered no

longer with the people whose lives are open and
known". We hear about the poor near the Yerinder
estate in Yorkshire (they have to make do with
the obscure doctor, Jennings, and they are the

95)
objects of the Verinders' generous charity.

But sometimes Collins did individualize some

of the poor - Ozias Midwinter is for a long time
a genuine vagabond living a life of hardship.
There is also the brief account of the misfortunes

of Magdalen Vanstone's maid, and indeed Magdalen

herself, who is discovered by Kirke while she is
Oh )

being thrown out of her lodgings. Alethea

Hayter correctly remarks that Collins gradually
developed a "deeply felt sympathy for the real
outcasts from normal human destiny"; she then
lists the groups she is thinking of, for instance
recluses and fugitives. These people are not the
normal poor but any individual singled out
(especially in fiction) for detailed attention

95)
will differ, in many respects, from the norm.

Rosanna Spearman (The Moonstone) is one of the
characters singled out; she is individualized
although her past is very common - "It is told
quite often enough in the newspapers", Rosanna
herself "writes. Her father was a "gentleman" and
her mother went on the streets when "the gentleman"
deserted her; then Rosanna became a thief, went
to the prison, and the reformatory. Here La tfy
Verinder shows interest in her and employs her as

a maid. At Lady Verinder's Yorkshire estate Rosanna
fails desperately in. love with Franklin Blake and

96)
eventually kills herself. In the same novel
Collins presents Ezra Jennings - the harried
doctor who is continuously on the run from his
bleak and obscure past. Ezra Jennings is also an

addict of ojjium, like Collins in later years.



Ezra Jennings is certainly a social outcast, and
Wilkie Collins's sympathy for him is evident. It
has been suggested that Collins met the original
of Jennings during his tour of Cumberland and it
has also been suggested that Jennings is a self-
portrait. What is obvious is that Jennings is not
just any country-doctor.97)
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CONCLUSION.

Although the preceding pages have dealt primarily with
society in the novels of Wilkie Collins, and with the
world that he presents to us, it should have emerged
by now that atmosphere is an important element. A
very good example is the passage describing Walter
Hartright descending into the gloom of London; it is
quoted on page 145. The Woman in White is probably
the novel v/here Collins's ability to create atmosphere
is most clearly seen. Robinson writes about Collins's
first book, The Memoirs of William Collins R.A, (1848),
a tribute to his recently deceased father. Many pages

of this book are, according to Robinson, devoted to pains¬
taking descriptions of his father's paintings. These
"were also a form of apprenticeship and developed in
Wilkie Collins a sense of landscape which enabled
him, in later books, to set his scene with marked
effect.Mystery too, is a related element of
great significance. As stated on page 117, Midwinter
is surrounded with an aura of mystery; and I have
hinted that the sea and exotic foreign lands are

mentioned because they are mysterious and romantic.
I said that a contrast was provided by Allan Arma-

2)
dale's mansion "at home" in Thorpe-Ambrose. Other
Victorian writers, for instance Dickens, were also
interested in mysteries but not nearly to the same

extent as Wilkie Collins. And the big difference
between Dickens and Collins is, as Julian Symons
points out, that Collins does not invest his themes



with symbolic implications: "a powerful symbolic
image was beyond him". Julian S.ymons mentions the
first view of Chesney Wold in Bleak House, "in
which social atmosphere is marvellously suggested

A)
through the description of house and landscape". '
Where Dickens was interested in atmosphere and
mystery because of the symbolic overtones he
attached to them, Collins was interested in
them for their own sake.

The comments of the preceding paragraph are

relevant to the theme of this work. Atmosphere,
I have said, is important; Collins's novels are,

it must be borne in mind, thrillers and detective-
stories: they are written primarily to entertain
their audience. This does not mean that Collins

never had any didactic intentions (see, for in¬

stance, page 11A) but certainly that he did not
always describe Victorian society with any specific
purpose in mind. (All this, of course, changed when,
after 1870, Collins started writing novels-with-a-
purpose.) Therefore, society appears to be fairly
stable; it has to be because it must provide a

backdrop to the stories of stolen diamonds,
illegitimate children, conspiring women, and sly
villains. But if I say that society is a backdrop
it does not mean that it is not important. Collins
does not always think consciously of. the fact that
he is depicting Victorian society and he does not
invest these descriptions with symbolic overtones;
this means that Wilkie Collins is less likely to

exaggerate things than say Dickens, what he has
to say comes more from his heart, less from his
head. This is a good reason why Collins's descriptions
of the Victorians are generally true to life.

Occasionally, Collins writes passages that are

just as good as those written by the recognised
Victorian masters. His very witty account of the
country town of Thorpe-Ambrose in Armadale is up
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to the standards of similar passages in George
Eliot's Middleraarch.^ It shows a great sense of

perception, and gives us a good impression of the
kind of town where Allan Armadale is squire. It
is brilliant and true to life. There is a further

reason why we should expect faithful accounts
of Victorian society from Wilkie Collins. His
stress on authenticity in various respects has
been noted by many critics. This stress is seen

in The Moonstone; Collins may have carried out a genuine
experiment before he let his fictional characters
do it, and the books Ezra Jennings mentions
exist in real life, not merely in Collins5s

5)
imagination. '

In my introduction, I said that Wilkie Collins
was representative of his age. Although this is
true, it does not mean that Collins shared the
popular opinion on every subject that was discussed
by his contemporaries. As stated on page 8'+,
Collins always tried to be unconventional, but in
most cases he succumbed to convention. It has

also been indicated that Collins went with the
r \

stream where religion was concerned.0' But
Collins was courageous enough to go against the
stream on certain matters,- as Ashley remarked,
his heroines were "unique among Victorian fictional
females" - "Collins was ahead of his time." One

might also say that Collins's private life was

ahead of its time. He had two mistresses; one

was Caroline Graves, with whom Collins lived for
a great many years. The other was Martha Rudd
(Robinson writes that Collins "formed a liaison
with" her). Caroline is usually considered to be
the more important of the two but it was with
Martha that Collins had three illegitimate children.
The Victorian public did not know about the two
mistresses - they would not have approved if they
did. Even today such a management of private
affairs would at least have caused quite a stir.



A second edition of Kenneth. Robinson's biography
was published in 197^- and for this edition a new

foreword was written by the author. He ends the
foreword with a brief account of Wilkie Collins's

descendants,- his two daughters died in the 1950s,
the son died early, in 1913- Robinson continues:
"There are surviving children and three grand¬

children, but they appear to have no wish
publicly to acknowledge their distinguished if

7)
unconventional forebear."' Some of Collins's

characters, especially Miss Gwilt in Armadale,
offended Victorian critics for moral reasons;

to come back to a point made on page 8?: Collins
was not on the side of respectability.

Later critics have also commented on such

aspects but they are not among the most
dominant themes in works on Collins. The most

obvious choice of subject with scholars writing
on Wilkie Collins seems to have been his place
in the story of writers of detective-stories —

who-dunits. In books on this particular genre,

such as the books by Howard Haycraft and Ian
Ousby mentioned in my bibliography, Collins is

nearly always given a chapter or a section. He
is usually regarded as the originator of the
English detective novel. Such a treatment implies
a comparison with writers of this century; Collins
is often compared with his contemporaries as well
and in that context he is frequently seen as a

sensation novelist; examples are the works by
O \

Walter Phillips and J.M. Heldman. ' Attention has
also been given to the opium habits of Wilkie
Collins - Alathea Hayter's section on Collins in

Opium and the Romantic Imagination is a splendid
example of how rewarding regard to this aspect can

be. But one aspect of Collins has been commented
upon more often than any other: his friendship and
collaboration with Charles Dickens. This is not



surprising when one considers Dickens's unique
position in literature as well as in nineteenth
century society.

Collins's experiments in narrative method usually
get at least passing mention but no detailed study

q)
of this technical angle has been made. Collins's
social attitudes have also been assessed by various
critics but these have concentrated mainly on the
late not the major novels.

Before finishing, a summary of the main
characteristics of Collins's world would be useful.

As stated earlier in this conclusion, the presence

of elements such as atmosphere, mysteries, and
riddles should be noted. They were not uncommon

with other novelists but they do play a very

prominent part in Collins's books. So do wills
and questions about inheritance; again, other
novelists also dealt with such matters but to a

lesser extent. A distinctly characteristic thing
about the major novels of Collins is a notable
preponderance of lawyers, who play a more important
part here than in the works of most other
novelists. One should also notice the amount of

people who resort to disguise.Together with
a certain emphasis on sciences, Collins was also
fond of stressing technicalities, for instance in
connection with the post and the railways. Letters
in Wilkie Collins's novels all seem to reach their

destination at a fixed time - within the United

Kingdom on the next day (without fail), and letters
to Zurich take exactly five days. Most of the
correspondents always reply to letters by return
of post. The Victorian Post Office probably met
such requirements - no contemporary writer would
ever have let his plots depend so much on the
reliability of the Post Office in the late twentieth

century. Trains are, of course, very important in
bringing characters from one place to the other,
and Collins does not forget this. However, trains



are not as reliable as the post, and they have a

tendency to exhaust their travellers by the time

they reach their destination...^
Another characteristic feature of Collins's

world has received attention more than once: his

"fictional females" are unique, most of all Miss
Gwilt, who appears in Armadale. In this connection
one is also reminded that contrary to most other
novelists of the nineteenth century, the border¬
line between morality and immorality is not always-
easy to discover in Collins. Anthony Trollope was

of the opinion that a novelist ought to "make
virtue alluring and vice ugly"; Collins would
agree with this but his ideas about what was

virtuous were possibly rather different from
Trollope's.12^ Collins's affection for things
Continental was mentioned in the last chapter.
In this respect, Collins was also peculiarly
English, as Dorothy L. Sayers pointed out. Hugh
Walpole once wrote that there was nothing as

English as English novels. Sometimes this is true
of Collins's works as well; the lively description
of the small country town of Thorue-Ambrose for

15)
instance, is very much an English one. ^' A more

technical feature, characteristic of Collins, is
his extensive use of contrast. Contrast is a

normal device in literature but Collins seems to use

it more deliberately than most writers.
Collins was a very versatile writer, as I

have tried to indicate in this conclusion. This

thesis has concentrated on only one single side
of four of Collins's novels. Many other topics
could have been taken up. The world of Collins
seems to me to be an important topic. It has
relevance not only to literature but also to

society - even to contemporary society. The values
of another age are always worthy of note, especially
if that age resembles our own and the Victorian age

certainly does that.



NOTES.

Abbreviations:

A Armadale
AYR All the Year Round (The periodical in which

The Woman in White/ No Name, and The Moonstone
were published.)

C The Cornhill (The periodical in which Armadale
was published.)

HW Household Words (where many of Collins's
essays were published).

M The Moonstone
NN No Name
WW The Woman in White

Works frequently cited in the following notes are
referred to by the author's name only where this
cannot cause confusion. Details of the work in
question will be found in the Bibliography.
Critical Heritage is used throughout the notes
for Wilkie Collins. The Critical Heritage, edited
by Norman Page (see Bibliography).

Wilkie Collins on Victorian Professions.

R. Ashley,
MacEachen,
AYR, II

Wilkie Collins, p. 23

AYR,
AYR,

II,
II,
II,

, pp-
191
264
353
241

118-9

AYR, II, 240-1
AYR,
For instance,
Early in his career Collins said

was a succession of contrasts (Rambles
p. 44) and many characters in the novels have their
contrasts. Cf. Marian Halcombe and Laura Fairlie,

that human life
B eyond Ra i 1ways,

Magdalen and Norah Vanstone, and (two
Mr. Vanborough and Mr. Kendrew in Man
vol.

minor characters)
and Wife,

. I , P- n.
9) AYR, ii, 241

10) AYR, ii, 240
11) AYR, ii, 261
12) AYR, ii, 433
13) AYR, XIX , 553. See
14) AYR, ii, 290
15) AYR, xi, 243
16) Cf^ • r for instance,

535. See below.
3.7) AYR, II,
18) Cf., for

and Mr. Mool in
200-1.

below: "p. 2.2.

AYR, II, 290 and AYR, XIX,

288
instance,
Heart and

Pedgift
Science,

Senior in C, XI, >39
vol. Ill, pp. 10-3,
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19) AYR, II, 191
20) AYR, II, 266. Cf. also II, 286: "At the time

when Miss Halcombe's letter reached me, I was even
more busily occupied than usual."

21) AYR, II, 288
22) AYR, II, 358
23) For instance: AYR, III, 193, 467.
24) AYR, II, 240
25) AYR, II, 288
26) AYR, II, 291. A contemporary reviewer pointed

out that Gilmore could, in fact, have done much more
for Laura Fairlie. Listing a few faults, the Guardian
in 1860 wrote, "And a shrewd lawyer, like Mr. Gilmore,
with such a warm interest as his in Laura's welfare,
and so much misgiving about her future husband, would
assuredly have made inquiries on the spot, which
would have revealed enough of Sir Percival's singular
antecedents and early acquaintances to give good
reason for deferring the marriage till things were
made a little clearer about Anne Catherick" (Critical
Heritage, p. 90). It is, of course, possible that
Gilmore could have dug out a few sordid details of
Sir Percival's disreputable past although, as
Hartright is later to point out (AYR, III, 465), the
law is not always the most efficient means of learning
the truth. Besides, Gilmore is still so much of a
traditional lawyer that he believes in Sir Percival's
respectability.

27) Cf. Betteredge's remark - AYR, XIX, 75. See
below.

28) AYR, II, 290
29) AYR, II, 242
30) C, XI, 657, 642. The master of Thorpe-Ambrose

is, of course, Allan Armadale, who has inherited
money and property.

31) Note his satirical smile (AYR, II, 243).
32) AYR, II, 433
33) AYR, III, 193
34) AYR, III, 146
35) AYR, III, 193
36) As on p. 242 (AYR, II).
37) As his violent reaction to being called a

Radical shows; see p. 2 above.
38) On the two lawyers: AYR, II, 240; III, 193.
39) AYR, III, 193-5.
40) AYR, III, 465
41) AYR, VII, 148
42) AYR, VII, 173-4
43) AYR, VII, 218-9
44) AYR, VII, 579; VIII, 151
45) Cf. Loscombe, p. 11 below.
46) C, XI, 390
47) AYR, VII, 173
48) Discussion of the governesses in Collins will

follow (pp. 88-90).
49) AYR, VII, 169
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50) I can count six letters between the two.
Magdalen complains to Miss Garth that "you and
Mr. Pendril have been searching for me again,
and that Norah is in the conspiracy this time,
to reclaim me in spite of myself" (AYR, VIII, 242).

51) AYR, VIII, 243
52) AYR, VIII, 414
53) AYR, VII, 173
54) AYR, VII, 338
55) "I can only say of him, what an eminent

nobleman once said of his sulky servant - 'I wouldn't
have such a temper as that fellow has got, for any
earthly consideration that could be offered me!'"
(AYR, VII, 338).

56) AYR, VII, 173
57) AYR, VII, 195. It is not, of course, likely

that a respectable lawyer would call a lawful marriage
an "accident" but this remark itself may well be an
accident (Critical Heritage, p. 139; Robinson, p.
170). Robinson appears to have made a mistake; according
to Norman Page (Critical Heritage, p. 110) Mrs. Oliphant
contributed an article on "Sensation Novels" to Black¬
wood' s Magazine in May 1862 - an article which deals
with WW and Great Expectations. The article from
which Robinson quotes ("Sensation Novels", Quarterly
Review, April 1863) is by Page attributed to M.H.
Mansei (p. 138).

58) AYR, VII, 149
59) Note also the reason why Pendril has to go to

Jamaica - the passage is quoted on p. 10.
60) AYR, VII, 578
61) AYR, VIII, 414
62) AYR, VII, 241
63) AYR, VII, 171
64) AYR, VII, 171
65) Sergeant Bulmer of the Detective Police has to

write to Pendril because he cannot find the lawyer at
his office (AYR, VII, 245).

66) AYR, VII, 193
67) AYR, VIII, 148
68) AYR, VIII, 243. This quotation is taken from a

letter which Magdalen writes to Miss Garth.
69) AYR, VIII, 243
70) AYR, VIII, 244, 385
71) AYR, VIII, 245
72) AYR, VIII, 266
73) AYR, VIII, 387
74) AYR, VIII, 387
75) C, XI, 390
76) C, XI, 390; XIII, 584, 716
77) C, XI, 24
78) C, XI, 23; X, 663
79) C, XI, 394. Cf. Gilmore and Pendril.
80) C, XIII, 583
81) See C, XIII, 197.
82) C, XI, 394
83) C, XII, 355
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84) C, XI, 390
85) Since Allan did not let his cottage to Darch.

C, XI, 24, 394.
86) The women (more than the men) in Collins's

novels are nearly always helpless in legal matters.
Cf. Miss Gwilt, A, and Marian Halcombe, WW. - Notice,
however, that Miss Blanchard is induced by Allan to
silence old Darch on p. 716 (C, XIII).

87) C, XIII, 583
88) C, XIII, 585
89) C, XIII, 101
90) "If the interview now taking place in Mr.

Pedgift's consulting-room had taken place at his
dinner-table instead, when wine had opened his mind
to humorous influences, it is possible that he
might, by this time, have suspected the truth. But,
in his business hours, Pedgift Senior was in the
habit of investigating men's motives seriously
from the business point of view; and he was on
that very account simply incapable of conceiving any
improbability so startling, any absurdity so
enormous, as the absurdity and improbability of Mr.
Bashwood's being in love." (C, XIII, 98)

91) C, XI, 539
92) C, XIII, 95. As immersed as Bruff (AYR, XX, 148).
93) C, XII, 470. Pedgift does not have an implicit

trust in his client, and this is as it should be; cf.
Warren, p. 349 (the book is mentioned on pp. 25-6 in
the text).

94) C, XII, 590
95) C, XII, 737
96) Pendril, as noted above (p. 10), is also plagued

with a somewhat sour tenroer.

97) C, XII, 461-77
98) C, XII, 340
99) C, XII, 469
100) See also his son's remarks on him: "My father

has had a large experience of the shady side of the
[[female] sex - and he learnt his profession at the
Old Bailey" (C, XII, 357).

101) C, XII, 465, 468, 589
102) C, XIII, 102; XI, 403
103) C, XI, 643
104) C, XI, 390
105) C, XI, 396
106) C, XI, 403
107) See, for instance, Pedgift Senior's letter

(C, XIII, 715-9).
108) c, XIII, 96-7
109) c, XI, 536; XIII, 94-6
110) c, XIII, 96
111) c, XI, 536
112) c, XIII, 96
113) c, XI, 534
114) c, XII, 475
115) c, XIII, 715
116) C, XII, 468
117) C, XII, 338; XIII, 717
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118) Apparently the London hotel is only fre¬
quented by male members of the family (C, XII, 338).
C, XII, 78.

119) C, XII, 461
120) C, XIII, 86
121) Critical Heritage, p. 148: "The young lawyer,

Pedgift, a sort of human sparrow, is so sharply and
shrewdly touched as to satisfy everyone that Mr.
Wilkie Collins has power to fill a canvas with
living, breathing creatures of a higher order than
the obscene birds of night" (according to Page,
this review in the Athenmum (1866) is by H.F.
Chorley) . P. 159: "Pedgift junior, v/ho feels 'in
native element in Hyde Park', who reads 'Pagan

his

writers assisted by a crib and who is fond of

fathering metaphorical rosebuds, is the nearest
approach to a character. But Pedgift junior is after
all a mere sketch, modelled after one of Mr. Dickens'
comic young men" (Westminster Review (1866)). This

sound like praise but it is certainly the
the anonymous reviewer comes to praise.
C, XII, 340
C, XII, 337-8, 354
C, XIII, 715. - Robinson, pp. 36-40, 44-6.
This is Pedgift humorously talking about
in the third person (C, XII, 338).

may not
nearest

122)
123)
124)
125)

himself
126)
127)
128)
129)
130)
131)
132)
133)
134)
135)

Junior'
136)

XII, 737.
137) AYR, XIX, 121-2
138) AYR, XIX, 533-4
139) On page 434 (AYR,
14 0)

£'

£'

£'
£'

£'
c,

XII, 349;
XI, 403
XII, 340
XI, 656,
XII, 63
XI, 540,
XII, 333
XIII, 95,
XI, 642
XII, 349.

XI, 649-50

658

642, 649, etc.

102

See also XII, 344 about Pedgift
s personal interest in Allan's affairs.

C, XIII, 86. Attempt at reconciliation: C,

XIX)
Although Collins's remark in the Preface to the

first edition ("The attempt made, here, is to trace the
influence of character on circumstances.") is made with
particular reference to Rosanna Spearman it is certainly
true of Bruff.

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

AYR,
AYR,
AYR,
AYR,

AYR,
AYR,
Says
AYR,

XIX, 121, 534
XIX, 75
XIX, 122, 123
XIX, 531
XIX, 508-9
XIX, 484 ("Mr. Bruff officiously
XX, 123; cf. also XIX, 75.
XIX, 507, et passim.
Clack (AYR, XIX, 509).
XIX, 530. - Bruff emphasizes the pronoun

"), 434
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me to indicate that the proctor (Bruff's friend)
would not give this information, to anyone,

151) AYR, XIX, 530

See
AYR

AYR

AYR
AYR
AYR
AYR

AYR

AYR

AYR

152) When
story for a

153) AYR
154)
155)
156)
157)
158)
159)
160)
161)

"Lawyer's"
editions.

162) AYR
163)
164)
165)
166)
167)
168)
169^
170)171)

Indians).
172) AYR
173)
174)
175)
176)
177)
178)
179)

AYR
AYR

AYR
AYR

AYR
AYR

AYR

AYR

AYR
AYR
AYR

AYR

Cuff
time.
XIX,

below
XIX,
XX,
XIX,
XIX,
XIX,
XX,
XIX,

appears, Bruff is absent from the

534,
(P-
553

5
435
436-
529

49
75 -

555;
23) .

XX, 52

ust before
see the quotation at note 208
"idea" was deleted in later

XIX,
XIX,
XX,
XX,
XIX,
XX,
XX,
XX,
XX,
XIX,

529
53 0

173
7

558
73
123
145
152

535,

XIX, 529
XIX, 529
XIX, 535
XX, 52
XX, 147-
II, 287;

C, X, 666;
The Moral,

556 ("them" refers to the three

532

III, 314
XIII, 187, 583
Social, and Profess: .onal Duties of

4 5.
133.

The Moral, Socia1, and Professiona1 Duties

venture to
the facts"

discuss matters as

Vol. II, d. 26 of
to

Attornies and Solicitors, pp. 34 8, 101,
180) The Eustace Diamonds, vol. I, p
181)

p. 103.
182) He "could not

which he knew none of
The Eustace Diamonds.

183) Note, for instance, the conversation between
Pip, Joe, and Jaggers in chapter XVIII. Dodson and
Fogg's behaviour is characterized by a somewhat feline
caution (for instance chapter XX of The Pickwick
Papers

The Law and the
The Legacy of Cain,
The Pickwick
Punch,

184
185
186
187
188
189
190

writes that Dickens in
other legal archetype" by whicn
and devoted family lawyer." Cf.
p. 2, where the writer comments
lawyers.

Lady, vol. Ill, p. 51,
vol. I, pp. 170-1,

264.
vol. XXXIX,

Punch, vol. XXXVII
Hide and Seek, vol
Dickens and

Papers, p
p. 99.
pp. 202,
III, pp.

Crime, pp. 174-5
DroodEdwin

186.
245-50.
Philip Collins

portrays "the
he means "the trusty
also Punch, vol. XXXVIII,
on conventional stage
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191) Ashley, Wilkie Collins, p. 5.
192) MacEachen, p. 119.
193) Clio (1973), vol. 2, p. 283.
194) Ashley, Wilkie Collins, p. 23.
195) Forster, Life of Dickens, vol. I, p. 322.
196) Coleman, letter 106. - AYR, VIII, 384, 408,

432, 456, etc.
197) Coleman, letter 6; The Lazy Tour of Two Idle

Apprentices by Dickens and Collins, pp. 58-60;
Robinson, pp. 116-7.

198) Preface to the second edition of WW (reprinted
in the Penguin edition (p. 31) and in P. Harvey
Sucksmith's edition published by Oxford University
Press, p. xxxvii). - Collins is no doubt thinking
of the article in the Saturday Review where the
writer complains that Collins is "less sound in his
law, than we could wish" (Critical Heritage, p. 87). -
A reviewer of Heart and Science (The Athenaeum, 28
April 1883; in Critical Heritage, p. 215) writes that
Collins is wrong in sending his characters to Doctors'
Commons to look for wills. Heart and Science is a

fairly late novel, so the reviewer is probably
right; up till 1858 probate in England was a matter
for ecclesiastical jurisdiction and the Prerogative
Will Office or Court in the Doctors' Commons "is the
Court wherein all wills are proved, and all admini¬
strations granted, that belong to the Archbishop of
Canterbury by his prerogative" (Peter Cunningham,
Handbook for London. Past and Present (1849), vol.
II, p. 676. See also Punch, vol. XL (1861), p. 11,
which tells us that Doctors' Commons was still the

place to "rummage out" wills at the beginning of
1861.) This means that Collins is definitely correct
about Doctors' Commons in his major novels. In 1858
the civil probate court was established and sometime
after this date wills came to be filed in Somerset
House (but evidently not as early as 1858, as the
reference to Punch shows). See also the Oxford English
Dictionary under "Doctors' Commons"; here it is
stated that the buildings at Doctors' Commons were
taken down in 1867. (For information about Doctors'
Commons and Somerset House I am indebted to J.E.

Fagg, Reader in Palaeography and Diplomatic in the
University of Durham.)

199) For instance, Reed, Victorian Conventions,
pp. 268, 273-5, and Marshall, p. 134.

200) "The Demon in the House; Or the Domestication
of Gothic in the Novels of Wilkie Collins".

201) AYR, II, 408-9
202) AYR, III, 145
203) AYR, II, 95
204) AYR, III, 465
205) AYR, II, 95
206) AYR, III, 14 6ff.
207) For instance, AYR, II, 505.
208) AYR, XIX, 75. Blake: "... the lawyer' s idea

is that we should all write the story... in turn - as
far as our own personal experience extends, and no farthe
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See also Betteredge's comment on p. 366 (AYR, XIX).
209) See for instance the Preface to the first

edition.
210) AYR, II, 196
211) AYR, VII, 174
212) AYR, VII, 411; VIII, 196
213) AYR, VIII, 391, 438
214) C, XIII, 84
215) C, XIII, 321, 575
216) House, The Dickens World, p. 175; Philip

Collins, Dickens and Crime, p. 190.
217) C, XIII, 586
218) Mr. Delamayn the elder, Sir Patrick, two

Glasgow solicitors, Arnold's lawyers, Lady Lundie's
lawyer, Mr. Moy, and Perry's lawyer. - Not all these
are actually described but the sheer number of
lawyers mentioned is certainly impressive.

219) AYR, XIX, 169; XX, 121
220) AYR, XX, 98, 196
221) AYR, XX, 52
222) C, XIII, 316. - Robinson, p. 249 (the quotation

from Beard also comes from this source). - Chesterton,
Charles Dickens, p. 210.

223) AYR, XIX, 219; XX, 75, 73, 53-4, 198
224) See p. 23, p. 86, and p. 155. - AYR, XIX,

295; XX, 77-8.
225) AYR, XIX, 606; XX, 51
226) AYR, XX, 78, 99, 148ff. (the experiment). -

Wilkie Collins and opium, see Robinson, pp. 254-7 and
Alathea Hayter, Opium and the Romantic Imagination,
pp. 255-71.

227) AYR, XX, 74-5, 100
228) AYR, XIX, 606. - See above.
229) AYR, XX, 75
230) On Pesca, see pp. 125-6.
231) MacEachen, p. 153.
232) AYR, III, 124-6. - AYR, VIII, 413.
233) C, XI, 27-8, 142; XIII, 338
234) The Dead Secret (HW, XV, 158, 204-6). -

Heart and Science, vol. II, pp. 81, 205.
235) Oliver Twist, p. 214. - Philip Collins,

Dickens and Education, p. 194. - Cf. Allan Woodcourt
in Bleak House, and other Dickens doctors.

236) Middlemarch, vol. I, 258; vol. IV, 363-4.
237) Man and Wife, vol. Ill, pp. 27-8. - Punch,

vol. XXXVIII, p. 10. See also vol. XXXVIII, pp.
38, 145; vol. XXXIX, pp. 239, 247.

238) Hard Cash, vol. I, pp. 67ff. et passim.
239) As Robinson and others tell us, Collins's

health was very poor (Robinson, pp. 162-3, 174-5). -
Cf. also MacEachen on p. 153: doctors are rarely
subjected to criticism "perhaps because Collins's
poor health made him so dependent on doctors".

240) AYR, VIII, 410. - Wragge will be discussed
in more detail below (pp. 74-7).

241) C, XIII, 574, 575-6, 592-6. - Cf. Reade's
criticism of private asylums in Hard Cash.

242) AYR, III, 126 (Goodricke), III, 77 (Dawson). -
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AYR, VII, 147-8. - The minor works also mention
quite a few authoritative doctors, cf. e.g. the
surgeon in Man and Wife, vol. II, p. 123; My
Miscellanies, vol. I, pp. 22-3; The Dead Secret
(HW, XV, 498). - Cf. c/x, 659.

243) The Dead Secret (HW, XV, 158). - Heart and
Science, vol. I, pp. 1-2: "... he had been com¬
pelled... to ask a colleague to take charge of his
practice, and to give the brain which he had cruelly
wearied a rest of some months to come."

244) AYR, III, 75. - AYR, XIX, 389, 437. See
above on Bruff (pp. 20-5) .

245) C, X, 641-3, 659
246) C, X, 651; XI, Iff.
247) C, XI, 514-7, 538
248) See, for instance, MacEachen, pp. 13-4, 81-

117; Marshall, pp. 124-6; and Davis, p. 103. - A
General discussion can be found in K. Tillotson,
Novels of the Eighteen-Forties, pp. 125-37.

249) AYR, III, 52, 268, 270, 363. - AYR, VII,
7-8, 265.

250) C, XI, 642, 659. - My Miscellanies, vol.
II, p. 243.

251) My Miscellanies, vol. I, p. 140. - The
Dead Secret (HW, XV, 63, 375-6).

252) MacEachen, pp. 98-103. MacEachen gives us
a full and balanced discussion of Gray and the
other clergymen in Collins's novels.

253) On science in the Victorian
age, see G.M. Young, Portrait of an Age, p. 165. -
For satirical treatment of the subject, see Punch,
vol. XL, p. 238; an article on the interference of
the Church (especially the Roman Catholic Church)
in science.

254) C, XII, 595; XIII,. 466-7. - MacEachen, pp.
13-4 gives further examples from the novels. - See
also Marshall, p. 28 and Humphry House, The Dickens
World (on the Dickens angle), pp. 123-5.

255) C, XII, 733; X, 652
256) AYR, III, 73. - AYR, XIX, 385.
257) On The Black Robe, see, for instance, MacEachen,

pp. 105-114. - Volumes of Punch are full of references
to the Pope, see, for instance, vol. XXXVII. -

Humphry House, The Dickens World, p. 128. - On the
general background, see G.M. Young, Victorian England.
Portrait of an Age, p. 66. - Collins's continental
tastes: see below (ch. V).

258; Davis, p. 211. - C, XIII, 208. - Heart and
Science, vol. I, p. 107; vol. Ill, pp. 176-7 ("She -
who knew, on the best scientific authority, that the
world had created itself - completely lost her
head, and actually said, 'Thank God'"). - Cf.
MacEachen, pp. 81-2.

259) MacEachen, p. 81. - Cf. Dickens.
260) Quoted by Basil Willey, Nineteenth-Century

Studies, p. 287. - Cf. also "Doing without God",



Anthony . Giddens 1 s review of Owen Chadwick, The
Secularization of the European Mind in the Nineteenth
Century. Times Literary Supplement, 11th. TTp«"b
1977. ''

261) Victorian England. Portrait of an Age, pp.
1-6. - Alton Locke, vol. I, p. 259. - Eminent
Victorians, pp. 174-5, 228-31. - Cf. below in
"Propriety and Respectability in Wilkie Collins",
pp. 87.8.
Wilkie Collins on Victorian Servants.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Heart

AYR,
AYR,
AYR,
AYR,

III,
III,
III,
III,

77

53,
75,
52,

73
77
53

and Science, vol
governesses m

5) AYR, III,
Michelson would
accord).

6) AYR,
7) AYR,
8) AYR,
9) AYR,
10) AYR,
11) Note

- Governesses, for instance,
I, p. 139. Discussion of

Collins will follow: pp. 88-90.
197, 198. Cf. also II, 551 (Mrs.
never enter the library of her own

74, 122

III, 458;
III, 121
III,
III, 53
III, 100,
her descr

stance, AYR, III, 73.
Collins will follow:

12) AYR, III, 77-8

II, 357, 359, 361

99

iption of Mrs.
Discussion of

pp. 125ff..

Rubelle; for in-
foreigners in

AYR,
AYR,

13)
14)
15)

Michel son

16) E.g.
17) AYR,
18) AYR,

charity
First

362 where Mrs
situation".

, 52
359-60
122. Note also II,
to her "responsible
III, 76, 98, 78.
124, et passim.

VIII, 313. - Cf. Andrew Vanstone, whose
is more sincere and less ostentatious (The

Scene, Ch. X). - The Bartrams on Lecount, for

III,
II,

AYR, III,
refers

AYR,
III,

example: AYR, VIII, 145-6,
AYR, VII, 34019

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

(AYR,
35)

AYR, VIII, 148
E.g. AYR, VII, 292-3.
AYR, VII, 361
AYR, VIII, 26-7
AYR, VIII, 150
AYR, VII, 581; VIII, 223
AYR, VII, 410
AYR, VII, 389, 434
AYR, VII, 435
AYR, VII, 557
E.g. AYR, VIII, 2.
AYR, VII, 581
AYR, VII, 389, 434
AYR, VIII, 4
"Mrs. Lecount has my fullest confidence,

VII, 409). - AYR, VIII, 27, 222.
AYR, VIII, 196

he sa
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36) AYR, VIII, 146
37) AYR, VII, 505, 510
38) AYR, VII, 529
39) AYR, VIII, 30, 51
40) AYR, VIII, 145, 199. - See also VIII, 222 where

servants at Dumfries are "all of one opinion
on the subject of Mrs. Lecount".

41) AYR, VII, 388
42) AYR, VIII, 170
43) AYR, VII, 390. See also VII, 530.
44) AYR, VIII, 151. See note 86 to "Wilkie Collins

on Victorian Professions".
45) AYR, VII, 529
46) E.g. AYR, VII, 554-5.
47) AYR, VIII, 244. - Though Loscombe cannot know

it, this is also a result of Mrs. Lecount's spite
against Magdalen - in Noel's former will, Magdalen
received exactly the amount of money to which she
and her sister were morally entitled (AYR, VIII, 195)

48) AYR, VII, 414
49) AYR, VII, 558
50) AYR, VII, 578
51) See note 8 to "Wilkie Collins on Victorian

Professions II

52) AYR, VIII i—1LT)

53) Robinson, p. 221.
54) AYR, XIX, 75. Blake: "Nobody knows as much as you

do, Betteredge, about what went on in the house at that
time." - On p. 339 (XIX) Cuff makes a remark to Lady
Verinder about Betteredge's knowledge of the servants.

55) Robinson, p. 221.
56) AYR, XIX, 150
57) AYR, XIX, 79, 194
58) AYR, XIX, 601, 170
59) AYR, XIX, 241; XX, 169
60) AYR, XIX, 172, 125
61) AYR, XIX, 289, 77, 76
62) AYR, XIX, 337, 361, etc.
63) AYR, XIX, 559 (Robinson Crusoe has been under-

lined in accordance with modern usage) •

64) AYR, XIX, 198, 601
65) AYR, XIX, 102; XX, 98
66) AYR, XX, 123, 125
67) W.H. Marshall, Wilkie Collins, pp. 82-4. Marshall

is among those critics who like to couch their ideas in
elaborate and ambiguous expressions, and some of his
points are mistaken. - Robinson, Wilkie Collins, p.
221.

68) AYR, XIX, 99, 362
69) See, for instance, pp. 316 and 361 (XIX).
70) AYR, XIX, 244, 339, 246
71) AYR, XIX, 126, 97
72) AYR, XIX, 149
73) And here I disagree with Robinson, who thinks

that Betteredge records the drama "with a solid, earthy
humour" (Wilkie Collins, p. 221). I am not disputing
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that humorous touches can be discerned in Betteredge's
narrative but they belong to Collins rather than to
Betteredge himself.

74) AYR, XIX, 77
75) E.g. AYR, XIX, 124-5, 266, 581
76) On his own admission: AYR, XIX, 243.
77) Marshall, Wilkie Collins, p. 83. - AYR, XIX,

126.
78) Marshall, p. 83. - Note, for instance, how

Betteredge compliments the elocution of the local
rector at Rachel's birthday-dinner, AYR, XIX, 169.

79) AYR, XIX, 172, 173
80) AYR, XIX, 79
81) AYR, XIX, 122
82) AYR, XX, 121; XIX,

on Rachel, XIX, 147.
83) AYR, XIX, 76
84) Marshall, p. 82. -
85) In this connection

Betteredge has never been
is the son of a farmer.

86) AYR, XIX, 318, 194
87) AYR, XX, 150
88) AYR, XX, 199
89) Marshall, p. 83.
90) Forster, The Life of Charles Dickens (note on

p. 183, vol. II); this remark about Defoe is originally
Dickens's. - Betteredge's motives for marrying Selina
Goby: it will be cheaper to marry her than to keep
her, AYR, XIX, 77.

91) AYR, XX, 126
92) As Robinson remarks: Wilkie Collins, pp.

100-1 (the passage is quoted on p. 66).
93) AYR, VIII, 269
94) AYR, XIX, 602-5; XX, 1-4
95) See a lodging-house keeper's verdict on

Magdalen's behaviour: AYR, VIII, 387.
96) AYR, VIII, 268
97) AYR, XIX, 76. AYR, II, 237. One of the maids

in Collins's essay "My London Lodgings" (in My
Miscellanies, vol. I) is the daughter of a Welsh
farmer and is very homesick for fresh air and
country habits.

98) AYR, XIX, 77. AYR, VIII, 268. A butler in
Vanity Fair by Thackeray is the younger son of a
gardener (vol. II, p. 12).

99) AYR, XIX, 339, 98, 602
100) The quotation is from the essay "Homes and

Habits" by Mrs. C.S. Peel (p. 143 in Early Victorian
England edited by G.M. Young). The stories in the
four novels take place within a period of 21 years
from 1830.

101) E. Gaskell, North and South, vol. I, p. 105.
102) C, XI, 6, 137
103) C, XI, 519
104) AYR, VIII, 266, 270

294. See also Betteredge

AYR, XIX, 77.
one must remember that
middle-class himself but



105) HW, XV, 208
106) My Miscellanies, vol. I, p. 129.
107) Chesterton writes about Peggotty, the nurse

from Dickens's David Copperfield, and regards her as
a representative of the lower classes (Charles Dickens
p. 196) but Gissing, writing in the 1880s, stresses
the animosity between servants and the working
class; "The work-girl regards a domestic slave as
very distinctly her inferior" (p. 213, The Nether
World).

108) AYR, XIX, 198, 606
109) When the two Vanstone sisters leave Combe-

Raven their footman asks "to be allowed to go on
serving us, while his little savings lasted", writes
Norah (AYR, VII, 241). - Another example is Fanny
who is "devotedly attached" to Laura Fairlie (AYR,
II, 529) .

110) AYR, II, 529; III, 78
111) C, XI, 21
112) C, XI, 6. Cf. also Cuff's suspicion of

Rosanna in M.
113) C, XI, 399. - Little Dorrit, p. 300.
114) AYR, III, 435; AYR, VII, 27; C, XIII, 466
115) E.g. AYR, II, 289; AYR, VII, 6, 145; AYR, XIX,

317.
116) Little Dorrit, pp. 20, 238.
117) AYR, XX, 2
118) Man and Wife, vol. II, p. 113.
119) David Copperfield, p. 14. - Scenes of Clerical

Life, vol. I, p. 76.
120) See the discussion on Mrs. Michelson and

Betteredge above. Cf. also the very English butler
in Man and Wife who admires Geoffrey Delamayn (vol.
II, pp. 29-31).

121) AYR, VIII, 268
122) For instance, AYR, VII, 556, 602. C, XII, 199

(Allan wants to talk about Miss Gwilt and goes to
another room to avoid servants), XII, 578 (makes safe
there are no servants).

123) AYR, VIII, 223
124) E.g. AYR, VIII, 122; C, XI, 265; XII, 63-4, 76

AYR, XIX, 98
125) C, XII, 585, 733; XIII, 107. - In Man and Wife

Bishop zriggs (a Scotch butler) remarks that you cannot
keep secrets from domestic servants (vol. II, p. 329).

126) AYR, II, 239
127) AYR, VIII, 437. - See English Landed Society

in the Nineteenth Century by F.M.L. Thompson, p. 194.
128) See, for instance, Dixon in Mrs. Gaskell's

North and South, vol. II, pp. 236, 307.
129) AYR, VIII, 223, 291; AYR, XIX, 245
130) AYR, II, 117, 120. - C, XI, 272.
131) AYR, II, 117. - Thackeray disagreed; he wrote

in Vanity Fair that Enalish servants were better-
tempered than continental domestics (vol. I, p. 372).

132) Bleak conditions: see, for instance, "Homes
and Habits" in Early Victorian England (see note 100
to this chapter). - The character is Lucilla Finch
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in Poor Miss Finch, vol. Ill, p. 187.
133) Cf. the butler in Thackeray's Vanity Fair

who started as a foot-boy (vol. II, p. 12).
134) AYR, III, 98, 51
135) AYR, VIII, 269, 289-90; VII, 1
136) AYR, III, 123. - "Homes and Habits", p. 114

(see note 100 to this chapter).
137) AYR, XIX, 195. - C, XII, 576.
138) Felix Holt, vol. I, pp. 180-1. Cf. also

Scenes of Clerical Life, vol. I, pp. 183ff. In
Felix Holt, George Eliot also stresses the sheer
size of this particular manor, which is as large
as a moderate-sized village (c"h.7, "pi the
words are practically echoed by Mrs. Peel in "Homes
and Habits" (p. 80, see note 100 to this chapter)
and F.M.L. Thompson tells us that the very size of
a domestic establishment was indeed a status

symbol (English Landed Society..., pp. 187-8).
139) AYR, VIII, 391; AYR, II, 122
140) AYR, III, 1. - C, XII, 63. "
141) AYR, XIX, 438. - C, XIII, 690.
142) AYR, VII, 221; VIII, 291, 317
143) AYR, VII, 241. - AYR, III, 53. These are the

words of Mrs. Michel son. Fosco behaves like an ideal
master: he has, says his cook, "a monstrous civil
tongue of his own; and a jolly, easy, coaxing way
with him" and he addresses a groom "with the most
engaging familiarity of manner" (AYR, III, 125;
II, 410). Glyde is in this respect Fosco's contrast;
see below. - See also F.M.L. Thompson, who comments
on the duties of masters towards servants (English
Landed Society..., pp. 187-95).

144) AYR, III, 148-9; AYR, VII, 244
145) AYR, II, 289, 122, 290
146) AYR, II, 336, 383
147) AYR, VII, 2; VIII, 314, 339
148) C, XI, 389
149) AYR, III, 145
150) E.g. AYR, VII, 606; VIII, 340; XIX, 558
151) C, XI, 270
152) AYR, XIX, 145; AYR, VIII, 314. Mercy in The New

Magdalen also experiences the luxury of servants,
"'What a comfort it is' she said, 'to belong to the
upper classes!'" (vol. I, p. 255).

153) Davis, The Life of Wilkie Collins. Here (p.
232) Davis refers to the Lehmann-MS. The other passage
on servants (p. 220) is not supported by foot-notes.

154) Robinson, pp. 100-1.
155) Heart and Science, vol. II, pp. 117, 227.
156) "I Say No", vol. II, p. 156.
157) Blind Love, vol. II, p. 43. The passage,

occurring fairly early in the novel, is probably
written by Collins rather than by Walter Besant
(see Robinson, p. 321).

Unfortunately, this single reference has had
to be made to the Penguin English Library Edition
(1972).
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III. ProPriety and Respectability in Wilkie Collins.
1) AYR, III, 241-2, 389
2) AYR, III, 243
3) AYR, III, 244, 361
4) AYR, III, 246
5) AYR, II, 265
6) AYR, III, 290, 339, 389, 341
7) See, for instance, Kathleen Tillotson's Novels

of the Eighteen-Forties, "Dombey and Son", § 2.
8) AYR, II, 262
9) AYR, III, 241ff.
10) AYR, II, 145, 361; III, 362
11) AYR, III, 389, 363
12) AYR, III, 361, 363, 269, 262
13) AYR, III, 267, 269
14) AYR, III, 340, 242
15) Preface to NN, published by Sampson Lovz, Son &

Co. in London, 1862, vol. I, pp. vii-viii.
16) Robinson, p. 171.
17) See below in the same and following paragraphs.
18) AYR, VIII, 98; VII, 317-8, 243
19) See, for instance, AYR, VII, 460, where

Magdalen assures Miss Garth that she will never make
"the general Sense of Propriety" her enemy again.
And see VII, 604.

20) AYR, VIII, 433, 435
21) AYR, VII, 5. Wragge too, notices and makes use

of Magdalen's abilities as an imitator; for instance,
AYR, VII, 340.

22) AYR, VII, 30, 50
23) AYR, VII, 458, 50. - Cf. pp. 91-2.
24) AYR, VII, 270-1, 314
25) AYR, VIII, 243, 317
26) AYR, VIII, 243
27) AYR, VII, 197
28) AYR, VII, 3, 73, 7 ("plainest terms"), 4 ("enticing

gaiety"), 99
29> AYR, VII, 481
30) AYR, VII, 3 ("seductive, serpentine suppleness"),

51 (cat). - Miss Gwilt is also associated with animals,
see p. 77 below.

31) Robinson, p. 171; Ashley, p. 81. - AYR, VII,
196, 268, 341, 363, 485; VIII, 246.

32) Ashley, p. 81. - AYR, VII, 534, 606; VIII, 1,
26, 76, 97.

33) Preface to NN, p. vii (see note 15 to this
chapter).

34) Marshall, p. 68.
35) Marshall, p. 69. - AYR, VII, 533; VIII, 242;

VII, 509.
36) AYR, VII, 555: "The one guileless purpose of

the life which Magdalen now led, was the resolution
that poor Mrs. Wragge should not be made a prisoner
on her account - and to that resolution she mechan¬

ically clung, as the last token left her by which she
knew her better self." - On p. 508 (VII) Magdalen
defends Mrs. Wragge against her husband.
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37) AYR, VII, 483. - Kirke and the qualities he
stands for will be discussed below.

38) It is wrong of Ashley to'say that Wragge
is, next to Fosco, Collins's most original
character (p. 81).

39) The Times Literary Supplement,' 6th September,
1974 .

40) AYR, VIII, 412; VII, 508, 265
41) AYR, VII, 315, 317, 267, 289
42) AYR, VIII, 412
43) AYR, VII, 173 (Pendril on his family); VIII,

3; clothes and appearance, see, for instance, VIII,
28, 75, etc.

44) AYR, VII, 486; VIII, 410. Collins's attitudes
on doctors, see p. 36. Needless to say, I disagree
with Marshall when he writes that Wragge "has no
concern for any kind of legitimacy" (p. 68, my
emphasis).

45) AYR, VII, 487, 556
46) AYR, VIII, 78, 123
47) Collins was apparently not very orderly in his

private life buthccertainly in his books (see My
Miscellanies, vol. I, p. 96 where he confesses to
being untidy). - Wragge1s references: AYR, VII,
337,339. - Tables, cf. AYR, VII, 318, 340 (Wragge)
and Robinson, pp. 45-6 (Wilkie Collins).

48) AYR, VII, 8, 461, 530; VIII, 410
49) Wragge1s appearance, see, for instance, AYR,

VII, 7, and note Mr. Merrick's remark, "that queer
fellow" on p. 414 (VIII).

50) AYR, VII, 269. - Activities, see, for instance,
AYR, VII, 292-3.

51) Ashley, p. 81. - AYR, III, 462.
52) Robinson, p. 171.
53) Note, for instance, Ashley's observation,

"she is his most ambitious attempt at character
analysis" (p. 86). - Robinson, p. 192.

54) C, XIII, 713-4
55) C, XIII, 716
56) C, XII, 466
57) C, XII, 188, 184, cf. also XIII, 440 ("a

tigerish tinaling").
58) C, XIII, 92, 319, 188
59) C, XII, 738. - Ashley, p. 86.
60) I quote Ashley acrain: p. 86.
61) C, XII, 741; XIII, 575, 440; XII, 741; XIII,

343-4. - See George Eliot's "Janet's Repentance"
(Scenes of Clerical Life).

62) Preface to the first edition of A (see p.
193 in my bibliocrraphy) .

63) C, XII, 483
64) Critical Heritage, p. 147. - See also the

extract from the London Quarterly Review where the
same point is made (pp.156-7, also from Critical
Heritage). - C, XII, 215.

65) C, XII, 208. See also XII, 69-70.
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66) C, XII, 346
67) C, XII, 355
68) C, XII, 740, 746-7
69) C, XI, 267; XIII, 90; XII, 745. Here, Collins

uses the same device as in NN of introducing a child
to bring out the gentler feelings in the more or less
wicked female protagonist (AYR, VIII, 99).

70) C, XII, 467
71) C, XII, 728. - Wilkie Collins often claimed

that red hair was not in favour among the lower
classes - cf. the last paragraph of "Wilkie Collins
on Victorian Servants" (p. 67).

72) C, XIII, 322; X, 658
73) C, XII, 725-6, 733; XIII, 450
74) C, XIII, 467
75) Cf. Collins's dedication to Poor Miss Finch

(vol. I, pp. iv-v) where he writes about the "mistaken
tendency to look for logical consistency in human
motives".

76) AYR, III, 26, 51; see also III, 462.
7?) AYR, III, 53; see also III, 98.
78) AYR, VII, 557; C, XII, 335
79) See, for instance, Robinson's comment on

Collins's sympathy for Charles Reade's outspokenness
in Griffith Gaunt (pp. 200-1); Collins on expletives:
pp. 232-3; and Collins anticipating the social habits
of a generation still to come (referring to The Evil
Genius), p. 310 (all Robinson).

80) The New Magdalen, vol. I, pp. 22, 54; vol. II,
pp. 281, 295. - Dedication to Jezebel's Daughter,
pp. v-vi. - Household Words, vol. XVIII, pp. 361-3. -
See also The Legacy of Cain, vol. II, p. 133).

81) Our Mutual Friend, ch. 11 (Book the First).
82) Oliver Twist, for instance, pp. 208-9.
83) E. Gaskell, North and South, for instance,

vol. I, pp. 106-7; vol. II, p. 50. - Alton Locke,
vol. I, p. 34.

84) Robinson, p. 82. - Lewis Melville, Victorian
Novelists (1906), p. 133.

85) Hide and Seek, vol. Ill, p. 265.
86) AYR, VII, 26, 98
87) C, XI, 265 (her age); XII, 215; XI, 529, 644
88) AYR, XIX, 558; XX, 145
89) Gavin Lambert, The Dangerous Edge, p. 8. -

Marshall, p. 113. - See also Collins's first novel
Antonina (vol. I, pp. 91-2) where Collins refuses
to proceed along the usual conventional path. Hide
and Seek is, in my opinion, evidence of Collins's
succumbing to convention; many passages seem to be
nothing but Victorian convention. - In My Miscellanies
a protest against conventional laws in literary
criticism appears (vol. II, p. 213).

9°) AYR, XIX, 102
91) C, XI, 535-6
92) AYR, VII, 50, 30
93) AYR", VIII, 268
94) AYR, III, 126. - On Wragge, see p. 75 above.
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95) AYR, XIX, 387
96) AYR, XIX, 267
97) AYR, II, 191
98) AYR, III, 53, 51
99) C, XII, 597
100) AYR, VII, 173, 174
101) AYR, VII, 364. - AYR, II, 93. - AYR, VIII,

146. - AYR, XIX, 55?. - See also Dickens's Our Mutual
Friend, ch. 17.

102) C, XII, 342-4 (the house in which Oldershaw
lives). On Pimlico, see Donald J. Olsen, The Growth
of Victorian London, pp. 173-5.

103) C, XIII, 467, 718
104) AYR, XIX, 295; XX, 73, 77-8
105) AYR, VII, 173. - On Magdalen, see pp. 70-4.
106) AYR, XIX, 338, 292
107) AYR, XIX, 197 (my emphasis)
108) AYR, XIX, 293, 267
109) AYR, VII, 433, 555
110) AYR, II, 99, 121, 168, 98
111) Rambles Beyond Railways, p. 8.
112) Orlando by Virginia Woolf, p. 207. - See p.

42 above.
113) Portrait of an Age, chs. I and II. - For a

discussion of the literary implication, see Kathleen
Tillotson, Novels of the Eighteen-Forties, pp. 54-73.

114) Heart and Science, vol. II, p. 75.
115) Heart and Science, vol. II, p. 139. - AYR,

VII, 2, 145.
116) C, XII, 197. Cf. also XII, 209.
117) AYR, II, 338
118) AYR, VII, 222; VIII, 433
119) C, XII, 215. - The Eustace Diamonds, vol. I,

p. 253.
120) AYR, VII, 457, 387; cf. Miss Wade in Little

Dorrit, pp. 502-3.
121) AYR, VIII, 146
122) Ashley, pp. 135-6.
123) "Every action of the body, every impulse of the

mind, was the immediate result, in the system of
worship among the Goths, of the direct, though in¬
visible interference of the divinities they adored.
When, therefore, they observed that women were more
submitted in body to the mysterious laws of nature
and temperament, and more swayed in mind by the
native and universal instincts of humanity than them¬
selves, they inferred as an inevitable conclusion,
that the female sex was more incessantly regarded, and
more constantly and remarkably influenced by the gods
of their worship, than the male. Acting under this
persuasion, they committed the study of medicine,
the interpretation of dreams, and, in many instances,
the mysteries of communication with the invisible
world, to the care of their women. The gentler sex
became their counsellors in difficulty, and their
physicians in sickness, - their companions rather
than their mistresses, - the objects of their veneration
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rather than the purveyors of their pleasures.
Although in after years, the national migrations
of the Goths changed the national temperament,
although their ancient mythology was exchanged
for the worship of Christ, this prevailing sentiment
of their earliest existence as a people never
entirely deserted them; but, with different
modifications and in different forms, maintained
much of its old supremacy through all changes of
manners and varieties of customs, descending
finally to their posterity among the present
nations of Europe, in the shape of that established
code of universal courtesy to women, which is admitted
to be one great distinguishing mark between the social
systems of the inhabitants of civilised and un¬
civilised lands." (Antonina, vol. II, pp. 15-7.)

124) AYR, III, 196
125) AYR, III, 4; II, 430, 431-2, 550, 408
126) C, XI,267; XII, 733, 595
127) "I Say No", vol. II, p. 74. - Female novel-

writers, see, for instance, The Black Robe, vol. Ill,
p. 32; The Evil Genius, vol. Ill, p. 232.

128) AYR, VII, 77
129) AYR, VII, 458 ^
130) George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, vol. I, p. 100. -

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, p. 119.
131) That is Ashley's conclusion in his article

"Wilkie Collins and the American Theater" (Nineteenth
Century Fiction, vol. 8, 1954, pp. 241-55).

132) M.L. Parrish, Wilkie Collins and Charles
Reade, p. 5; Davis, p. 79. - Coleman, letter 76. -
Cf. my remarks on Kirke and the dramatic version
of NN below on p. 114.

XV. Domesticity and Danger.

1) AYR, VII, 171-3
2) AYR, VII, 219
3) AYR, VII, 171, 5
4) AYR, VII, 3, 30, 77-8
5) AYR, VII, 123-4
6) AYR, VII, 173. - No Name, Published by the author,

London, 1870, p. 14.
7) See Michael Vanstone's remarks: AYR, VII, 219.
8) AYR, VII, 50, 4
9) C, XII, 197; X, 650
10) C, XI, 23-4, 395-6
11) C, e.g., XI, 136-7; X, 650.
12) Marshall, p. 73.
13) E.g. C, XI, 527 ("earnestness and simplicity").
14) C, XI, 528
15) C, XI, 407; XII, 582
16) C, XII, 463, 351-2
17) C, X,' 643 . - See pp.112. 113, 117-9.
18) C, XIII, 444 ; XII, "462
19) Allan's head swims when he hears from Pedgift

Jr. about how he should have enquired after Mrs.

3r) This single reference is to the first edition, Black¬
wood, 1876.
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Mandeville (C, XII, 340). Commenting on Fosco,
Collins says, "I thought the crime too ingenious
for an English villain, so I pitched upon a foreigner".
(The World, 26 December 1877, printed in Harvey P.
Sucksmith's edition of WW, p. 591.) - More detailed
discussion of English vs. foreign in Collins will
follow: pp. 125ff.

20) See, for instance, Allan's description of them:
C, XI, 401-2. And see C, XI, 392, 258. - Cf. two
articles by Collins, "A Clause for the New Reform
Bill" (written jointly with Dickens) and "Pity a
Poor Prince" in vols. XVIII and XIX of HW, in
which he protests against the hypocrisy of elaborate
public receptions of royal personages.

21) C, X, 666-7; XIII, 458
22) Rambles Beyond Railways, p. 182.
23) See, for instance, "Homes and Habits" (see

note 100 to "Wilkie Collins on Victorian Servants");
something about the way a day of leisure was spent
can be learnt here.

24) Man and Wife, vol. I, p. 138.
25) AYR, XIX, 145
26) AYR, XIX, 146
27) AYR, XIX, 100
28) See above on pp. 52-3. - AYR, XIX, 78.
29) AYR, XX, 54; XIX, 194, 557
30) AYR, XIX, 122, 124
31) AYR, XIX, 436, 148; XX, 6
32) Spender Walpole, A History of England from the

Conclusion of the Great War in 1815, vol. V, p. 504. -
John Reed, Victorian Conventions, pp. 354-5.

33) AYR, XIX, 337
34) AYR, II, 95; III, 465 (see p. 29 in this

thesis); II, 4 54
35) AYR, III, 318, 417. - AYR, XIX, 531.
36) AYR, VIII, 313. - AYR, II, 357; III, 145. - More

about poverty on pp. 140-1.
37) Robinson, p. 33.
38) AYR, VIII , 98, 223, 458-9. - Robinson, p. 33.
39) AYR, VII, •29, 77 (my emphasis)
40) AYR, VII, 28-9
41) AYR, VII, 76
42) AYR, VII, 458. - Cf. also VII, 123.
43) AYR, VII, 28, 459; VIII, 435
44) AYR, VIII , 435-6
45) AYR, VII, 30, 49, 50. - It must be pointed out,

however, that Dombey, being a study in pride, is a
slightly different kind of person in private.

46) AYR, XIX, 147
47) E.g. AYR, XIX, 507, 482.
48) AYR, XIX, 147. I have chosen to follow a later

edition which interestinaly substitutes "respectable"
for the "good-tempered" of the first serial edition.

49) AYR, XIX, 531, 508
5°) Basil, vol. I, pp. 41, 141, 198-227, 149-50.
51) Ibid., vol. II, p. 58.
52) Hide and Seek, vol. II, p. 263. - AYR, II, 168.
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53) C, XI, 397
54) AYR, XIX, 385, 412, 385, 506; XX, 52
55) The Dead Secret (HW, XV, 204)*.
56) AYR, XIX, 385
57) AYR, XIX, 484. - See also XIX, 482: "The church

bells were going for a week-day service;...".
58) AYR, XIX, 508, 457, 438, 437
59) AYR, XIX, 389
60) AYR, XIX, 436
61) AYR, XIX, 556
62) AYR, XIX, 386
63) Cf. The Dickens World by Humphry House, p. 51. -

Robinson, p. 222.
64) AYR, XIX, 387, 388, 459
65) In the introduction to the Penguin-edition

of WW, Julian Symons calls Godfrey Ablewhite "such
a potentially powerful Pecksniffian fiaure" (p. 18).

66) AYR, XIX, 459-61, 531, 148
67) C, XIII, 717-8. - AYR, XIX, 242, 409.
68) AYR, XIX, 219, 457, 459
69) AYR, XIX, 412; XX, 194
70) AYR, XIX, 410
7D AYR, XIX, 151, 459-61, 506, 531; XX, 52. Cf.

the marriage of Frank Clare, see p. 101 above.
72) Ashley, p. 88.
73) AYR, II, 95-6
74) AYR, II, 96; III, 145
75) AYR, II, 99, 309 (cf. Allan Armadale); II, 168
76) AYR, II, 144, 97
77) AYR, II, 337, 166. See also II, 168, and p.

87 of this thesis.
78) AYR, III, 414, 465-6. - Robinson, p. 41.
79) AYR, III, 146, 145, 246
80) AYR, II, 190-1, 362
81) Davis, p. 217. - AYR, II, 102.
82) AYR, III, 435
83) AYR, II, 288, 334. The quotation in the text

follows "A New Edition", Chatto & Windus, 1875, p.
118. Here, Collins has stressed more clearly that
it is Hartright's intention to go abroad; in the
first serial edition he says he is going "away"
instead of specifying that he is going "to another
country".

84) "Locksley Hall", lines 98, 157, 167.
85) AYR, II, 479; III, 127
86) Dorothy L. Sayers, Wilkie Collins. A Critical

and Biographical Study, p. 107. - Davis, p. 153.
87),Hide and Seek, vol. II, p. 172; vol. Ill,

p. 155.
88) AYR, VII, 483; VIII, 391
89) AYR, VIII, 413; VII, 483; VIII, 389, 390, 391
90) AYR, VII, 506; VIII, 414
91) Note, for instance, his resolution when dis¬

covering Magdalen on her way to hospital - AYR, VIII,
389.

92) AYR, VII, 505; VIII, 411
93) AYR, VIII, 413, 414



94) AYR, VII, 506
95) AYR, VIII, 389
96) Cf. Captain Cuttle in Dombey and Son. - See

pp. 74-7.
97) The exception among the plays is The New

Magdalen (1873), which includes a great deal of
social criticism similar to the criticism in the
novel.

98) AYR, VIII, 435
99) C, XII, 582; X, 524
100) C, XI, 4. - John Reed, Victorian Conventions,

p. 380: "When the dark-featured Allan Armadale recount
his early life... he describes the time when a gypsy
vagrant took him into his dubious care and kept with
him on his rough, wandering life. Later, thinking back
on that life, Armadale, who has assumed the gypsy's
outlandish name of Ozias Midwinter, feels 'The life
with all its hardships was a life that fitted me...'.
(Books 1, ch. 2) Armadale-Midwinter is himself
a benign version of the half-breed gypsy. He too
has mixed blood and is an outcast and a wanderer. His
past is cloaked in mystery and he is gifted - or
plagued - with a certain occult sense. For Collins, it
was enough to use the gypsy suggestion to give a
certain depth to his character, but the suggestion
was in the direction of the profound". P. 394, the
Symons quotation comes from Journal of the Gypsy
Lore Society, 1908.

101) C, XI, 397; X, 670; XI, 6-7
102) C, XI, 3-10; X, 653-4
103) C, XII, 203
104) C, X, 655. - See, for instance, C, XI, 388.
105) C, XI, 28; X, 652
106) C, XIII, 703; XI, 145
107) C, X, 647, 651; XI, 19. - Superstition and

dreams, see, for instance, C, XI, 139-40; XII, 599-600
108) C, XI, 522-8, 523
109) C, XI, 24, 388.
110) It is Davis who remarks that Collins had no

struggle with the world as Dickens, Thackeray,
Trollope, and Lytton (p. 71).

111) Dombey and Son, pp. 11, 225. - Mr. Peggotty
says to David, "You'll find us rough, sir, but you'll
find us ready". (See chapter III of David Copper-
field.) - On the sea in Dombey and Son, cf. Steven
Marcus's remarks: "As still another means of creating
and sustaining the singleness of purpose in this
enormous novel, Dickens organized a major part of it
around two massive images, which he opposes and
relates to each other. These are the sea and the rail¬
road, which function as actual presences in the novel,,
as part of the naturalistic goings-on, and also appear
symbolically, in a multitude of permutations. They
embody certain values and ideas central to the novel's
larger interests, and they pervade the prose imagery
in much of its minutest detail. Even their rhythms,
which are different and cut across each other, seem
to enter into some compact of dissonance which
reverberates throughout the novel". (Dickens: From
Pickwick to Dombey, p. 297; from ch. eight, "The
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Changing World".)
112) Dombey and Son, pp. 37, 44
113) Hard Cash, vol. II, pp. 41-2; vol. Ill, r>. 250.
114) AYR, VIII, 145, 363, 289-90, 292
115) There is, however, an exception - Captain

Manuel, the villainous lover of Miss Gwilt, was in the
Spanish navy but it does not seem to have done him any
good - this exception tends to confirm the general
rule (on Manuel, see C, XIII, 326).

116) C, XIII, 458, 587-90. - AYR, VIII, 413; VII,
506.

117) Hard Cash, vol. I, p. 293;see also vol. I,
pp. 197ff. - Dombey and Son, pp. 446-7, 661. -
Cuttle's speech, p. 657: "'Aye,1 said the Captain,
reverentially; 'it's a almighty element. There's
wonders in the deep, my pretty. Think on it when
the winds is roaring and the waves is rowling. Think
on it when the stormy nights is so pitch dark', said
the Captain, solemnly holding up his hook, 'as you
can't see your hand afore you, excepting when the
wiwid lighning reweals the same; and when you drive,
drive, drive through the storm and dark, as if you
was a-driving, head on, to the world without end,
evermore, amen, and when found making a note of.
Them's the times, my beauty, when a man may say to
his messmate (previously a-overhauling of the
wollume), "A stiff nor-wester's blowing, Bill;
hark, don't you hear it roar now! Lord, help'em,
how I pity's all unhappy folks ashore now)"' Which
quotation, as particularly applicable to the terrors
of the ocean, the Captain delivered in a most im¬
pressive manner, concluding with a sonorous 'Stand
byj ' "

118) E. Gaskell, North and South, vol. I, pp.
161-8. Frederick's mother says, "It came howling
down the chimney in our room! I could not sleep,
I never can when there is such a terrible wind. I

got into a wakeful habit when poor Frederick -was at
sea; and now, even if I don't waken all at once, I
dream of him in some stormy sea, with great, clear,
grass-green walls of waves on either side his ship,
but far higher than her very masts, curling over her
with that cruel, terrible white foam, like some
gigantic crested serpent. It is an old dream, but
it always comes back on v/indy nights, till I am
thankful to v/aken, sitting straight and stiff up
in bed with my terror. Poor Frederick) He is on
land now, so wind can do him no harm. Though I did
think it might shake down some of those tall
chimneys" (vol. I, p. 162).

119) Dombey and Son, p. 43.
120) John Reed, Victorian Conventions, p. 482. -

David Thomson, writing about the late nineteenth
century in the chapter "The New Imperialism" in
England in the Nineteenth Century, also comments
on the attraction of the sea and on one of Kipling's
favourite themes: "the contrast between the adventurous,
hard, but heroic life of the British soldier on the
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frontier or in the lonely station and the unheroic
life of his fellow-citizen at home who also is

supposed to share in this great Empire" (p. 205).
121) AYR, II, 119, 166."- AYR, XIX, 173; on

Betteredge, see pp. 49-55 of this thesis.
122) Hide and Seek, vol. Ill, p. 309. - AYR,

XIX, 557.
123) AYR, II, 121
124) AYR, XIX, 73 (my emphasis)
125) Robinson, p. 287. - See, for instance,

Murthwaite's account of the Indians and their

organisation:AYR, XIX, 554. - On English vs.
foreign, see below: ch. V.

126) C, X, 537; XI, 269
127) AYR, XIX, 553, 169. - The Black Robe, vol.

Ill, p. 2.17 - this time Murthwaite is in Arizona.
128) Davis, p. 149.
129) HW, vol. XVII, pp. 121-5.
130) Nicholas Nickleby, p. 194. On John Browdie,

see, for instance, pp. 107-8, 158, 819, etc..
131) Basil, vol. I, p. 81. Cf. e.g. Ruth Pinch

(Nicholas Nickleby) and Florence Dombey (Dombey and
Son) .

132) AYR, II, 118 (my emphasis)
133) AYR, II, 119
134) AYR, XIX, 169
135) AYR, VIII, 51-2
136) AYR, II, 287. - Sir Percival is really

illegitimate (AYR, II, 315) like Norah and Magdalen
Vanstone in No Name but not a whisper has reached
Mr. Gilmore against him chiefly because he has
fought two elections successfully (AYR, II, 191).
Cf. also my comment on Mrs. Catherick on pp. 68-70. -
Pesca: AYR, II, 97.

137) AYR, VII, 27, 147 (just after Andrew's death,
Clare considerately offers to let Pendril, whom Andrew
invited, stay with him).

138) AYR, VII, 269
139) AYR, VIII, 148. - C, XI, 535; XIII, 318:

"There he sat - the necessary Detective attendant
on the progress of our national civilization; a man
who was in this instance at least, the legitimate
and intelligible product of the vocation that em¬
ployed him; a man professionally ready on the merest
suspicion (if the merest suspicion paid him) to get
under our beds, and to look through gimlet-holes in
our doors; a man who would have been useless to his
employers if he could have felt a touch of human
sympathy in his father's presence; and who would
have deservedly forfeited his situation, if, under
any circumstances whatever, he had been personally
accessible to a sense of pity or a sense of shame". -
AYR, XIX, 292. Discussion of Sergeant Cuff will
follow on pp. 146-150.

140) AYR, VIII, 434, 438. - Geoffrey Tillotson
misunderstands Collins when he draws from No Name
the moral that "evil is the best policy" - he
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forgets that Magdalen does not receive her "reward"
until after she has repented. ("Wilkie Collins1s
'No Name'" in Criticism and the Nineteenth Century,
p. 243.)

V. Borders.
1) AYR, II, 96
2) AYR, III, 413
3) AYR, II, 96
4) Robinson, p. 152.
5) E.g. Robinson, p. 152.
6) E.g. AYR, II, 96. - AYR, III, 416.
7) Robinson, p. 38. - Ashley, p. 41. - Davis,

p. 225. - Sayers, p. 25.
8) The World (26 December 1877), reprinted in H.

P. Sucksmith's edition of WW, pp. 591-2.
9) AYR, II, 408, 384, 385
10) AYR, III, 437; II, 550, 286; III, 126
11) AYR, II, 552; III, 3
12) AYR, III, 414. This is where Collins makes

his remark about English audiences; see, for in¬
stance, p. 109.

13) AYR, II, 429; III, 7; II, 406
14) AYR, III, 439; II, 384
15) AYR, III, 53, 74, 76, 77
16) AYR, III, 221, 169-70, 458
17) Ashley, p. 81.
18) AYR, III, 73; II, 410, 385
19) AYR, III, 49; II, 550. - Olympic Theatre,

Opinions of the Press..., p. 2. The reviewer wrote in
The Times on 22th Oct-, 1871.

20) AYR, III, 26, 4 62, 4.37. - Marshall, pp. 62,
90. - To a large extent, Fosco's views on morals
were shared by Collins, and the words quoted from
Fosco are echoed in the Preface to A (see note
62 to 'Propriety and Respectability in Wilkie
Collins"):"Estimated by the Clap-trap morality
of the present day, this may be a very daring book."
Cf. also the play WW (1871), p. 85.

21) WW (play, 1871), p. 86. Very similar thoughts
are expressed at the end of Fosco's narrative in
the novel (AYR, III, 462) but it appears to me
that in the novel the remarks seem out of context
whereas in the play they fit in much better; cf.
also pp. 63-4 of the play. - As Ashley points out
(p. 81), Fosco is more sinister than Captain
Wragge.

22) AYR, III, 436, 461, 438; II, 385; III, 412;
II, 386 (Marian's suspicions), there is also
Fosco's sudden change in travelling-plans to lead
the reader on the right track (AYR, II, 359).

23) AYR, II, 383
24) AYR, II, 385, 527; III, 4, 196. - One cannot

help thinking that Collins echoes Tennyson in this
letter; the suspicion is aroused by the sentence:
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"The Storms of life pass harmless over the valley
of Seclusion - dwell, dear lady, in the valley"
which calls to mind a song in The Princess ("Come
down, 0 maid, from yonder mountain height"), a
poem dealing with the. liberation of women written
by Tennyson in 1847.

25) AYR, III, 462
26) AYR, III, 4; II, 359
27) Robinson, p. 151. - AYR, II, 384.
28) See, for instance, contemporary critics on

Fosco in Critical Heritage, pp. 85 (not "altogether
as original a conception as Mr. Wilkie Collins
appears to imagine", Saturday Review) and 101
("We cannot ... say that he is the original creation
of Mr. Collins.... we are well acquainted with the
Count under a different name. Who does not remember
Mr. Harold Skimpole?" The Times). Cf. Ashley's
remark that Fosco "is not new in Collins" (p. 62).
Captain Wragge was also given some of his author's
characteristics, see p. 76.

29) H.P. Sucksmith's edition of WW, p. 592. -
AYR, II, 408.

30) Critical Heritage, p. 85. - Ashley, pp. 62-3. -
Critical Heritage, p. 114.

31) Robinson, p. 151. - AYR, II, 121; more of
Fairlie's criticism: III, 27; II, 286.

32) AYR, II, 144 (my emphasis), 552. On Hartright,
see pp. 108-11 of this thesis.

33) AYR, II, 408-9
34) AYR, VII, 390. - C, XI, 18. - AYR, XX, 148.
35) Man and Wife, vol. Ill, p. 84. - Ashley, p.

41. - Coleman, letter 53. - The essay "Laid up in
Lodgings" in My Miscellanies contains a comparison
between France and England to the detriment of the
latter (vol. I, pp. 11.4-7).

36) Vanity Fair, vol. II, p. 286. - Alton Locke,
vol. II, p. 272: exclusiveness, shyness, and proud
reserve are the bane of the English character. Un¬
fortunately, the other passage is too long to quote
in the text but here it is:-
"It was a noble sport - a sight such as could only
be seen in England - some hundred of young men, who
might, if they had chosen, been lounging effeminately
about the streets, subjecting themselves voluntarily
to that intense exertion, for the mere pleasure of
toil. The true English stuff came out there; I felt
that, in spite of all my prejudices - the stuff which
has held Gibraltar and conquered at Waterloo - which
has created a Birmingham and a Manchester, and
colonised every quarter of the globe - that grim,
earnest, stubborn energy, which, since the days of
the old Romans, the English possess alone of all the
nations of the earth. I was as proud of the gallant
young fellows, as if they had been my brothers - of
their courage and endurance (for one could see that
it was no child's-play, from the pale faces, and
panting lips), their strength and activity, so
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fierce and yet so cultivated, smooth, harmonious,
as oar kept time with oar, and every back rose and
fell in concert - and felt my soul stirred up to a
sort of sweet madness, not merely by the shouts and
cheers of the mob around me, but by the loud, fierce
pulse of the rowlocks, the swift whispering rush of
the long, snake-like eight oars, the swirl and gurgle
of the water in their wake, the grim, breathless
silence of the straining rowers. My blood boiled over,
and fierce tears swelled into my eyes; for I, too,
was a man, and an Englishman; and when I caught
sight of my cousin, pulling stroke to the second
boat in the long line, with set teeth and flashing
eyes, the great muscles on his bare arms springing
up into knots at every rapid stroke, I ran and shouted
among the maddest and the foremost." (Vol, I, pp.
192-3.)

37) Daniel Deronda, vol. I, p.149.
38) Little Dorrit, pp. 479, 137-8. - See Kathleen

Tillotson, Novels of the Eighteen-Forties, pp. 8-9.
39) C, X, 643, 652. - On Collins and religion,

see pp. 38-42.
40) AYR, VII, 529; VIII, 4. - Cf. also VII, 530 where

Wragge talks about the greatness of England.
41) Punch, vol. XL, p. 225.
42) Punch, vol. XLI, p. 143. - Cf. also Mr.

Meagles in Little Dorrit, who thinks that English
is the mother tongue of the whole world but that the
people are too stupid to know it (p. 610).

43) Robinson, pp. 24-9, 81.
44) AYR, II, 97. - After Dark, vol. II, pp. 26-7

(in the short-story "The Lady of Glenwith Grange").
45) AYR, II, 122; III, 387; II, 145, 337, 335,

357; IIT, 219; II, 358; III, 465
46) AYR, VII, 579; VIII, 146; VII, 557, 340
47) C, X, 513-4, 523-4; XIII, 324, 334, 715; XII, 342.-

AYR, XX, 124. - C, XIII, 688.
48) See pp. 97-8.
49) The quotations by Collins are taken from

Robinson, pp. 269-70, 274 and the remark by Robinson
appears on p. 273. - Ashley, p. 103. - Clyde K.
Hyder, "Wilkie Collins in America" in University of
Kansas Humanistic Studies, 1940, pp. 50-8.

50) AYR, VII, 5, 194. - AYR, X, 530, 531, 642; XI,
28-9. - AYR, VIII, 267, 289.

51) On Hartright, see pp. 108-11. - China in NN:
AYR, VII, 98, 101, 223, 458, 510, etc..

52) AYR, XIX, 79 (Betteredge finds'the Indians),
145, 554-5; XX, 201

53) John Reed, "English Imperialism and the
Unacknowledged Crime of The Moonstone" in vol. 2 of
Clio (1973), p. 286. - AYR, XIX, 535. - HW, vol.
XVII, p. 244. The article is called "A Sermon for
Sepoys"; according to Nuel P. Davis (p. 207),Collins
wrote the article merely to please Dickens, but
whatever the motive might have been, an explicit
and unambiguous comment from the author should be
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trusted before an implicit and rather doubtful
interpretation. Cf. also AYR, XIX, 173 where
Murthwaite tells Franklin Blake and Betteredge
that in India the sacrifice of life is nothing -
"I CBetteredgej expressed my opinion, upon this,
that they were a set of murdering thieves. Mr.
Murthwaite expressed his opinion that they were
a wonderful people. Mr. Franklin, expressing no
opinion at all, brought us back to the matter in
hand."

54) Benjamin Disraeli, Sybil, Or the Two
Nations (1845), pp. 249-50. - Alton Locke, vol.
I, pp. 25, 34.

55) G.M. Young, Portrait of an Age, pp. 22-4. -
Kathleen Tillotson, Novels of the Eighteen-Forties,
pp. 78-82. Cf. David Thomson, England in the Nine¬
teenth Century, p. 39.

56) E. Gaskell, North and South, vol. I, p. 85;
vol. II, p. 213; vol. I, p. 246.

57) AYR, II, 357
58) See pp. 102-5. See also my comments on

Mrs. Michelson and her ideas about rank, p. 44.
59) AYR, XIX, 267. - See p. 85 of this thesis.
60) AYR, III, 267, 241, 290
61) AYR:, VII, 3; VIII, 77; VII, 462 , 481 (the

resort is Aldeburgh, which Collins spells Aid-
borough) ; VIII, 169. - Marshall, p. 67.

62) C, XI, 532, 643-4, 3-7, 26. - It must be
remembered that Collins's father was a well-known
painter and that this undoubtedly affected Collins's
style of writing; cf. Robinson, p. 47.

63) E.g. AYR, XIX, 99.
64) AYR, II, 121; III, 290-1. - AYR, VII, 5.
65) AYR, VIII, 366. - AYR, III, 76, 73. - C, XII,

589. - AYR, XIX, 196, 217. - To a large extent,
these remarks also apply to Britain today.

66) AYR, VII, 557. - AYR, XIX, 365.
67) AYR, III, 171
68) C, XI, 520. - AYR, VIII, 389. - AYR, II,

100-1. - The minor character is a house-servant in
NN: AYR, VIII, 122. - AYR, II, 357.

69) Kingsley, Alton Locke, vol. I, 117, 168. -
E. Gaskell, North and South, vol. II, pp. 260, 262.

70) C, XI, 7
71) Charles Dickens, Great Expectations, p. 120.
72) AYR, XIX, 220
73) AYR, XIX, 241, 245, 267
74).AYR, XIX, 338, 214, 343
75) AYR, XIX, 269, 219, 221; XX, 3
76) AYR, XIX, 318, 338, 315
77) Robinson, p. 220.
78) AYR, XX, 171
79) AYR, XIX, 223, 290, 361
80) AYR, XX, 50, 172
81) Ashley, p. 91.
82) The Times, 3rd October, 1868. Quoted by Norman

Page in Critical Heritage, p. 176. - AYR, XX, 172.
Cf. H.J.W. Milley, who discusses Cuff's situation among



fictional detectives ("The Eustace Diamonds and The
Moonstone" in Studies in Philology, vol. 36, pp.
657ff.).

83) J.I.M. Stewart notes Collins1 s "ability to
delineate character vigorougly" in connection with
Cuff (introduction to the Penguin-edition of M,
p. 8) .

84) AYR, VII, 386
85) AYR, II, 194
86) AYR, II, 193; III, 241ff.. - AYR, XIX, 267,

317. - See also ens. V and VI of Hide and Seek;
here Collins has the lower class woman Mrs.
Peckover speak standard English with merely a few
grammatical errors but not using dialect - vol. I,
pp. 173ff..

87) AYR, II, 168; III, 317. - AYR, XIX, 362.
88) AYR, VIII, 220-1. - Man and Wife, vol. I,

pp. 177, 200-2, etc.. Collins's mother, see the
quotation from Sayers on p. 127 of this thesis.

89) Dougald B. MacEachen, pp. 29-30. Dougald
MacEachen also notes that the industrial and
agricultural labourer plays a small part in the
novels of Wilkie Collins (p. 29). - The social
novels hinted at in the parenthesis are, of
course, those treated by L. Cazamian in Le roman
social en Angleterre.

SO) Ashley, p. 89. - John Reed, "English
Imperialism and the Unacknowledged Crime of The
Moonstone" in Clio, vol. 2, pp. 281-90; the
quotation is from p. 281.

91) AYR, VII, 364
92) AYR, XI, 25. - The Fallen Leaves, vol. II,

pp. 155-9. Heart and Science, vol. II, p. 55.
Collins does not actually depict the conditions
of the poor in Montreal but does indicate the
sort of situation endured by people.

93) AYR, III, 145. - AYR, XIX, 606.
94) AYR, VIII, 267, 388
95) Alethea Hayter, Opium and the Romantic

Imagination, p. 268. - See also Reed's article
(see note 90 to this chapter).

96) AYR, XIX, 602ff.; XX, Iff.. The quotation
is from XIX, 602.

97) On Ezra Jennings's story, see pp. 74ff.
(AYR, XX). Addiction to opium: AYR, XX, 78. -

Davis, p. 206. - Gavin Lambert, The Dangerous
Edge, p. 23.

Conclusion.

1) Robinson, p. 47.
2) P. 121 of this thesis.
3) Penguin edition of WW, p. 20.
4) See, for instance, Middlemarch, pp. 68-9.

Cf. also The Mill on the Floss, pp. 106-9.
5) Cf. Dougald MacEachen, pp. 152, 162-3. - See

Robinson, p. 214. - Note Collins's remarks in his



Preface to the first edition of M; and AYR,
XX, 100-1.

6) P. 42 of this thesis.
7) Ashley was quoted on p. 90. - Collins's

private life, see Robinson, pp. 128-36; Ashley,
pp. 70-7. - Robinson, 1974-edition, p. 11.

8) See my bibliography.
9) Unfortunately, I have not been able to get

a copy of an article by Wolfe with the interesting
title, "Point of View and Characterization in
Wilkie Collins's The Moonstone." It was published
in University of Houston Forum in 1965.

10) P. 29 (inheritance. Disguise see John Reed,
Victorian Conventions, en. 13 (pp. 289-361).

11) Cf. Dougald MacEachen, who writes that
"Collins... found medical science... and chemistry
most useful for his purposes." (P. 153; I have
changed "must" to "most" since the former is
obviously a misprint.) - Correspondence in
Collins, see for instance "Between the Scenes" in
NN. - On communications in Victorian England, see
for instance, Sutherland, Victorian Novelists and
Publishers, pp. 65-7. - Trains: see AYR, II, 117;
Walter Hartright (WW) has trouble when travelling
from London to Cumberland when an engine breaks
down.

12) Trollope, An Autobiography, p. 190. - See
my chapter on "Propriety and Respectability in
Wilkie Collins".

13) See pp. 126-7. See also above in this Con¬
clusion, p. 156. - Hugh Walpole in "Novelists of
the 'Seventies" in The Eighteen-Seventies edited
by H. Granville-Barker, pp. 24-5.

14) Contrast, see note 8 to chapter I.
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